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FOREWORD
e have thought it suitable to have the volumes of plates (Volume II, 2-3) come first, in order to allow scholars to examine
without further delay the material collected in the course of our
arciaeoological campaigns at Butkara I.
We trust that within this year Volume I, containing the reports of the
first campaigns, w d Volume 11, I , offering a classi/Fcation and a study of the
finds, will be brougbt out.
The objects published in this volume of plates (11, 2-3) are the results 4
the excavations carried out in the seasons 1 9 ~ to
6 19~8;but it has proved necessary to include therein a group of relitf.. belonging to the colection of H. H.
the Wali of Swat, and a few pieces brought to lght outside the excavation
sites, or discovered on the site aftpr the signing of de agreements with the
Turin insritutions in 19~9;
folowing the said agreements the Centro scavi e
ricerche arcbeologiche in Asia ,,, already established at IsMEO, has been
termed Centro scavi e ricerche arcbeologicbe in Asia deUJlrMEO e di
Torino ,,.
K have been prompted to inclade these pieces by the need of ensuring at
once a complete and comprehensive survey of the finds, for the study of their
S piistic sequence, and proper histo rical pe rspecrive.
((
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DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
PLATE I.
Swat. General view of Mingaora looking
towards the North-East.
Mingaora (or Mingora), the largest town of
the Yusufzai State of Swat, is seen in the centre,
near the confluence of the Saidu (in the foreground) and the Jambil Khwar.
On the left is the Swat Valley and, in the foreground, the village of Katelai; on the right the
first houses of Saidu Sharif (the capital of the
State).
The mountain beyond Mingaora is the Kheta
(mt. 1377); on the right of it is the Pass of
Arangelai Ghakhai (Mare Kandao : mt. I I 82).
The site of Butkara (sometimes pronounced
Butkada) is South-West of Mingaora, on the right
of the photograph.

seen in relation to the successive phases of the
monument, which have been inserted one into
the
I917
Neg. No. FB M. 9 .

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. The Great
Stiipa.
South-west view of the Great Stiipa, before
clearance of the &bris. The pebble facing and
the outline of the 1st phase are very clear;
see also, on the right, the moulded base of
the 6th phase, and, at the top, part of the wall
facing of the lower cylindrical storey of the
jth phase. The collapsed 5th phase, with the
base of the 6th phase resting on it, is also
1918
visible.
Neg. No. FB M. 9.

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. The Great
Stupa with its surrounding ambulatory (pradakinapatha). Of the Great Stiipa traces of the first
four phases can be seen; the wall-facing of the
I st is very clear as well as the cylindrical basement
of the jth, and, at a higher level, the moulded base
of the 6th.
1959

PLATE

IV a.

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
The pralia&i!apatba,
paved with green schist
and with fragments of blue glass-tiles. On the
right is the Main Stiipa (1th phase).
I917

Neg. No. 718-9-10.

PLATEIV b.
PLATEIU a.
Butkara(Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. The Great
Stiipa.
The West side of Great Stiipa after clearance
of the &bris. The exterior wall-facing can be

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
A detail of the paving in the p r d k i y patba. The fragments of blue glass-tiles form
two bands that enrich the paving of green schist
slabs.
I917

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards Mingaora.
In the middle is stiipa 18, belonging to a late
phase (the related earthen floor - P. 2 - has
been partially left in place), showing traces of a
1959
square storey set upon a round one.
Neg. No. FB M. 21.

PLATEVI.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards Mingaora.
In the foreground is column 149; in the centre
the poorly preserved stupa 10, and, on the left,
stiipa 11, with a wall of soapstone blocks ornamented with pilasters.
A rather well-preserved stretch of the precinct
wall is in the background.
In the cutting at the end of the excavation, on
the left, the stratigraphy can be seen clearly. 1919
Neg. No. FB M. 26.

PLATEVII.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards the North.
In the foreground is part of the ambulatory
with column 149 and a stretch of the coarse wall
built on P. 2, inside the ambulatory.
Within the Sacred Precinct excavation has been
carried down to P. 3, showing large stretches
of a paving of black schist slabs.
I919
Neg. No. FB M. 26.

PLATEVIII.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards the Jambil Khwar.
In the foreground is a stretch of the pradakriyapatha with column 143: on the left is the
entrance to the ambulatory. On the right, a
row of three big stupas with soapstone facing
(numbers 104, 101, 179); the far one has a
projection on its front, probably a flight of steps.

On the left, in the corner of the excavated
area, is a stretch of the precinct wall, cut through
19J9
by a drain.
Neg. No. FB M. 26.
PLATEIX.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards the Jambil Khwar.
In the foreground stiipas 97 and 107. Behind,
a row of large stupas, with soapstone wall-facing
(numbers 98, 99, 102 and 103).
P. 3, with stretches of a paving of black schist
slabs, is also visible.
I919
Neg. No. FB M. 27.

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the South area of the excavation.
The first line of stupas are numbers I I 8, I 17,
116 and 111.
In the background, on the right, is the Great
Stupa with wall-facing belonging to the 5th
phase, with panels for the insertion of sculptures,
I919
and a stretch of the last phase above.
Neg. No. FB M. 27.

PLATEXI.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards the West.
The ambulatory (see P1. XII) with columns 67
and 84 is in the foreground.
In the background, only partly exposed, is
stiipa 70 with a large relief of green schist, reused
(Inv. No. 2816: Pls. CLXII-CLXV).
I919
Neg. No. FB M. 28.

PLATEXII.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct. View of
the excavation looking towards the Swat Valley
(North-West).
In the foreground is a stretch of the pradaksi!~apathabetween columns 66 and 67. Here
the ambulatory paving of green schist slabs

is ornamented with bands made of fragments of
blue glass-tiles. On the left and along the wall,
are the coatings of plaster which successively
covered the paving.
In the background are stupa 27 with soapstone
wall ornamented with green schist pilasters, and
stupa 28, on the drum of which there survives
part of the stucco-coated bracket decoration. 1919

with slivers of schist filling the interstices between
them.
In the foreground there are some slabs of
stupa 42; stupas 27 and 40 are at the sides. 1917
Neg. No. 26/30.

Neg. No. FB M. 28.

PLATEXIII.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
Stupa 27, with soapstone wall-facing, ornamented with Corinthian columns of green schist.
On the right is the corner of stupa 42 and, in the
background, stupa 41 with partially preserved
drum.
I91 7

PLATEXIV a.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
Detail of the North Wall of stupa 14, built
of soapstone blocks, with green schist cornice
and small pilasters. Against it, on the right, is
stupa I 1, with wall-facing of soapstone blocks.
I917
Neg. No. 2613 5 .

PLATEXIV b.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
South-East view of stupa 83. It is one of the
best preserved minor stiipas since also the cylindrical drum, decorated with a series of plain
brackets, is in good condition.
The wall-facing of soapstone blocks is roughly
built.
The black schist paving slabs belong to P. 3.
7918
Neg. No. 18/13.

Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
East view of stiipa 41. The wall-facing of the
lower storey is of soapstone and schist blocks

Butkara (Mingiora), Sacred Precinct.
South-west view of stupa 28. Both soapstone
base and cylindrical drum are decorated with
brackets.
The black schist floor is P. 3 .
I917
Neg. No. 21/38.

PLATEXVI a.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
Stiipa 21, with soapstone wall-facing, is one of
the few minor stupas to have a cylindrical lower
storey. A few blocks of the upper storey, also
cylindrical, are preserved.
I917
Neg. No. 26/17.

PLATEXVI b.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
Stupa 24, with wall-facing of soapstone blocks.
The upper storey is much less well-built, since
the wall-facing consists also of pebbles, slivers
of schist, and two pieces of worked green schist
(Inv. Nos. 7405 and 7406).
I917
Neg. No. 26/27.

PLATEXVII a.
Butkara (Mingaora), Sacred Precinct.
Stupa 163, with sculptured fragments of green
schist fixed to the wall. This portion of the East
side is ornamented by a Corinthian capital with
representation of the Sun Chariot (Inv. No. 543 I)
and a small metope with a full-blown lotus flower
(Inv. No. 1412).
I919

PLATEXVII b.
Butkara (Mingiora), Sacred Precinct.
Stiipa 163, East side. Two sculptures are visible
here: a portion of a false gable depicting the
Adoration of the Three Jewels (Inv. No. 1449)
and a much damaged male figure (Inv. No. j4j 0).
'919
PLATEXVIII - Inv. No. 1139.
Part of a frieze with a scene contained between
two framed Persepolitan columns. At the bottom the relief is defined by a leaf-and-dart
moulding.
The Offering of Flowers. The standing Buddha is
three quarters turned towards a figure who wears
pan'dbdna and uttariya, necklaces and turban,
and holds with his left hand the hem of his robe
full of flowers. ,With his right hand he takes
something from an osier basket held by a young
servant wearing a sleeved tunic, whose hair is done
in a chignon on the head. Behind the Buddha
is a young Vajrapani holding a thunderbolt in
his left hand.
Above there are two holes for cramps that
partially cut into two incised kbarosfhi letters: the
one on the right may be ba N.
T o the same frieze belong Inv. Nos. 8 2 2, I I 7 I ,
1184, and 4149.
((

Green schist 0.145 X 0.25 5 X 0.06.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB I 1 7.

PLATEXIX

- Inv. No.

V. 5 j.

Corner block from a frieze showing a scene
framed by two Corinthian pilasters supporting
large features with conventionalised volutes and a
course of dentils and drops. The relief is defined
below by a leafand-dart moulding.
In front of the standing Buddha in abbayamudra
there are three male figures wearing paridhdna
and uttarga, turban, necklace and ear-rings; two
of them hold their hands in an attitude of worship;
the central one throws towards the Buddha the
flowers taken from the sinus of his robe. Behind

the Enlightened One is a young Vajrapani with
curled hair, wearing a f d cloak that leaves his
right shoulder uncovered; he holds the thunderbolt in his left hand.
At the right, the face of the pilaster shaft is
relieved by a nude figure of Heracles: his left
arm is wrapped in the leontis and the club rests
on his shoulder; on the left pilaster shaft there is
a dancer with raised left arm, hair bound with a
garland and fluttering cloak.
On the left face of the block, the frieze shows
only the other side of the corner pilaster, on
which there is a semi-nude figure of a youth
facing left, with right arm resting on his hip.
A rebate at the right; a vertical groove on the
back near the left edge. Two tenons for insertion;
above, two holes for cramps: the left one has
an incised kharoghi numeral (four); the right
numeral, if there was one, is missing.
Green schist 0.19 X 0.351 X 0.07.
Chipped; the lower left corner is missing.
Source: Butkara (purchased).
Neg. No. FB B. oz.

PLATEXX - Inv. No. 3358 (details).
Part of a curvilinear frieze with successive scenes
separated by small pilasters with Corinthian capital and vertical groove on the shaft, crowned
by large supporting elements with conventionalised volutes and a course of saw-teeth. The
relief is defined below by a leaf-and-dart moulding.
a) Offering to the Buddha. A princely figure
with halo (a deva), accompanied by a servant
holding a fan, is offering a cloth to the standing
haloed Buddha, in abhayan~tldra. Behind the
Buddha is a beardless Vajrapani with moustaches
and crossed legs, paying no attention to the scene.
He wears paridhana and uttariya and holds the
v&a with both hands.
b) Offering o j Flowers. A haloed deva takes
something from a basket held by a servant, and
holds the hem of his robe full of flowers with
his left hand. Before him is the Buddha in abbqumtldra, followed by the bearded Vajrapani with
vajra and fan.

Above there are two holes for cramps.
T o the same frieze belong Inv. Nos. 3 3 j7
(Pl. XXI b), 3 3 5 9 (Pl. XXI a) and 4013 (PI. XXII a).
Green schist 0.21 j X 0.5 j
Chipped.
Source: CSA
PR.
Neg. No. FB 81.

X

0.085.

PLATEXXI a - Inv. No. 3 3 5 g (detail).
Part of a curvilinear frieze with successive scenes
separated by small pilasters with Corinthian
capital and vertical groove on the shaft, crowned
by large elements with conventionalised volutes
and a course of saw-teeth. The relief is defined
below by a leaf-and-dart moulding.
In the right scene (not reproduced here), a turbaned figure wearing paridhano and uttariya
kneels before the Buddha, stretching out his arm
to touch the Buddha's left foot; nearby are two
other worshippers. Behind the Buddha are two
more figures, the nearest of which is Vajrapani.
In the left scene is a standing haloed Buddha
in abhayamudra followed by a bearded Vajrapani
wearing tunic and cloak.
Above are two holes for cramps, accompanied
by two incised kbarolthi letters: the one on the
left is cc pa 11, the other is only partially preserved.
T o the same frieze belong Inv. Nos. j j j 7
(PI. XXI h), 3 3 j 8 (PI. XX) and 4013 (Pl. XXII a).
Green schist 0.21 j X 0.465 X 0.08.
Chipped; four small fragments have been joined to the
block.
PR.
Source : CSA
Neg. No. FB 67.

PLATEXXI b - Inv. No. 3 3 j 7 (detail).
Part of a curvilinear frieze with successive scenes
separated by small pilasters with Corinthian
capital and vertical groove on the shaft, above
which are large elements with conventionalised
volutes and a course of teeth. The relief is defined below by a leaf-and-dart moulding.
The scene to the right shows a princely figure
in the act of taking something from a basket
held by a figure behind him (a young girl, as

shown by the hair-style and anklets), wearing
tunic and dhoyi.
On the left, the Buddha in abbayamudra turns
towards a worshipper wearing Paridhdna and
uttariya, behind whom is another figure that has
totally gone lost. Behind the Buddha is Vajrapani
with aJabe//um in the right hand and the vdra in
the left.
Above, on the right, a hole for a cramp.
It belongs to the same frieze as Inv. Nos. 33 1 8
(PI. XX), 3 3 j 9 (Pl. XXI a) and 4013 (Pl. XXII a).
Green schist 0.21 X 0.37 X 0.06.
Heavily chipped especially on the left scene.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 81.

PLATEXXII a - Inv. No. 4013 (detail).
Fragment of a curvilinear frieze with two scenes
separated by a small pilaster which supported
a large element with conventionalised volutes
and a saw-tooth moulding (partially preserved
on the right).
On the right is the Buddha accompanied by
Vajrapani, as a youth. In front of him is a figure
wearing paridbana and uttariya taking flowers from
a basket held by an attendant who follows him.
At the left is a figure kneeling in front of the
Buddha, between two attendants (?)(This scene
is not shown here).
Above are two holes for cramps.
To the same frieze belong Inv. Nos. 3 3 5 7
(Pl. XXI b), 3 3 j 8 (Pl. XX) and 3 3 j 9 (Pl. XXI a).
Green schist 0.21 X 0.48 X 0.08.
Heavily chipped, especially in the scene at the left.
Source: CNU
Neg. No. FB z j .

a.

PLATEXXII b - Inv. No. V. 3 8 (detail).
Fragment of a curvilinear frieze dehned by a
leaf-and-dart moulding, showing part of two scenes separated by a panel.
On the left, the standing, haloed Buddha looks
at two offerers wearing turban, paridhanu and
uttariya. He is followed by Vajrapani holding
the thunderbolt in his right hand. A tree is
in the background.

No more than traces of two figures can be seen
on the right scene.
Above, on the left, is a hole for a cramp.
Green schist 0.145 X 0.285 X 0.06.
Heavily chipped; the heads are lost, except the one of
the first figure; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: Butkara (purchased).
Neg. No. FB V. 4.

PLATEXXIII - Inv. No. 3281.
Corner block of a frieze with small Corinthian
pilaster at the angle: on the front is a dancer; on
the right side a worshipping deva with crossed
legs (6). The relief is defined below by a leafand-dart moulding.
The Meeting with the Grass-mtter. T o the left are
three worshipping devas and the grass-cutter:
Siddhartha, with beamed halo, turns towards
him. Behind the Bodhisattva is a bearded Vajrapani,
- . the thunderbolt in his left hand, looking
backwards. Outside the edge, on the lower corl
nice, is a sickle in relief. It is noteworthy that
the first deva from the left has hair done in a jata.
A long vertical groove on the back, near the
right edge; a rebate at the left. The upper edge
of the relief is cut by two more grooves; two
holes for cramps are above. Below are two
tenons.
T o the same frieze belong Inv. Nos. 3271, 3279
(Pls. XXIV-XXVI) and 3280.
Green schist 0.31 X 0.41 X 0.071.
Chipped; the figure at the left has been joined to the
block.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 67.

PLATEXXIV - Inv. No. 3279.
Relief defined below by a leaf-and-dart moulding and framed by Corinthian pilasters which
are crowned by large voluted elements decorated
with a row of dentils and drops. O n each pilaster shaft is a dancing girl wearing dhoti, tunic (?)
and flapping shawl.
Tbe Attack by Mara and His Host. The Buddha
is in the centre of the scene, seated in padmasana, right hand resting on the knee and left
His large halo
holding the hem of the sarigh*.
has a rayed edge. The demons of KameSvara are

drawn up in three lines around him. The figures
of the middle line, dressed in princely attire, are
to be identified as Mara and Mara's sons. The
soldiers, two of whom are on horse back, wear
scaled and fringed cuirasses with bands crossing
on the breast and on the back, and round plaques
at the crossing points.
Two tenons are below; a rebate at the left.
T o the same frieze belong Inv. Nos. 3275, 3280
and 3281 (Pl. XXIII).
Green schist 0.905 X 0.5 5 5
Chipped.
Source: CS* @ PR.
Neg. No. FB

X

0.075.

LATE XXV - Inv. No. 3279 (detail).

A detail of the bottom left portion, showing
the defeated soldiers of Mara's army. Note the
cuirasses and the pointed helmets.
See
XXIV.
Neg. No. FB

PLATEXXVI a - Inv. No. 3279 (detail).
The bottom right corner with four soldiers;
one of them with grotesque features. The two
wicker shields seem to be comparable with the
one reproduced in the Conversion of Aigulimala in the Lahore Museum, No. 2361 (Ingholt,
no. 118).
See
XXIV.
Neg. No. FB 80.

PLATEXXVI b - Inv. No. 3279 (detail).

A detail of the top right portion. The grotesque figure close to the Buddha's head, beneath
the leaves of aivattha, seems to be blowing a
conch. The princely figure on the left, wearing a tunic, is drawing his companion away.
See P1. XXIV.
Neg. No. FB 80.

PLATEXXVII - Inv. No. 3349.
Relief head of the Buddha facing left. The
ears have pierced lobes; the hair is inhcated by
curved grooves in almost regular rows, so that

they seem to be continuous and wavy.
u.rnira is not bound.

The

Green schist 0.061 X 0.04.
Chipped.
Source: CSA T(J PR.
Neg. No. FB 175.

PLATEXXIX b - Inv. No. 2 4 6 8 (detail).

A front view of the head of the Buddha.
See PI. XXIX a.
Neg. No. FB 155

PLATEXXX - Inv. No. j 813.
PLATEXXWII - Inv. No. 3 I 38.
Fragment of a relief showing a haloed head
of the Buddha. The usn+a is small and is not
bound at the base; the hair, indicated by curved
grooves, is parted on the forehead. The halfclosed eyes are much elongated and the arch of
the eyebrows is sharp-edged; the nostrils are
indicated by a groove. Between the eyebrows
is the Fa.
A small portion of plaster is preserved on the
halo.
Green schist 0.1 I X 0.091 X 0.09.
Chipped; a break on the face.
Source: CSB @, near St. 86.
Neg. No. FB 47.
BIBL.: G. Tucci, in Art8 dc Gandhrjra no Paquirf;io, fig.
on p. 27. Italian Arch. Reseurcher, p. 46, no. 117.

PLATEXXIX a - Inv. No. 2468 (detail).
Fragment of a relief defined above by a cornice
of overlapping lanceolate leaves.
It preserves part of a standing Buddha with
beamed lotus-shaped halo over which are four
half-blown lotus flowers. He is in abhayamudra,
holds the hem of his cloak with his left hand and
faces left. His hair is indicated by parallel lines
of short wavy curls: the ujni!a is flat and rather
large; the irnd,between the eyebrows projects in
the centre of a low cavity. Traces of other
figures are on the right; and among them is the
bald head of a monk.
Green schist 0.47 X 0.24 X 0.07.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments, among
which are Inv. Nos. 5338 (the right hand of the Buddha)
and 7018 (the upper fragment, including the cornice and a
portion of the halo), both found when the book was in
press; the original edge has been preserved at the top.
Source: CNP @, Inv. No. 5 338 is from CMJ @, near
St. 179 and Inv. No. 7018 from CNB
Neg. No. FB I j 5.

a.

Relief head of the Buddha. The hair, forming
a small usnisa, is indicated by short curved
grooves arranged in concentric lines. The ear has
pierced lobe.
A hole for a nail on the forehead.
Green schist 0.125 X 0.09.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CMN
Neg. No. FB 413.

a.

PLATEXXXI - Inv. No. 6579.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding of overlapping leaves.
On the left is the head of the Buddha facing left,
with rayed halo and hair carefully shown, indicated by wavy locks ending in an unbound
usni-ra. On the nimbus there are four lotus flowers.
On the right the torso of Vajrapani survives.
He wears exomis and holds a fly-whisk in the
right hand, the vajra in the left; he has beard,
moustaches and long hair drawn backwards.
In the background is the upper part of another male figure, turning towards the Buddha.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.34 X 0.39 X 0.091
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments two of
which (Inv. Nos. 750 and 4371)belong to the Buddha's
head; broken on the left and at the bottom.
Source: CRH @; Inv. No. 750 is from CRD @; Inv.
No. 4371 from CMT @ PR.
Neg. No. FB. 527.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Rcreorcher, p. 46, no. I I 8 (the
Buddha's head).

PLATEXXXII - Inv. No. 6579 (details).
The Buddha's head.
Note the hair, that seems to cover a head protuberance rather than to be bound in a chignon,
the moustaches and the neatly carved eyes.
See PI. XXXI.
Neg. No. FB 248.

PUTE XXXIII - Inv. No.

3212.

Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding of overlapping leaves. Of the scene there
survives the head of the Buddha with moustaches
and beamed halo, turned towards a haloed deva
who throws lotus flowers to him. The Buddha
has an *pi in relief, and his hair is indicated by
slightly projecting curled locks forming an u!ail
bound with a ring at the base.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.235 X 0.26 X 0.09.
Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the top.
Surce: CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 47.
Brm.: Italian Arch. Rerearrhrr, p. 42, no. 94.

PLATEXXXIV a - Inv. No. 1087.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding of overlapping leaves.
It preserves part of a Buddha, facing left,
with usni!a bound with a ring at the base and
lotus-shaped halo on which are three lotus
flowers. The hair is indicated by wavy grooves.
The part of the face near the background is differently worked and unfinished.
Green schist o . j z j X 0.215 X 0.071.
Heavily chipped; reconstructed from seven fragments,
among which are Inv. Nos. 1729 ( t q i ~ a ) 937
, (torso). 983
(left portion of the halo) and 892 (upper cornice); the
original edge has been preserved on the top.
Source: the head is from CRD @, Inv. No. 1729 from
CRI @, Inv. Nos. 892,937 and 983 from CRC @.
Neg. No. FB joz.

PLATEXXXIV b - Inv. No. 1087 (detail).

A detail showing the head. The q n ~ s a i sbound
at the base; the eyes, without incisions for iris or
pupil, are neatly marked.
See PI. XXXIV a.
Neg. No. FB I 3 2 .

PLATEXXXV - Inv. No. 2343.
Fragment of a relief, defined at the top by a
fillet, on which is preserved a juvenile haloed
head of the Buddha. The half-closed eyes have

no marks for iris or pupil; the hair, in wavy locks,
ends in an unbound usnip. The ears have elongated and pierced lobes.
Green schist 0.21 X 0.21 5 X 0.085.
Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the top; much
damaged on the hair and the forehead.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 439.

PLATEXXXVI - Inv. No. 2361.
Fragment of a relief showing a head of the
Buddha, facing left, with moustaches; the lobes
of the ears are pierced. The hair, in wavy locks,
ends in an unbound usnisa.
Few traces of plaster.
Green schist 0.18 X 0.135 X 0.08.
Corroded and chipped; the original edge has been preserved on the top.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 194.

PLATEXXXVII a - Inv. No. 2680.
Buddha head from a relief, with moustaches
and tlrna; the hair, carefully shown, is indicated
by wavy locks radiating from the centre of
the forehead and ends in an unbound u!nt,ra.
The half-closed eyes have no marks for iris or
pupil.
Green schist 0.145 X 0.09.
Chipped.
Source: CNP @, near column 140.
Neg. No. FB 226.

PLATEXXXVII b - Inv. No. 1728.
Buddha head from a relief, with hair indicated
by irregular curved grooves. The small u!ni.!a
is not bound at the base. The eyes, half-closed,
have no marks for iris or pupil.
Green schist 0.08 5
Corroded.
Source: CRI W.
Neg. No. FB 24.

X o.oj j.

PLATEXXXVIII a - Inv. No. 41I I .
Buddha head from a relief, with moustaches and
unbound urnzra. The half-closed eyes have no
marks for iris or pupil.
The ear-lobe is elongated and pierced.
Green schist o.16j X 0.1 3 .
Heavily chipped; the forehead is missing.
Source: CNU @.
Neg. No. FB 109.

PLATEXXXVIII b - Inv. No.

23 j j

.

Buddha head from a relief, with moustaches and
small unbound usnira. The half-closed eyes have
no marks for iris or pupil; the hair is indicated by
irregular curved grooves. Fat, round face.
Greenish schist 0 . 1 2 X 0.08.
Chipped and corroded, especially on the hair.
Source: CSF
Neg. No. FB 1 7 1

centre of the forehead. The flat u ~ n i ~
is anot bound
at the base. Incised irnd between the eyebrows.
Green schist 0.08
sourn: CMX

a.o.oj.
X

Neg. NO. FB I 10.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Re~tarrhts,p. 4 ~ no.
, I 16.

PLATEXL1 - Inv. No. S. 81.
Head of a Buddha with moustaches and rayedged halo. The hair, indicated by widely spaced,
wavy grooves, is drawn into a low u!n!ia
bound
at the base with a ring; the firpd, in relief, is in the
middle of the forehead. The ears have elongated
and pierced lobes.
Green schist 0.12 X 0.13 X 0.06.
Chipped.
Source: Saidu Sharlf I.
Neg. No. FB S. j.

a.

PLATEXXXIX a - Inv. No. j 303.
Head of the Buddha with half-closed eyes and
hair inhcated by small incised lines in horizontal
bands. The usnisa emerges gradually and is not
bound at the base.
Green schist o.121 X 0.081.
Heavily chipped and corroded.
Source: near St. 119 on P. 2.
Neg. No. FB 485

PLATEXXXIX b - Inv. No. 261.
Head of the Buddha with curled hair and urnca
bound with a ring at the base. The h a k l o s e d
eyes, with heavy eye-lids, have no marks for iris
or pupil.
Green schist 0.13.
Small chippings and corrosions.
Source: CMX @.
Neg. No. FB 42.

PLATEXL - Inv. No. 83.
Buddha head from a relief; the hair is indicated
by continuous wavy lines radiating from the

PLATEXL11 - Inv. No. 4346.
Head of the Buddha with u!nira bound at the
base and incised rsrnd. The hair is indicated by
curled locks.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.06 X o.ojj.
Minor chippings; the plain back has been preserved.
Source: CMT @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 176.

PLATEXL111 a - Inv. No.

2j 3 3.

Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
listel.
D~~pa!nhraJ i t a h . On the left is a young woman wearing a tunic belted at the hips; she holds a
round jar (gha!a) under her left arm and offers lotus
flowers to the brahmacirin Sumedha (or Sumati),
who is dressed as an ascetic and holds the purse
in his right hand and the bmanialu in his left.
On the right, Sumedha, in the same attire, his
hair faUlng over his shoulders, with short beard (a
quite unusual feature; cf. Inv. No. 3 583: PI.
LXXVI) and smalljata, is shown throwing flowers
towards the Buddha Dipamkara. This is standing,
slightly turned to the left, wearing antara-vdsako
and sarigh*, and is followed by a monk, with
right hand wrapped in his mantle and left holding
its hem.

Below, the brahmacdrin is portrayed again, prostrating himself before the Buddha and touching his
foot. Sumedha's upper garment (partly in relief
on the framing listel) is on the ground and -the
Buddha rests his right foot on Megha's hair.
Green schist 0.44 X 0.j7 X 0.09.
Heavily chipped; reconstructed from five fragments:
Inv. No. 6464 consists of the two large fragments on the
right; Inv. No. 1697 is the upper part of the brahmudrin
throwing flowers; the relief is broken at the top and a large
gap is on the left, where the lower corner is also missing.
Source: the two fragments on the left came to light from
CNQ @; Inv. No. 1697 is from CRI @; Inv. No. 6464
is from CRH @, near the West side of St. soj, to the
decoration of which it doubtless belonged.
Neg. No. FB 497.

PLATEXL111 b - Inv. No. 2 5 j 3 (detail).
A detail showing the left-hand fragment: the
young woman is giving her lotus flowers to the
brohmacarin.
See PI. XLIII a.
Neg. NO. FR zoo.

PLATEXLIV - Inv. No. z j 3 3 (detail).
Note his hair and 'pper
The ascetic
garment partially carved on the listel.
See PI. XLIII a.
Neg. No. FB 497.

PLATEXLV - Inv. No. 2 5 j 3 (details).
The fragment showing the brahmacarin in the
act of throwing flowers.
Note the characteristic bordered shawl, the
hair streaming over the shoulders and the sacred
cord passing over the left shoulder and under the
right arm-pit.
See PI. XLIII a.
Neg. No. FB 7.

PLATEXLVI a - Inv. No. 4334.
Fragment of a relief depicting the Dzpaykra
Jatah.

The surviving portion consists of part of the
brahmacdrin, with hair falling over his shoulders
and spiral chignon, holding the koma!ldah and
wearing loin-cloth and shawl. He is portrayed
in the act of throwing a bunch of lotus buds to
the right, towards the Buddha.
The relief has been cut down on the right.
Green schist 0.34 X 0.105 X 0.085.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments one of
which (Inv. No. 2944) includes the left hand with the k ma!idub.

Source: CNF' @ PR; Inv. No. 2944 is from CMR @.
Neg. No. FB I 74.

PLATEXLVI b - Inv. No.

j j 61.

Fragment of a relief with a male figure facing
left, wearing paridhanu and zlttariya, turban, necklaces, ear-rings and wristlets. In his left hand he
holds the hem of his robe filled with flowers; his
right hand is raised in the act of throwing flowers. The eyes have no incisions for iris or
pupil.
Green schist 0.395 X 0.141 X 0.085.
Chipped; broken on all sides.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 78.
BIBL.:Ituljan Arch. Researches, p. 42, no. 93.

PLATEXLVII - Inv. No. 4334 (detail).
The upper section. Note the characteristic
shape of thejard and the belt-like tress that binds
the hair on the nape of the neck.
See PI. XLVI n.
Neg.

FB '74.

PLATEXLVIII a, b - Inv. No.

25 5 I .

Fragment of a relief showing a young ascetic
facing left, wearing a loin-cloth and a shawl on
the shoulders, holding the kama!l~/alz4 with his
left hand.
His hair falls over the shoulders and is gathered into a looped knot on the top of the
head.

The eyes have no incisions for iris or pupil.
Green schist 0.315 X 0.10 X 0.07j.
Chipped; reconstructed from six fragments among
which is Inv. No. 4082 (the head); the original edge has
been preserved o n the right.
Source: CNP @, near the West side of St. I to; Inv. No.
4082 is from CNU @; the fragment including the left hand
and the h m a ? ~ a l uis from CMX @.
Neg. No. FB 489.

PLATEXLVIII c - Inv. No.

2j j 1

(detail).

The head of the brahmacarin. Note the neat
and continuous grooves which indicate the hair.
See P1. XLVIII a, b.
Neg. No. FB 59.

PLATEXLIX - Inv. No. 2532.
Fragment of a relief preserving part of a worshipping figure with moustaches and turban decorated with rosettes, facing left. He wears
reel-shaped ear-rings, short band-shaped necklace
and long necklace with three twisted strings,
wristlets and bracelet. The uttariya covers his
left shoulder and rests on the forearm. The hair is
shown by irregular wavy lines. Before him in the
background is the bust of another figure holding
flowers in the right hand and wearing necklace
and bracelet.
The eyes have no incisions for iris or pupil. It
is noteworthy that the turban, the bracelet and the
short necklace of the main figure have similar
rosette decoration.
Green schist 0.32 X 0.23 X 0.08.
Chipped; broken on all sides; the fragment with the
figure emerging from the background (Inv. No. 2637)
was found when the book was already in press.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 199.

The left arm of the main figure shows marks
of chiselling.
Green schist o.4jj X 0.35 X 0.09.
Heavily chipped; reconstructed from three fragments,
among which are Inv. Nos 7 5 3 (the child's head) and 6691
(the main figure's right shoulder); broken on all sides.
Source: CNP @, near the South side of St. 120; Inv.
No. 75 9 is from CRD @, Inv. No. 6691 from CRM @.
Neg. No. FB 1 2 8 .

PLATEL b - Inv. NO. 2546 (detail).
The upper portion seen from the right. The
marks of chiselling can be see clearly.
See PI. L a.
Neg. No. FB J 28.

PLATEL1 a - Inv. No. 2663.
Male head from a relief with turban and moustaches, showing right profile. The eyes have no
incisions for iris or pupil. The turban has rosette
decoration.
Green schist 0.13 X 0.08.
Chipped.
Source: CNL @.
Neg. No. FB t o 3

PLATEL1 b - Inv. No.

2j 21.

hiale head with moustaches, turban and earrings, facing right, belonging to a relief. The
eyes have no incisions for iris or pupil. The turban
has rosette decoration.
Green schist 0.10 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 178.

PLATEL11 - Inv. No. 3667.
PLATEL a - Inv. No. z5 46.
Fragment of a relief showing a worshipper
facing left, wearing paridhatra and uttarga, petalled
wristlets, bracelets and short necklace. Next to
him, in the foreground, is a half-naked child,
wearing ear-rings and a short cloak over the
shoulders; he too is in an attitude of worship.
Traces of other figures can be seen on the left.

Male head from a relief, facing left, with
moustaches and characteristic m u k ~ adecorated
with rosettes within lozenges: probably a head
of Indra.
Green schist 0.105 X 0.06.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CMT @, above St. 114.
Neg. No. FB 230.

P L A L111
~ a - Inv. No. 88 1.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a leafand-dart moulding.
The scene shows a standing, haloed Buddha,
looking at a male figure wearing paridbana and
uttariya. His left hand rests on his breast and his
raised right holds a bunch of flowers (?). Behind
the Buddha is a Vajrapani with beard, moustaches and untidy hair, wearing a short cloth and
looking backwards. Next to him is part of a
figure wearing a monastic cloak, probably another
figure of the Buddha.
T o the same frieze belongs Inv. No. 4078
(Pl. L111 6).
Green schist 0.1 3 X 0.225 X 0.045.
Chipped; broken at left and right.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 25.

PLATEL111 b - Inv. No. 4078.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a leafand-dart moulding. On the left is a figure bending
forward, and a haloed Buddha in abhayamudra
looking at him. Three figures follow, on the right,
the first of them possibly Vajrapani, the third
one apparently a female, holding a stringed instrument.
T o the same relief belongs Inv. No. 881 (Plate
L111 a).
Green schist 0.125 X o. I 85 X 0.045.
Heavily chipped; broken at the sides.
Source: CNW @.
Neg. No. FB 65.

PLATELIV - Inv. No. 3282 (details).
Part of a curvilinear frieze with successive scenes
sepatated by panels with Corinthian culumns.
Above is a cornice with overlapping lanceolate
leaves.
a) The First Sermon. Turning of the Wheel of
the LW.
In the centre is the Buddha seated on
the throne, inpadmisana, his right hand resting on
the dharmacakra. (For the unusual way of holding
the wheel on the ground, see Kabul: MeuniC,

Shotorak, p. 4 j , no. I 70 b, pl. XVIII, 17. Cf. also
a late kusana stele of Visnu from Mathura: C.
Sivaramamurti, The Weapons of Vishnu, Artib. As.
XVIII, 175 5 , no. 2, pl. X on p. 136). He is surrounded by the six who were present at the First
Sermon : the five monks and Vajrapani, wearing
paridh~na,uttariya and turban. Two of the monks
are seated with crossed legs on low grass-covered
seats; the standing monk on the left, outstretching
his right arm, according to the conjecture of Foucher (AGBG, I, p. 433), is perhaps Kaundiniya,
the first monk who understood the Buddha's
Doctrine. The wheel, with waved rim (a conventionalized row of peltae; see Inv. No. 3537:
P1. CCXXXI and note), has seven spokes visible.
6) The Visit to an Ascetic. The Buddha is
paying a visit to an ascetic who kneels inside
his hut. A young ascetic with a kamandalu, Vajrapani (?)and a monk are in attendance.
Above are two holes for cramps.
Green schist 0.13 X 0.34 X 0.06.
Chipped.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. Nos. FB I 10(a), FB 68 (b).

PLATELV a - Ref. No. WS. 106.
Part of a curvilinear relief framed by two panels
with Corinthian columns and defined above by
a row of overlapping lanceolate leaves.
Offering to the Buddha. The standing haloed
Buddha is in abhayamudra, turned three quarters
to the left. In front of him is an offerer wearing
paridbana and uttarga, with flowers in the sinw
of his robe. A worshipper, dressed in the same
fashion, follows him. On the right, behind the
Buddha, is Vajrapani, wearing paridhana, uttarya
and turban, looking backwards.
A hole for a nail.
It is probably part of the frieze to which Ref.
No. WS. 107 belongs (Plate LVIII a).
Green schist 0.135 X 0.25 X o.oj.
Slightly chipped.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, I-I.
Pak., H. Q. A.: Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 42.

PLATELV b - Ref. No. WS. 96.

PLATELVII - Ref. No. WS. 60 (detail).

Part of a curvilinear frieze defined above by a
row of overlapping lanceolate leaves.
Offering to the Buddha. In the centre of the scene
is a standing haloed Buddha, in abhayamudra,
turned three quarters towards two figures wearing paridhdna and uttariya: the first one offers
a cup (?), the second worships. The Enlightened
One is followed by Vajrapani wearing paridhdna,
uttariya and turban: he holds the vdjro with both
hands, and is looking backwards. A tree on the
right.
A hole for a nail in the centre.

The ascetic of the first scene, with long beard,
mustaches and small j a p . The distortion due to
the attempt at perspective can be seen clearly.

Green schist 0.195 X o.zo5 X 0.041
Chipped and corroded.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 36.

PLATELVI - Ref. No. WS. 60 (details).
Relief with two scenes separated by a framed
Corinthian column, defined above by a moulding
of overlapping lanceolate leaves.
a) Visit to an Ascetic. The standing, haloed
Buddha, in abhayamr4dr6, is turned towards an
old ascetic kneeling by his hut. -The Buddha is
followed by a juvenile Vajrapavi with thunderbolt
in his hands, looking backwards.
b) Maitreyo between two l.Yorshippers. The Bodhisattva sits in padmasana and abhayamr~drd,and
wears paridhana and uttariya. He is adorned with
a short necklace, another long one with large central bead, and with ear-rings. The h l a i a is in
his left hand; the fingers of his right hand are
webbed. Note the shape of the chignon, peculiar
to the Bodhisattva Maitreya (See Ingholt, p. 58,
no. 37). On each side of him is a worshipper
wearing paridhana, uttariya and turban.
Green schist o.13j X 0.29 X 0.04.
Slightly chipped; well preserved edges.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wdi of Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 23.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 42, no. 89.

See PI. LVI a.
Neg. No. FB VV. 23.

PLATELVIII a - Ref. No. WS. 107.
Part of a relief defined above by a moulding
of overlapping lanceolate leaves, with a scene
framed by panels with Corinthian columns. The
shaft of each column has two horizontal double
grooves. In the centre is the Bodhisattva Maitreya,
in padmdana and abhayamudra, holding the flask
in is left hand; he wears a short necklace and
a long necklace made of large beads. He is surrounded by four haloed worshipping figures
(devas), wearing paridhdna and uttarya. The first
figure from the left, his hair done in the ascetic
style, is Brahma.
Two incised marks at the end of the lower fillet.
It is probably part of the same frieze as Ref.
No. WS. 106 (Pl. LV a).
Green schist 0.13 X 0.24 X 0.041
Chipped on the upper cornice and at the left.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A. Wali of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 42.

PLATELVIII b - Inv. No. V, 3.
Corner fragment of a frieze with successive
scenes framed by dwarf Corinthian pilasters
crowned by very large features with volutes.
In the one surviving scene a Bodhisattva is
sitting in padnllisana and abhayamudra on a throne,
under a tree, between four worshippers. Of these
the left-hand ones are preserved, wearing paridhana and uttartlya; there are traces of another on
the right. The Bodhisattva wears ear-rings and
necklaces.
Above is a square hole for a cramp.
Green schist 0.195 X 0.30 X 0.08j.
Heavily chipped; broken at the right.
Source: Shanesha, near Guligrirn, in the Valley of the
Saidu Khwar.
Neg. No. FB V, j.
BIBL.: TUCC~,
Preliminay Report, p. j I j.

PLATELIX - Inv. No. V. 53.

PLATELXI a - Inv. No. 4016.

Fragment of a relief showing The Visit to
an Ascetic. The Enlightened One is haloed and
stands in abhayamudra, in front of the old ascetic
who sits by the hut, lus lefi hand holding the
kaman!afu.
Behind the Buddha is Vajrapani,
much damaged. A cloth or flag hangs from the
hut.

Part of a curvilinear frieze defined above by a
moulding of overlapping leaves. The scenes are
separated by empanelled Corinthian columns.
Only a portion has been preserved of the right
scene, showing the Announce of the Choice of
Siddhartha's Bride (?). A seated ascetic (maybe
Purohita), with large j a p and kamandafu in his
left hand, is shown in conversation with a haloed
princely figure (Siddhartha, or more probably
Suddhodana: see PI. LXII), wearing paridham,
uttarzya and turban, seated with crossed legs.
In the background, the bust of a brabmacarin with
curled hair.
The next scene depicts the Brihf Procession.
The bride is being transported to Siddhartha's
house in a covered litter carried by two men
wearing loin-cloths and preceded by a horseman
wearing p a r i d h a , uttariya and turban (cf. Ref.
No. WS. 71: P1. CCCLXXXVI). The horse's
harness is decorated with round plaques and a tuft
of hair is on its head. A female figure holds a
flower and a mirror in front of YaSodhara, who
can be seen inside the canopy of the litter. Beneath
the litter a small female figure wearing a tunic
holds a package under her left arm. At the end of
the procession another female figure holds a
palm branch (a fan ?).
Two holes for cramps are above.

Green schist 0.311 X 0.285 X 0.06.
Chipped; the original surface is preserved only at the
bottom.
Source: Kambar, on the road from Mingiora to Udigrim.
BIBL.:Tucci, Preliminary R;port, p. 294.

PLATELX a - Inv. No. V. 46.
Fragment of a frieze defined above by a moulding of overlapping lanceolate leaves.
The scene shows a series of standing Buddhas,
each with halo, the right hand in abbayamdra and
the left holding the hem of the robe: three of
them are preserved.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.13 X 0.14 X 0.35
Rather heavily chipped; the face of the Buddha at the
right is missing; broken at left and right.
Source: Udigrim Castle (purchased).
Neg. No. FB V. 5.

PLATELX b - Ref. No. WS. 62.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding
of overlapping lanceolate leaves.
Six standing Buddhas with halos; the right hands
in abhayamudra and the left holding the hem of
their robes. All of them have the left leg slightly
outstretched, and both feet resting on a lotus
flower (?).
Green schist 0.135 X 0.21 X 0.045.
Chpped; broken at the right; the left lower corner is
missing.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahanzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., W d i of Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB W. 24.

I

Green schist 0.1 j X 0.331 X 0.09; thd diameter of the
whole frieze can be estimated at approximately 1.00.
Chipped.
Source: CNU
Neg. No. FB 50.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 41, no. 87, pl. IX I.

a.

PLATELXI b - Inv. No. 4016 (detail).
A detail of the right scene. Note the globular
eyes without eye-lids.
See P1. LXI a.
Neg. No. FB 10.

PLATELXII - Inv. No. 4016 (detail).
The left-hand scene depicting the bridal procession. The figure leading the procession has been
justly identified as Siddhartha (see Ingholt, p. 34

under no. 34), and seems to be different from the
haloed figure of the preceding scene.
See P1. LXI a.
Neg. No. FB 50.

PLATELXIII

- Inv. No.

4276.

Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding of overlapping leaves and a row of dentils and
drops. The scenes are separated by empanelled
Corinthian columns.
a) The Interpretation of Siddhgrtha's Horoscope.
In a room with Corinthian columns (one at the
left has been preserved) supporting a bracketed
architrave, are Maya, Suddhodana and the ascetic
with the bandaged and haloed child on his knees.
Maya holds a flower; Suddhodana has his right
hand upraised; the ascetic, wrapped in the mantle,
but with his right shoulder uncovered, has
beard, moustaches and hair partly done in a high
spiral j a p , partly streaming over the shoulders.
In the background there are two attendants. On
the left, behind the ascetic, a door is partially
visible.
b) Siddhrirtha Goes to School. The scene preserves two figures of children and a youth wearing
a long tunic: they hold long and handled writingboards. On the left are traces of a fourth figure.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist o,16> X 0,395 X o,o6.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments, of which
the leFt one is Inv. N o . 3652; broken at the sides.
Source: the fragment at the right is from CNP @
PR between Q 8 and Q 9 ; Inv. No. j 6 j r is from CMS @.
Neg. Nos. FB 146 (a), FB 507 (b).

PLATELXIV - Inv. No. I 193.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a plain
fillet.
The Interpretation of Mqa'r Dream. The ascetic,
with beard, moustaches and spiral chignon,
wrapped in the mantle, is sitting on a stool and
holds the kaman(alu in his left hand. On his
left proper there is a seated female figure, with
right hand raised to her mouth. She wears a long
tunic that leaves her right breast uncovered, and
a mantle; her hair is divided in the middle, drawn
aside on the temples and bound with a garland.

At the right there are unidentifiable remains.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.23 X 0 . 2 1 X 0 . 0 8 j .
Chipped and corroded, broken on the top and at the
left; reconstructed from five fragments.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 30.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. R~carchcr, p. 41, no. 86, pl. VII.

PLATELXV - Inv. No. 1193 (detail).
A detail showing the two heads: the eyes, with
heavy lids, have no incised iris or pupil.
See PI. LXIV.
Neg. No. FB 30.

PLATELXVI - Inv. No. I 193 (detail).
The head of the ascetic.
See PI. LXIV.
Neg. No. FB j o .

PLATELXVII

- Inv. No. 2491 (detail).

Fragment of a relief defined above by a cornice decorated with a row of dentils and drops.
The Interpretation of Mqa's Dream (?). The
king and queen are seated in the European
fashion, facing right. In the background are two
attendants: the one on the left, female, has hair
bound with a garland and holds a long fan (?);
of the other only the head survives, front view,
with hair indicated by deep grooves. Suddhodana
holds a handled ring-shaped object, presumably
a fan (cf. e. g. a terracotta figurine from KauSambi:
Kala, Terr. Figur., p. 64, pl. XXILI B). On the
right, part of a Corinthian pilaster.
Above a tenon; a rebate at the right.
Green schist 0.20 X 0.213 X
Chipped; broken at the left.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 191.

PLATELXVIII

- Ref. No.

0.05.

WS, gj.

Relief belonging to a curvilinear frieze framed
by two empanelled Corinthian columns, by a
row of lanceolate leaves above and by a plain
fillet below.

The B~lddhain the Sakyas' House (?). The Enlightened One is sitting on a throne in the European
manner, front view, his feet resting on a stool, that
is carved on the lower fillet. His right hand is in
abhuyamudra, while his left arm rests on his knee.
Above him are the branches of a tree. On the
right is a male figure (Suddhodana ?) wearing
pari&l~na,uttarrjm and turban, seated with crossed
legs. On the left a monk sits in deep meditation
on a low square throne; behind him another monk
is standing.
Green schist 0.16 X 0.29 X 0.05.
Chipped.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzeb H.
Pak.. H.Q.A., Wdi of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB W. 36.

PLATELXIX - Inv. No. 2804.
Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
fillet.
The Buddha in the Sakyas' House - The Buddha
is sitting in the European way, on a cloth-covered
throne. A male figure wearing paridhgna and
uttarga kneels in front of him, while a monk,
behind him, waves a fan. T o the left, behind the
kneeling figure, is the arm of another figure.
Green schist 0.18 X 0.19 X 0.055.
Chipped; broken at the left.
Source: CNP @, corner between 142 and 121.
Neg. No. FB 250.

PLATELXX - Inv. No. 1468 (detail).
Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief defined by
a plain listel. It preserves an ascetic seated in the
European style, three quarters turned to the left;
the torso is naked; a basket full of flowers rests
on the right knee and is supported by the left
hand, which holds a flask. O n the left can be
seen the foot of a figure facing the ascetic, and
a large round water-pot; on the right, a seated
figure showing the left profile, and another, standing, in the background.
Schist 0.35 X 0.41 1 X 0.075.
The side figures are heavily chipped; the middle one is
headless: broken at the tot, and at the left.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 120.

PLATELXXI - Ref. NO. WS. 72.
Fragment of a relief slightly curvilinear, with the
Buddha seated on a throne, in profile: the right
hand uplifted and the left holding a cup. In front
of him are three bearded ascetics wearing loincloths: two of them are standing, the third is
seated by his hut. Behind is Vajrapani wearing
a short tunic; two trees in the background (See
Ref. No. WS. 74; P1. LXXII a).
Green schist o.13j X 0.28 X 0.033.
The figures of the ascetics and of Vajrapaqi are chipped;
the relief is broken at the bottom.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H.Q.A., Wih of Swit, Saidu Shadf.
Neg. No. FB VV. 27.

PLATELXXII a - Ref. No. MS. 74.
Fragment of a relief showing a series of scenes.
On the left is the Buddha seated on the throne,
holding a cup in his left hand; the right hand
is uplifted, probably in abhayamudrd (See Ref. No.
WS. 72: P1. LXXI). On the right is a scene
in higher register, of which is preserved a standing
male figure wearing paridhana, uttariya and turban.
He waves the hem of the uttarga with his right
hand, while his left hand is lifted to his mouth,
in a gesture of amazement. Between the two
scenes is a jamb divided by architraves supported
by Corinthian columns. Of the resulting panels
three are preserved, and on each of them is a
small worshipping figure facing right.
Above is part of an architectural element with
a dwarf pilaster and a square hole.
A tenon; a hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.255 X 0.23 X 0.045.
Chipped; the edge on the left and on the right is of
recent date.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak.,,H.Q.A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 28.

PLATELXXII b - Ref. No. WS. 74 (detail).
The male figure on the right is shown here. For
its attitude see Inv. No. 6j 5 : PI. CCIV and note.
See PI. LXXII a.
Neg. No. FB W. 2 8 .

PLATELXXIII - Ref. No. WS. I I .

defined
by a plain ' let
lndto
the left by a framed Corinthian column.
Siddbdrtha Exchanges Clothes with the Hunter.
Siddhartha, haloed, wearing only the paridhanu,
is giving his princely garments to a hunter, and
receives in exchange the simple hunter's dress.
The hunter, shown in an attitude of awe, wears
only a dhoti. Behind him is a worshipper with
paridhana and uttariya; on the right stands Vajrap%+, wearing a short tunic.
A rebate at the right; two tenons on top.
Green schist 0.18 X 0.23 X 0.04.
Chipped; of the heads only the Buddha's is well preserved.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H.Q.A., Wdi of Swit, Saidu Shadf.
Neg. No. FB W. 4.

A hole for a nail.
Green schiet 0.36 X 0.183 X 0.07.
Chipped; reconstructed from nix ragmet.; b d h 8 ;
hands and lower part of legs missing.
Source: CMR @.
Neg. No. PB 410.

PLATELXXV b - Inv. No. 2841.
Fragment of a standing figure of the Buddha
from a relief: the right hand, with webbed fingers,
is in abhayamudr6, the left is at breast height.
Green schist 0.33.
Chipped; head, left forearm and legs are missing.
Source: CMR @.
Neg. No. FB 41 I.

PLATELXXVI - Inv. No. 3 j 83.

Fragment of a relief showing a scene of obcisance. (Dipamkara Jataka ?; see Inv. No. r j j 3 :
Pls. XLIIIa, XLIV). A bearded man is prostrated
PLATELXXIV a - Inv. No. 3629.
in front of the standing Buddha probably in
Standing figure of the Buddha in abhayamudra; abhayamudrd and is touching his right foot. Behind
the left hand holds the hem of the robe, the fin- him is part of another draped figure.
The lower fillet was chipped before the relief
gers of the right hand are joined by webs.
was carved, as is shown by the hair carved on
Part of a groove on the left arm.
the fracture.
Green schist 0.47 X 0.22 X 0.105.
A hole for a nail.
Slightly chipped; the figure is headless and footless.
Source: CMY @.
Neg. No. FB 219.
BIBL.: Ituliun Arc)). Researches, p. 40, no. 82.

PLATELXXIV b - Inv. No. 3 j 3 3.
Fragment of a standing figure of the Buddha
with right hand in abha_yamudra; the left holds
the hem of the robe.
Green schist 0.365 X 0.185 X 0.085.
chipped and corroded; headless and broken below the
knee; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 171.

PLATEL X X V a - Inv. No. 2824.
Fragment of a standing figure of the Buddha:
the right hand was in abhayamudrti, and the left
holds the hem of the cloak.

Green schist 0.33 5 X 0.26 X 0.045.
Chipped; broken at the left and on the top; reconstructed
from three fragments, among which Inv. No. 361 5 (the
Buddha).
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 45 o.
BIBL.:Itulian Arch. Rerearrhcr, p. 42, no. 90.

PLATELXXVII - Inv. No. 2874.
Fragment of a relief with a standing figure
in
ubhayamudr~.
lowered left hand holds- the
hem of the cloak.
On the back are traces of a vine scroll, belonging to an earlier use of the stone, chiselled out.
of the Buddha, turned to the left, ,-,robably

he

Green schist 0.37 X 0.165 X 0.06.
Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the right.
Source:
N ~ N ~~ FB
. 445.
BIBL.: It~lianArch. Rercurrhes, p. 41, no. 84,pl. VIII,

I.

PLATELXXVIII a - Inv. No. 4043.

PLATELXXIX b - Inv. No. 782 (detail).

Fragment of a relief with a draped standing
figure, probably of the Buddha. The left hand
holds the hem of the cloak.

The haloed Buddha of the right-hand scene,
seated in padmdana and abbayamudrj under a tree.
On his right are two worshippers wearing
paridbdna, uttartlya and turban.

Green schist 0.105 X 0.055 X 0.025.
Chipped; broken on all sides.
Source: CNW @.
Neg. N o . FB 472.

See PI. LXXIX a.
Neg. No. FB 166.

PLATELXXX a - Inv. No. 782 (detail).
PLATELXXVIII b

- Inv.

No. 2489.

Fragment of a relief with a standing figure of
the Buddha with right hand in abhuyamudrd; the
left hand holds the hem of the cloak; the fingers
show the so-called webbing.
Green schist 0.431 X 0.21 X 0.085.
Chipped; headless and footless; broken on all sides.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. NO. FB 141.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 40, no. 8 I.

PLATELXXIX a - Inv. No. 782.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a cornice
decorated with overlapping lanceolate leaves and a
row of dentils or reels; the two scenes are separated by a dwarf Corinthian pilaster crowned
by a large element with dentil decoration and
volutes. On the pilaster is a figure of a worshipper, facing right, on a pedestal.
Both scenes depict the Buddha among worshippers. In the right scene, very well preserved, the
Buddha is seated on the throne under a tree,
the right hand in abhayamudro and the left holding
the hem of the sangbe; four standing figures
wearing paridhana and uttartlya, necklace, ear-rings
and turban are at the sides in an attitude of
prayer, looking at the Enlightened One. Of the
left scene, probably identical with the previous
one, survive the two figures at the right, a side
of the throne and one of the Buddha's knees.
Above, at the right, is a hole for a cramp; below
there are two tenons.
Green schist 0.21 x 0.39 X 0.075.
Chipped; reconstructed from several fragments; broken
at the left.
Source: CRE @a, near St. 3-1
Neg. No. FB I.

The worshipper on the parting pilaster, wearing
paridhona, uttartlya and turban, and standing o n a
flower-shaped pedestal.
See PI. LXXIX a.
Neg. No. FB 166.

PLATELXXX b - Inv. No. 782 (detail).
The left-hand scene, with the two surviving
worshippers, similar to those of the preceding
group.
See P1. LXXIX a.
Neg. No. FB 166.

PLATELXXXI a - Inv. No. 3732.
Fragment of a curvilineal frieze with successive
scenes. The two lateral scenes, defined by panels
with Corinthian columns, are crowned by a
bracketed cornice; the framed central scene is
higher, trapezoidal in shape, and is crowned by
a cornice of leaves.
The right-hand scene shows a haloed Buddha,
seated in dhyanamudrri under a tree, between two
worshippers. The central scene shows a haloed
Buddha, seated in padmrisana and abhayamudro
under a tree between two worshippers. In the
left-hand scene is a Buddha shown as in the central panel, with a figure holding a fan or flower
in his left hand.
Among the brackets are traces of red colour;
traces of gilding in several places in the central
scene.
Inv. No. 373 3 belongs to the same frieze.
Green schist 0.11 x 0.255 x 0.07; the diameter of the
whole decoration can be estimated at approximately 0.3 5.
Chipped.
Source: CMT @a, above St. 123.
Neg. No. FB 248.

PLATELXXXI b

- Inv. No. 3732 (detail).

The central scene. The framed Corinthian COlumns at the sides are clearly visible, with their
disproportioned capitals. Both worshippers wear
paridhaa, trttarga and turban.
See. PI. LXXXI a.
248.

Neg. No. FB

PLATELXXXII a

- Inv.

No.

25 j 7

(detail).

Part of a circular decorated feature consisting of
a figured band between a strongly projecting
moulded base and a double plain fillet.
Tn the central band are five enthroned Buddhas,
in padmasana and dbyanamtrdra; between them are
figures of Vajrapani holding the thunderbolt (four
in all), emerging from the background, alternately
facing left and right.
A tree at the right end.
Above, on the right, are traces of a hole for
a cramp and the kbarojthi letter ya 1).
((

Green schist 0.135 X 0.41 X 0.06; the diameter of the
whole feature can be estimated at approximately 0.67.
Source: CNQ @.
Chipped.
Neg. No. FB 184.

PLATELXXXII b - Inv. No. 2502.
Part of a circular decorated feature consisting
of a figured band defined above by a plain cornice
supported by small cyma rerrersa brackets with
vertical central grooves.
In the figured band are five Buddhas, with large
halos, in padmrisana and alternately in dbyana and
in abhayamudra.
Above are two holes for cramps.
Green schist 0.095 X 0.~21 X 0.055; the diameter of
the whole feature can be estimated at approximately 0.50.
Slightly chipped and corroded.
Source: CNL
Neg. No. FB 187.

m.

PLATELXXXIII a - Inv. No. S. 24.
Relief figure of the Buddha seated on a throne
in padmusana and abhqatncldra; the left hand holds
the hem of the cloak; the throne is decorated at

the top by two listels and by a course of saw-teeth,
at the bottom by a high fillet.
A hole for a nail between the body and the
right arm.
Green schist 0.16 X 0.125 X 0.041.
Chipped; headless.
source: Saidu Sharif I.
Neg. No. FB S. 2.

PLATELXXXIII b - Inv. No.

25 36.

Relief figure of the Buddha seated in padmasana
and obhayamtrdra on a cloth-covered throne. The
left hand holds the hem of the cloak.
Green schist 0.241 X 0.195 X 0.07.
Chipped; headless.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 184.

PLATELXXXIV - Inv. No. 2837.
Fragment of a relief showing a group of devotees or devas. In the foreground is a standing male figure wearing paridhano, utfarva and
turban, with moustaches, ear-rings with winged protomai (?), long twisted necklace with central gem, and bracelets. The figure is portrayed
in the act of taking flowers from a basket held
by a youth wearing dhoti, sleeved tunic and
necklace; he looks upwards and his left hand
holds the hem of the ittariya also full of flowers.
Behind him are two other figures, dressed like
him; one of them, wearing band-shaped necklace
with scroll decoration and pendants, throws a
rolled garland and holds another garland in the
other hand. The last figure, whose bust emerges
between the main figure and the youth holding
the basket, puts his left hand to his chin, in
a gesture of amazement. His right hand was
probably waving the uttariya (See Inv. No. 65 5 :
pl. CCIV and note).
Above is a tenon.
Green schist 0.641 X 0.31 X 0.095.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments; broken
at the bottom.
The lower part of the youth holding the basket was
found when the book was already in press.
Source: CMQ @.
Neg. No. FB 421.
BIBL.
: Italian Arcb. Rcrcarchsr, p. 43, no. 95.

- Inv. No.

PLATELXXXV - Inv. No. 2837 (detail).

PLATELXXXIX

The upper portion of the relief, seen from the
right.
See PI. LXXXIV.

Head of a Bodhisattva with moustaches, turban
and large hole in the middle of the forehead for
the insertion of the urna. Part of the halo is preserved on the back of the head.
The hair on the temples is shown in horizontal, waving locks; the eyes have incised iris
and pupil.
Behind the crest of the turban there are two
holes: a small one, vertical, and a larger one
oblique. A hole for a nail on the halo. Above
there is a large tenon.
The break under the chin is smooth, probably
chiselled.
It probably belongs to the torso Inv. No. 1605,
but the junction is missing.

Neg. No. FB 421.

PLATELXXXVI - Inv. No. 964.
Male head from a relief, facing right, with
moustaches, ear-rings and turban with fish-bone
decoration. The hair is shown with thick small
curls. The eyes, half-closed, have incised iris
and pupil.
Green schist 0.10 X 0.05 5 .
Chipped.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 147.
BIBL.: Italian Arcb. Researches, p. 48, no. I 3 2.

PLATELXXXVII a - Inv. No. 4072.
Male head from a relief with turban and earrings, facing left.
Green schist o.oj j X
Chipped.
Source: CNW @.
Neg. No. FB 60.

762.

Grayish green schist 0.34 X 0.25 X 0.14.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CRD @.
Neg. No. FB 4.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Researches, p. 46, no. I r I .

PLATEXC a - Inv. No.

21 82.

0.03 1.

PLATELXXXVII b - Inv. No. S. I 3 j .
Fragment of a male head with moustaches and
turban, from a relief. The hair is shown by parallel
grooves.
Green schist 0.05 X 0.04.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: Saidu Sharif I.
Neg. No. FB S. 6.

PLATELXXXVIII - Inv. No. j 294.
Male head from a relief, with moustaches,
turban and ear-ring, facing right. The curled hair
is shown by sharp-edged grooves on the temples.
The eyes have no incisions for iris or pupil.
Green schist 0.1 3 j X 0.071.
Chipped.
Source: CMP @).
Neg. No. FB 485.

Fragment of a relief defined on the right by a
moulding of overlapping leaves and at the bottom
by a plain fillet.
The scene shows two standing worshipping
nrigas wearing paridhanu and uttariya: one is turbaned, the other is headless. Another male figure
is kneeling in the foreground, wearing paridhrina
and bandages round his head: he is waving the
tlttariya held with his left hand.
A hole for a nail; a rebate at the right.
Green schist 0.42 X 0.21 X 0.05 5 .
Chipped; the original edge has been preserved on the
right and at the bottom.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 60.

PLATEXC b - Inv. No.

2 I 82

(detail).

The kneeling worshipper. Note the bandages
wrapping his head and the hem of the paridhrina
falling to the ground.
See PI. XC a.
Neg. No. FB 60.

PLATEXCI - Inv. No. 4028.
Relief defined below by a leaf-and-dart moulding and above by a cornice with a dentilanddrop decoration.
The Great Departure. Siddhartha, haloed and in
abhayamudra, is riding on Kanthaka, front view.
He has moustaches and wears baridhanu, uttariya,
turban, necklace, spiral ear-rings (sarpaAndala),
wristlets and an armlet decorated with a plaque.
Kanthaka's harness is embellished with a lotus
plaque and with hanging strings of beads in front.
The front legs are supported by a bearded and
moustachedyaksa wearing exomis: he is kneeling
under the weight and part of his left hand is carved on the lower moulding. In the background the
bust of another yaksa emerges from the ground.
Other personages crowd round the main group.
At the right is Chandaka holding the chatra and
wearing dhoti and uttariya rolled round the waist:
his hair is done in a jays. He is followed by a
female figure in long tunic, mantle and turreted
crown (see Inv. No. 3 5 06 : P1. CDL. h v . No. I 603 :
PI. CCCXXXVI. Peshawar, No. 4j7: Ingholt, p.
60, no. 45 ;Shakur, Guide, pp. 3 1-32, roj. Karachi,
formerly Peshawar, No. j 72: Marshall-Vogel,
Excuvations at Charsada, AS1 Ann. Rep. 1902-03,
publ. 1904, p. 166, pl. XXVII 4; Shakur, Guide,
p. 3 2 ; Nut. Mus., p. 42, no. z 3. Calcutta, No.
5 049: Foucher, AGBG, I, fig. 183; Majumdar,
Guide, 11, pp. 4 3, I I 4. Calcutta, No. j o 3 6 : Foucher, AGBG, I, fig. 184 a ; Majumdar, Guide,
11, p. 43. From Tapa Kalan: Barthoux, Haida,
III, p. I 6, pl. 5 3 a. Sir Francis Wylie Collection:
M. IJ. Hargreaves, AS1 Ann. Rep. 1923-24, pp.
12 5-26, pl. XL1 c; J. Allan, A Tabula Iliacafrom
Gandhara, JHS, LXVI, 1946, publ. 1948, pp. 2 I23, fig. I on p. 2 2 ; A. Foucher, Le cheval de Troie
au GandhLra, CRAI, 1950, pp. 407-12, fig. on
p. 408. For the mural crown, see Combaz, L'lnde,
p. 204 f., pls. 141-42): also her shoulders are decorated with towers (see Yale University Art
Gallery, No. I 95 3. 3 I. 2. Calcutta, No. 5 043 : FOUcher, AGBG, I, fig. 182; Majumdar, Guide, 11,
p. 43, pl. VIII, a. Haughton Collectiotl: Buchthal,
The Hanghton Collection of Gandhnro .Tculpture, Bud.
Mag., 86, I 945, pls. 1-11. In the two reliefs of
Calcutta Nos. 5 0 3 6 and 5049, cited above, and

in the relief No. 784 of the Peshawar Museum the nagaradevatd is shown leaning upon
a tower: Shakur, Guide, pp. 32, 98. Cf. also
Peshawar, No. 1 5 L: Shakur, Gui&, p. 104,
pl. XI c).
This figure, with right hand held to the
face and left holding the hem of the robe, is
the city-goddess of Kapilavastu. Beside her,
a small female figure carries a spouted vessel
with loop-handle on top. At the left Mara,
wearing a scaled and fringed cuirass, uttarga and
turban, holding a bow in his left hand, turns to
Siddhartha.
Seven more armed figures are
the soldiers of Mara's army. One of them, on the
right, has scaled cuirass worn over a tunic whose
short sleeves are visible, helmet with raised
pointed visor, a club in the left hand a knife
(?, or sling) in the right. Another, near Siddhartha,
wears a cuirass with a large round plaque on
front and holds a forked pike. Among the soldiers at the left, one is withdrawing and wears
tunic, scaled cuirass and shield. On Siddhartha's
right is a flying female figure, wearing tunic
and trousers, and holding her mantle over her
own head.
Below there are two tenons. Three holes for
nails.
Green schist 0.53 X 0.425 x 0.095.
Heavily chipped and corroded; two heads have been
restored: the head of Chandaka (Inv. No. 4842) and the
one of the soldier at the top left.
Source: CNW @; Inv. No. 4842 was found on the
surface, the other head is from CNX @.
Neg. No. FB 64.

PLATEXCII - Inv. No. 3444 (detail).
Fragment of a continuous curvilinear frieze
defined above by a cornice with saw-teeth and
a garland.
The Visit of the Ascetics. The Buddha is seated
on a throne in padmasana and abhayomudra under
a rocky shelter; on the left are three ascetics paying him their respects, on the right other figures
now almost completely lost. At the sides of the
cave are two quadrupeds.
Two holes for cramps above.

It belongs to the same frieze as Inv. No. 4015
(Pls. XCIII-XCV).
Cren
0.17j X o.33 X 0.071; the diameter of the
whole frieze can be estimated at approximately 1.00.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 96.

His right wrist is held by a young brahmacarin,
wearing a fibre loincloth and the sacred cord.
His leff hand is raised in the act of showing the
way.
See PI. XCIII a.
Neg. No. FB 5 I .

PLATEXCIII a - Inv. No. 4015 .

PLATEXCV - Inv. No. 4015 (detail).

Fragment of a continuous curvilinear frieze.
Above is a cornice decorated with overlapping
leaves and a row of saw-teeth.
The Visit of the Ascetics. Four old ascetics
wearing loincloths, with hair gathered at the top
of the head to form a j a p , proceed towards the
right accompanied by young disciples in various
attitudes. T o the left is a fifth youth beckoning to
another ascetic who was shown in the next panel.
Above, there are two grooves for cramps (in
the left one is preserved a fragment of the iron
cramp).
It belongs to the same frieze as Inv. No. 3444
(Pl. XCII).

The lefi portion. The personages show only
slight variations of costume and posture.
Note the last figure at the left end of the relief,
a young brahmaclirin, the top of whose head is
shown smooth as though his hair was covered
by a skull-cap.

Green schist 0.175 X 0.42 X 0.08; the diameter of the
whole frieze can be estimated at appoximately 1.00.
Chipped.
Source: CNU @.
Neg. No. FB j I .
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Rerearcher, p. 42, no. 91, pl. X, I .

See PI. XCIII o.
Neg. No. FB 5 I .

PLATEXCVI - Inv. No. 1748.
Part of a continuous curvilinear frieze, defined
above by a moulding of overlapping lanceolate
leaves and below by a moulded cornice.
The scene portrays three ascetics and three
brahmacarins facing left, probably looking at the
Buddha; one of these figures is seated in front
of a hut, beside a tree.
Above there are two holes for cramps; near
the right one is the kbaro.rthi
. . letter (( la (?).
Traces of plaster still adhere to the lower
cornice.
))

PLATEXCIII b - Inv. No. 4015 (detail).
The first ascetic from the right. He wears a
loincloth and a shawl wrapping his left arm. The
right hand is raised to the head, while the left,
holding the kamandalrr, rests on a stick.
The young brahmaclirin has curled hair with a
small jata
- . and wears a loincloth and a short fibre coat that leaves his right shoulder uncovered. His right hand is raised to the breast and the
left holds the flask.
See PI. xCUI a.
Neg. NO. FB j I .

PLATEXCIV - Inv. No. 4015 (detail).
The second ascetic from the right. This ascetic's
figure is very like the preceding one (PI. XCIII b),
but he has no stick or flask.

Green schist o . ~ o jX 0 . 1 8 1 X 0.06; the diameter of
the whole frieze can be estimated at approximately 0.40.
Chipped, especially at the corners.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB I I 5.

pLATEXCVII -

N ~ t606.
.

Fragment of a relief with a head of a bearded
ascetic facing right, with a largeja(a. Part of the
head of a youth is preserved on the left; above
is the foliage of a tree.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.17 X 0.17 X 0.07.
Chipped; broken at the right and a t the bottom,
Source: CNL 0.
Neg. No. FB 204.

PLATEXCVIIl - Inv. No. 2927.
Bearded head of an old man from a relief;
his long hair is parted on the forehead and forms a
chignon composed of a knotted tress.
Green schist 0 . 1 0 ~0.06.
Chipped and much corroded.
Source: CMR @.
Neg. No. FB 473.

hair falling down the back and gathered in a high
spiral chignon on the head. His arms are raised
and the left one is wrapped in the uttariya.
Green schist 0.22 X 0.16 X 0.07.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments; the original edge is preserved at the left.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 140.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Rerearcher, p. 4,
no. 10).

PLATEXCIX - Inv. No. 2057.

PLATEC11 b - Inv. No. 1199 (detail).

Bearded head of an old man with moustaches
and long hair partly hiding the ears. The figure,
from a relief, is facing left. The eyes have no
incisions for iris or pupil.

The upper ponion of
the right.

Green schist 0.09j X 0.06.
Chipped.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB 106.

See P1. C11 a.
Nefi NO. FB 140.

PLATECIII a - Inv. No. 1796.

PLATEC - Inv. No. 1085.
Head of an ascetic, from a relief; he faces left
and wears beard and moustaches, with long hair
falling over the sides of the face and gathered in
a high spiral chignon on top of the head.
Green schist 0.12 X o.oj j.
Chipped.
Source: CRD @.
Neg. No. FB 164.
BIBL.:Itulian Arch. Researcher. -p. 46,
no. 122.
-

PLATEC1 - Inv. No. 3 567.
Fragment of a relief preserving the head of
an old ascetic with emaciated face. He has beard,
long moustaches, flowing hair with high knot.
Blueish-black schist 0.1 I
Chipped.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 178.

seen from

Male head from a relief, facing right, with
beard, mustaches and hair gathered in a chignon
at the top of the head. Probably an ascetic.
,,hist
Heavily chipped.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 227.

PLATEC111 b

- Inv.

o,,3j.

No. 423 8.

Fragment of a male head from a relief; it wears
moustaches and a curly beard; the forehead is
frowned.
Green schist 0.04 X o.oqj.
Chlpped.
source: CMT
PR.
Neg. No. FB Ij7.

X 0.065.

PLATEC11 a - Inv. No. 1199.
Fragment of a relief with part of an ascetic
facing right and looking upwards, wearing paridh~naand tlttarga. He has moustaches, and long

PLATECIV - Inv. No. 1236.
Fragment of a relief showing a bust of a bearded
Vajrapani with large ears, wearing exomis, facing
left and looking upwards. The raised right hand
shakes a caurt, the left, shoulder-high, holds the
v@.
Around it, are remains of other figures: at
the bottom is part of a head, at the top a draped
shoulder. The hair is curly, the beard with long,

wavy locks; the eyes are without incisions for
iris and pupil.
Green schist 0.26 X 0.1 3 X 0.085.
Chipped; the original edge has been preserved at the
right.
Source: CRE 0..
Neg. No. FB 61.

PLATECV - Inv. No. 2 5 5 5.

lips that partially show the teeth, in the act
of smiting the mountain sides with his thunderbolt.
Below are the heads of Apalala and his wife,
looking upwards and crowned by snake heads.
The Ndga King has moustaches and turban;
of his wife's figure only the outlines and part
of a necklace of round beads, have been preserved.
A hole for a nail near the head of Vajrapani.

Fragment of a relief showing a bust of an old
man, probably Vajrapani. The hair is indicated
by large thick curls; the beard and moustaches by
parallel wavy locks. The left hand holds the hem
of the cloak (?).
Above there is a tenon.

Green schist 0.465 X 0.22 X 0.09.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments of which
the lower one is Inv. No. 12x9;broken at the right and
the bottom.
Source: CNQ @, between St. 98 and 99;Inv. No. 1219
is from CRE @.
Neg. No. PB 5 27.

Green schist 0.22 X 0.171 X 0.07.
Chipped; almost half of the face is missing; the original
edge has been preserved on the top.
Source: CNP 0,near St. I ro West side.
Neg. No. FB 190.

PLATECVIII a - Inv. No.

PLATECV1 - Ref. No. WS. 30 (detail).
Fragment consisting of the top left corner of a
relief defined above by a moulding of overlapping
leaves. It preserves the bust of a bearded Vajrapani, with moustaches and locks of hair on the
forehead, a turbaned head, and at the top a winged
deity throwing flowers. A figure of the Enlightened One should have been in the centre of
the scene: in fact, the left part of the branches
of an ahattha tree, under which he sat, survives.
Green schist 0.235 X o.225 X 0.06.
Chipped; broken at bottom and right.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak.. H. Q. A., Will of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB W. I 2.

PLATECV11 - Inv. No.

25 82.

Fragment of a relief defined above by a cornice.
Tbe Submission of the Naga A@/a.
Above
Vajrapani emerges from the rocks with ruffled
beard and hair, wearing a tunic. The god, threateningly holding the uajra, is represented with
wrinkled forehead, staring eyes and half-open

25 82

(detail).

Vajrapani seen from the left, with terrific
features. Note the bordered tunic.
See P1. CVII.
Neg. No. FB zoo.

PLATECVIII b - Inv. No. 2 5 82 (detail).
The head of Apalala looking upwards at the
Buddha. His eyes are without incisions for iris
or pupil.
See PI. CVII.
Neg. No. FB 483.

PLATECIX - Inv. No. 4278.
Fragment of a relief showing the upper part
of a monk with right hand emerging from his
cloak and fore- and middle-finger
raised. The
hair, which is shaved, is shown by a continuous
line that includes small incised points.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist o.235 X 0.17 X 0.09.
Chipped; the lower part of the figure up to the waist
line is missing; the original edge has been preserved at the
right.
Source: CNP @ PR, hetween Q B and Q 9.
Neg. No. FB 190.

PLATECX a

- Inv. No. 4384.

Head of a monk with shaved hair, from a relief. The features are just simply outlined.
Green schist 0.065 X 0.04.
Chipped.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 218.

retained only at the bottom right, where it was
needed in order to support the figure.
Green schist 0.40 X 0.28 X 0.12.
Chipped; the head, the feet, the right forearm and part
of the right leg are missing; reconstructed from two fragments, the lower of which is Inv. No. 89.
Source: The upper fragment is from CMW @; Inv.
near the North side of St. I .
No. 89 from CMW
Neg. No. FB 92.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Rerrarchrs, p. 42, no. 92.

a,

PLATECX b - Inv. No. 2273.
Head of a monk from a relief; it has closed
eyes, protruding nostrils and ear simply outlined.
Green schist o.oGj X 0.045.
Slightly chipped.
Source: Butkara, Sacred Precinct (unstratified).
Neg. No. FB 24.

PLATECXI a - Inv. No. 3 897.
Head of a monk from a relief, facing left.
Green schist 0.075 X o.oj.
Slightly chipped.
Source: CRB @a.
Neg. No. FB 546.

PLATECXI b - Inv. No. 3898.
Head of a monk from a relief, facing left.
Green schist 0.07 X 0.05.
Slightly chipped.
Source: CRB @a.
Neg. No. FB 546.

PLATECXIII - Inv. No. 2106.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing Buddha, in abhayamtldra, holding in his left hand the
hem of his cloak. The hngers of the hand are
webbed; the palm is marked by the cuha. On the
right is a standing male figure, his right arm adorned with a bracelet, stretched out towards the
Buddha. His left arm held a piece of cloth probably full of flowers.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.63 x 0.45 X 0.08.
Chipped; broken on all sides.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 136.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Rcrearchrr, p. 41, no. 85, pl. VILI,

2.

PLATECXIV a - Inv. No. 3613.
Fragment of a relief with part of a draped figure
of the Buddha, his right hand raised to the chest.
The fingers of the hand are webbed.
Green schist 0.225 X 0.17 X 0.05.
Chipped.
Source: CMT @.
Neg. No. FB 209.

PLATECXII - Inv. No. 1j6.
Fragment of a kneeling male figure, facing
right, wearing a cloak which leaves the right
shoulder uncovered. The hem of the robe is held
with the left hand at chest level, and the right
arm is lowered. On the neck is a hole for the
head, which was worked separately.
A hole for a nail on the right side.
It originally belonged to a relief but was converted into a free standing figure by removal of
the background around the outlines; this was

PLATECXIV b - Inv. No. 3 j 56.
Head of the Buddha from a relief, turned three
quarters to the right, with moustaches; the hair,
drawn upwards in curled locks, forms a high usnip
bound with a string at the base. The firnd, in
relief, is spiral-shaped. The eyes have ,iris and
pupil very carefully shown by three incised concenttic circles and a point. The ear has an elongated and pierced lobe.

A hole on the forehead with inserted iron nail.
Green schist 0.175 X 0.10.
Chipped.
Source: CMT @.
Neg. No. FB 178.
BIBL.
: Itulian Arch. Rcrcurchcr, p. 45, no.

I I 5.

have incised iris but no pupil; the eyelids also
are marked by an incised line. Above are traces
of a tree.
Green schist 0.275 X 0.15.
Chipped, slightly on the head.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 207.

PLATECXV - Inv. No. 2630.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding of lanceolate leaves, preserving the haloed
head of the Buddha, facing left, with moustaches
and high usni~a;the hair is indicated by continuous wavy grooves: iris and pupil are incised.
The ear has elongated and pierced lobe.
Green schist 0.20 X 0.185 X 0.05.
Heavily chipped and corroded; the original margin is
preserved at the top.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 217.

PLATECXVII b - Inv. No.

2683

(detail).

Fragment of a relief with a standing figure almost
entirely lost. O n the same surface, at an inclination
of 900, is a haloed male head, with moustaches
and turban, Facing tight (deva). The hair is wavy;
the eyes have incised iris and pupil.
Green schist 0.21 X
Chipped.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 217.

0.225

X

0.05.

PLATECXVIII a - Inv. No. 682.
PLATECXVI - Inv. No. 3 I ro.
Fragment of a relief preserving the haloed head
of the Buddha under a tree. The Buddha, front
view, has moustaches and a high u~cisabound at
the base by a string with central star-shaped plaquette. The hair is indicated by continuous
wavy grooves converging towards the .w+a; the
eyes have incised iris and pupil; the ears have
elongated and pierced lobes. On the left, a naked,
flying amorino holds a scarf; a necklace of three
rows of beads hangs from a branch.
Above is a hole for dove-tailing; a hole for
a nail.
Green schist 0.22 X o.rjj X 0.06.
Corroded; broken at the right and at the bottom.
Source: CSB @, near St. 86.
Neg. No. FB 66.

PLATECXVII a - Inv. No.

2615 .

Fragment of a relief preserving the head of the
Buddha, front view, with moustaches and high
usni~a
.. . bound by a double string with central
circular plaque. The hair, drawn upwards, is
indicated by continuous parallel grooves. The
small mouth has thick protruding lips; the eyes

Fragment of a relief defined by a board of metopes with palmettes alternating with quadrangular
holes or sunken squares (See Inv. No. j79z;
Peshawar Museum, Nos. 1 3 1 and 137: Shakur,
Guide, p. 83); at the right is a cornice with a lotus
garland and a rosette scroll.
The Btlddha among His Monb. The Buddha is
seated on a throne among six monks arranged
symmetrically around him, two in the foreground,
in profile, seated on stools, four behind them,
standing.
Of the scene on the right, beyond the cornice,
a draped standing figure, with halo, survives.
Two holes for nails. Above, parts of two holes
for dove-tailing are preserved.
Green schist 0.215 X 0.37 X 0.5 5.
Chipped; broken at the right and left.
Source: CRD @, near St. 18.
Neg. No. FB j.

pLATECXVIII b -

N ~ 2j03.
.

Part of a curvilinear frieze with successive
scenes, defined above by a cornice of acanthus
leaves; at the right is an empanelled Corinthian
column.

Adoration of the Buddha. The Enlightened One
is seated on the throne in abhayamudra, under a
tree, among four worshippers wearing paridhuna,
uttariya and turban.
A hole for a nail; above is a hole for dovetailing. The relief has been cut down on the left.
Green schist 0.14 X 0.21 X 0.03; the diameter of the
whole frieze can be estimated at approximately 2.50.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CNL @.
Neg. No. FB 187.

PLATECXIX - Inv. No. rjot.
Fragment of a relief with festoon-like cornice.
A halo with border of flame is in the background; a Persepolitan column, on which rest
two bracket-like amorini, supports the wheels
of the triratna (Cf. Inv. Nos. 2653, 6447, and
V. 4: P1. CCXXX a); the right-hand amorino
holds a long ribbon hanging down in front of a
turbaned head facing left. O n the right there are
a flying winged genius and part of another turbaned male head.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist o . j r j X 0.23 X 0.07.
Chipped; broken at the bottom and at the left; reconstructed from four fragments, of which the two upper ones
at the left are Inv. No. 3540; the right one is Inv. No. 265 j.
Source: CRJ @; Inv. No. 3 140 is from CMS @ (the
right-hand piece) and CML @ (the left-hand piece); Inv.
No. zGy j is from CNQ ii)
Neg. No. FB 539.

PLATECXX - Inv. No. 4704.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a moulding of lanceolate leaves, probably representing the
Attack of Mara and His Host. In the foreground
there is part of a turbaned male figure wearing
a long necklace with animal protomai and square
plaques on the shoulders, armelets with a beaded
pattern; he is shown withdrawing towards the
left. In the background emerges a young ascetic
facing right, with hair falling over his shoulders
and done in a jatli, in an attitude of worship. The
branches of a h l a on the right shelter a seated
Buddha, now lost.

The eyes have incised irises and pupils.
Green schist 0.24 X 0.21 X 0.065.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments; of which
the lower one is Inv. No. 2670; the original edge has been
preserved at the top.
Source: The upper fragment is from C M 0 @; Inv.
No. 2670 from CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 5 I 2.

PLATECXXI - Inv. No. 2143.
Fragment of a relief defined on the right by a
moulding of lanceolate leaves.
It shows the head of Vajrapani with carelessstyled hair, beard divided in thick wavy locks,
moustaches, heavy eyebrows, incised iris and pupil.
At the bottom is the left hand holding the vajra.
The relief seems to have been cut down above.
Green schist 0.1 8 X 0.085.
Chipped; broken at the left and at the bottom.
Source: CNP @, near column 140.
Neg. No. PB 183.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Rc~carchcr,p. 41, no. I I 2.

PLATECXXII - Inv. No. 4143 (detail).
Fragment of a relief of which survives the figure
of an old Vajrapani, with cloak, beard, moustaches, and hair in thick bristly locks. He holds a
uajt-a of large size in his right hand, and supports
it with his left.
Green schist 0 . 2 4 ~o . ~ o X> o.oj j.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CNU @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 88.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Rcscarcher, p. 45, no. I I j.

PLATECXXIII - Inv. No. 83 I.
Fragment of a relief preserving the head of an
old man with moustaches, beard and hair parted
into large wavy locks. The eyes, with heav~r
eyebrows, have incised iris and pupil.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.07 X 0.04.
Chipped; broken on all sides.
Source: CRC B.
Neg. No. E% 228.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Rcscarchcr, p. 45, no.

I I I.

PLATECXXIV - Inv. No. 2483.
Fragment of a relief consisting of two turbaned,
moustached heads, facing right. The figure on
the left has hands clasped in the attitude of worship. The one on the right rests his chin on the
left hand, with forefinger and thumb holding the
lower lip. His right hand is waving the uttarrya
(See Inv. No. 65 j : PI. CCIV and note).
Blueish-black schist 0.235 X 0.225 X 0.08.
Chipped; restored from many fragments and chips;
broken at the right and at the bottom.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 197.

PLATECXXV a - Inv. No. 2049.
Male head from a relief, facing left, with
moustaches and turban. Iris and pupil are incised. The hair is indicated by parallel grooves.
Blueish-black schist 0.1 j X 0.07.
Chipped.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB 127.

PLATECXXV b - Inv. No. 305 3.
Fragment of a relief showing a male head with
moustaches and turban, looking upwards to the
right. Other remains are unidentifiable.
Black-blueish schist 0.32 X 0.165 X 0.075.
Chipped; the original edge has been preserved at the left.
Source: CSB @, between St. 79, 8 j and 86.
Neg. No. FB 75.

PLATECXXVI - Inv. No. I 5 j I .
Fragment of a relief showing four standing
Buddhas with halo, right hand in abhayamudrri,
and left holding the hem of the cloak. Between
their heads emerge busts of other figures of which
the one on the right is undoubtedly Vajrapani.
The free spaces at the bottom are taken up by
lotus flowers.
The lower cornice is carved with scenes not
separated from each other:

I) The Buddha's Birth. Maya, supported by
her sister, gives birth to Siddhartha, who is
received only by Indra. Of the two following
figures one holds a vase; the other is worshipping.
2) The Great Departure. Siddhartha is riding
..
preceded by Chandaka holding the
on Kanthaka,
umbrella. The horse's legs are supported by two
yaksas; other assistants stand around.
3) The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Buddha, in padmlisana and abhayamudrli, is seated
under the tree; four worshippers are beside him.
4) The First Sermon. The representation is
symbolic. At the left end is a three-wheeled
triratna; to its right are three attendants, of which
the one on the right is unidentifiable, the other
two are monks: one is sitting in meditation posture, one is standing.
This last scene is incomplete and continues
onto the next slab of the frieze (Inv. No. 391j : not
reproduced here). Of this there survives the lower
c;rnice, the feet of three more standing Buddhas
and the left foot of a final figure, on the left,
possibly Maitreya, if the frieze represented the
series of the seven Buddhas of the past followed
by that of the future. The lower cornice shows
the second part of the First Sermon, with Vajrapani, two seated monks and a standing one, and
four more scenes.
j) The Buddha's Death. The Buddha, without
halo, wrapped in the shroud, is lying on a bed.
a fainting, while
In front of it the disciple ~ n a n d is
a brother monk helps him; on the right the
parivrlijaka Subhadra, the last proselyte, sits
in meditation, his back to the spectator: the
figure is roughly carved and the parts of the
body cannot be distinguished under the cloak.
On the right of the couch is a standing figure
holding a stick with a hanging bundle and followed by a standing worshipper: this is shown
behind the last monk of the preceding scene.
In the background are four mourning figures,
among which is Vajrapani (behind the Buddha's
legs), and another standing figure holding a pole
that ends with a round vessel, similar to those
used for pouring water on the pyre.
6 ) Cremation of the Buddha. Two men, perhaps
two of the Mallas, are pouring water or milk on

the pyre from vessels tied to the ends of long
poles. On the right are a standing worshipper
wearing a long robe and Vajrapani wearing an
exomis, with his left hand holding the thunderbolt
and his right hand raised to touch his head.
7) Distribution of the Relics. Eight reliquaries
are placed on a large stand; very slight traces
of a figure can be seen in front of it.
8) Gudrding the Relics. Only parts of the stupa's
umbrella and of two figures standing at the sides
have been preserved.
The corroded relief was covered with modelled
stucco, part of which is preserved on the first
Buddha on the left of Inv. No. I j j I ; it has been
cut down at the bottom left corner.
Black blueish schist 0 . 5 0 ~0 . 6 0 ~0.07 (Inv. No. 1jj1);
o.125 X 0.585 X 0.07 (Inv. No. 3955).
Chipped and corroded; Inv. No. r 5 j I has been
reconstructed from several fragments among which is
Inv. No. 3229 (at the bottom right); the original edge is
preserved on all sides; a wide gap o n the right. A new
fragment, with the head of another Buddha, at the right,
was found while the book was in press. Inv. No. 3955 has
been reconstructed from two fragments; broken at the
left and on top.
Source: CRJ @. Inv. No. 3229 was found in CSB
0 ;the fragment not reproduced in the plate was in
CSC @. The tight fragment of Inv. No. 395 5 is from CMN
0,
the central one from CMN @, the fragment at the left
from CNB @.
Neg. No. FB 165.

The figure on the right belongs to the Buddha's
Birth and shows how the scenes follow each other
without division.
Sec PI. CXXVI.
Neg. No. FB 110.

PLATEC X X W I U - Inv. No. 4362.
Fragment of a relief consisting of part of the figure of the Buddha in abhayamudra; the fingers
of the hand joined by webs, and a cakra mark on
the palm. V-shaped folds in the front of the
cloak.
Black schist 0.265 X 0.14j X 0.04.
Chipped and broken o n all sides.
Source: CMT @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 206.

PLATECXXVIII b - Inv. No. 281 3.
Fragment of a relief with a standing figure of the
Buddha holding the hem of his cloak with the
left hand. V-shaped folds in the front of the
cloak. On the right is the hand of Vajrapapi
holding the thunderbolt.
Black schist 0.23 5 X 0.165 X 0.45.
Chipped and broken on all sides.
Source: CMR @.
Neg. No. FB 441.

PLATECXXIX - Inv. No. 2389.
PLATECXXVII a - lnv. No.

11 j I

(detail).

The first scene on the cornice, representing the
Buddha's Birth. All the figures are well visible
here: Mahaprajapati, the sister of Maya, is followed by another figure, perhaps a servant, carrying a water-pot, much damaged.
See PI. CXXVI.
Neg. No. FB I I o.

Fragment of a relief including a male head with
moustaches and curled hair forming a chignon
on the top. Deep grooves mark the eye-lids, but
the eyes seem to have no incised iris or pupil.
Blueish black schist o.16j X 0.085 X 0.06.
Chipped; broken on all sides.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 171.

PLATECXXX
(left).

PLATECXXVII b - Inv. No.

Ijj I

- Inv.

Nos. 3018 (right) and 3034

(detail).

A portion of the Great Departure. The large
round plaque on the neck is characteristic of
horses' harness in Gandharan sculpture.

Two fragments of the same continuous relief
showing a frontal view of standing figures of the
Buddha in abhayamudra; each fragment partially
preserves two of these figures.

Below is a plain fillet. Two holes for nails on
Inv. No. 3018.
Black blueish schist 0 . 3 8 ~0 . 2 6 ~0.06 (Inv. No. 3018);
0.405 X 0.275 X 0.065 (Inv. No. 3034).
Very heavily chipped and corroded; the figures are all
headless; of the second from the left of Inv. No. 3034
the lower part is missing. Inv. No. 3034 has been reconstructed from two fragments.
The two pieces, though placed side by side in the
plate, are not contiguous.
Source: CSB @, between St. 83 and St. 86.
Neg. No. FB 136.

PLATECXXXI - Inv. No. 3941.
Fragment of a relief preserving the haloed head
of a Buddha with moustaches and u.!nisa, bound
at the base by a string with a central plaque. The
eyes have no incised iris or pupil; the hair is indicated by continuous wavy grooves; the ear-lobes
are pierced. On the right is a bearded head of
Vajrapani.
O n the Buddha's halo and on Vajrapani's head
is preserved a fragment of modelled stucco which
covered the whole relief.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.31 X 0 . 2 2 ~0.10.
Chipped; broken o n all sides.
Source: CMN @.
Neg. No. FB 422.

PLATECXXXII - Inv. No. I 721.
Fragment of a relief showing a haloed head
of the Buddha facing right, with moustaches and
high usnisa.
.. . The hair is indicated by continuous,
spaced, wavy grooves. The ear has elongated and
pierced lobe.
Green schist 0 . 1 0 0~ . 2 6 ~0.04.
Chipped on the r ~ j n i j a .
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB 147.

in abhqamudrd and is lifted above the ground.
Spirts of flame are coming out of his shoulders
and water is streaming down from his feet. A
crowd of attendants wearing paridhana, tlttariya
and turban are at his sides. Most of them are
standing in worshipping attitude: two are kneeling with clasped hands; one on the right has
right hand uplifted and turns his gaze away from
the Buddha.
Green schist o.38X o.47X 0.08.
Heavily chipped and corroded; broken at the left;
reconstructed from three fragments.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 141.

PLATECXXXIV n - Inv. No. 3027.
Fragment of a relief showing part of two
male figures. In the background can be seen the
torso of one with two necklaces and clasped
hands; in the foreground the head only of the
other, with moustaches, high turban and ear-rings.
Uninterpretable remains of another relief on
the back.
Green schist o.rrj X 0.11 5 X 0.04j.
Chipped; broken on all sides.
Source: CSB @,between St. 86, 83 and 79.
Neg. No. FB 54.

PLATECXXXIV b - Ref. No. WS.

jj.

Fragment of a relief consisting of two busts,
one above the other, with moustaches, turban,
necklaces, ear-rings and bracelets; both figures
have raised arms.
Black schist o.rox 0 . 1 3 0.07.
~
Chipped; the original surface is preserved at the top.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb,
H. Pak., H. Q. A. Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB W. 20.

PLATECXXXV - Inv. No. 1 342.
PLATECXXXIII - Inv. No. 243 I .
Relief defined below by a plain fillet and on
the left by a framed column.
The Great Miracle ofSrauasti. The haloed Buddha
wrapped in the mantle is portrayed in the
centre of the composition. He has his right hand

Part of a relief showing a male head facing right,
with moustaches, turban and ear-rings, wrinkled
brows and forehead, and half-closed eyes.
Green schist 0.071X 0.05.
Chipped.
Source: @.
Neg. No. FB 478.

PLATECXXXVI - Inv. No. 2967.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a plain
fillet, showing part of two youths facing each
other, with chignon, ear-rings and armlet. The
hair is indicated by continuous spaced grooves.
The left-hand figure seems to be in the act of
offering an object to the other.
Above is a tenon.
Schist o . 1 5 j x 0.14X 0.01.
Chipped; of the figure at the right only the head
and part of an arm have been preserved; the original
edge survives only on the top.
Source: CMX @.
Neg. No. FB 446.

are preserved at the top, in the act of praying.
All wear p a r i d h a and uttarya.
Green schist 0 . 4 4 ~0.48 X 0.061.
Chipped; broken at the right and at the bottom.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 14.

PLATECXXXVIII a - Inv. No. 824 (detail).
The armed figure on the right of Siddhartha.
The eyes are without incisions for iris or pupil.
Sec PI. CXXXVII.
Ncg. No. FB 427.

PLATECXXXVIII b - Inv. No. 824 (detail).
The Bodhisattva Padmapani. The padma mark
is clearly visible on the open palm; the left hand
holds the attribute of the lotus.

PLATECXXXVII - Inv. No. 824,
Relief showing two standing Bodhisattvas, front
view, wearing paridhrina, uttariya and turban, with
short band-shaped necklaces, long necklaces with
central gem, ear-rings and bracelets. The Bodhisattva on the right (Padrnapani ?; see Inv. No.
2 j 10, P1. CCCXXVI a and note), has his left hand
lowered holding a lotus flower; his right hand in
abhayamudra has the lotus mark. The left-hand
figure is probably Siddhartha: his left hand rests
on his hip and the right is in cinmudru (see
Inv. No. 2627, P1. CCCXI and note). Above
the two Bodhisattvas is an umbrella, the inside
of which is decorated with an incised net-like
motif.
Between the Bodhisattvas are two male figures
wearing paridhina and uttariyn. The left-hand
one has moustaches, turban and a short bandshaped necklace: his right hand, held to the
chest, holds a cauri, while the other rests on
the sword lult; the sword narrows at the centre
and is attached to the body by a belt passing
through a loop. The right-hand figure is juvenile, has a short necklace with pendants and long
streaming hair falling down the sides of the
face, and gathered in a small chignon on the
top of the head; the hands must have been in
attitude of adoration. On either side there are
slight traces of other attendants. Three more

See PI. CXXXVII.
Neg. No. FB 427.

PLATECXXXIX - Inv. No. 920.
Fragment of a relief, without frame.
The Adoration of the Stfipa. On the left is the
vihira with high base adorned with garlands.
The vihrira, its double dome decorated with acanthus leaves turned downwards, and surrounded
by a pillared balustrade with festooned base,
has a door decorated with rosettes and a leaf
of aivattha. A strqa, with balustrade round the
drum, dome decorated with a garland, harm;,&
and a disc, can be seen through the door. On the
right are the worshipping devotees (or devas)
placed in three rows, wearing paridhana and uttariya. One of the figures at the top right is haloed
and has hair done in a chignon.
Around the dome of the vihdra, in the background, scattered rosettes or lotus flowers are
incised.
The top, the right and the bottom sides have
rebates. On the back there is incised the kharoslhi
letter ga N.
((

Green schist 0 . 4 6 ~0 . 5 6 ~0.07.
Chipped; a piece is missing at the left; reconstructed
Erom several fragments among which are Inv. Nos. 161,
896, 897,908, and 9 2 ~ .
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 2.

PLATECXI, a - Inv. No. I zI I .
Fragment of a relief defined above by a plain
fillet.
The scene shows two male figures wearing
paridbana, uttarga and turban, seated on thrones
facing left, with feet resting on low stools. Only
one of the thrones is well presemed: it has a rosette decoration. Between the two figures stands
another, probably holding a fan.
O n the left the lower part of a figure survives,
seated on an osier seat and facing left.
Below there is a rebate.
Green schist 0 . 4 6 ~0.31 X 0.05 5.
Chipped and corroded; reconstructed from two fragments, the smaller one of which is Inv. No. 917.
Source: CRE @; Inv. No. 917 is from CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 34.

PLATECXL b - Inv. No. 916 (detail).
Fragment of a relief detined below by a moulding of half-closed lotus flowers.
Two male figures wearingparidhdna and uttariya
are sitting on double-cone-shaped osier seats,
facing left, with right hand slightly uplifted and
left hand resting on their swords. Around them
are six more figures, much defaced.
The kharosthi
.. letter ki )I is incised on the back.
Below and at the right there are rebates.
((

Green schist 0.41 X o.joX 0.075.
Chipped and much corroded; the top left corner is
missing.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 116.

PLATECXLI - Inv. No. 895.
Fragment of a relief showing a male figure inside a torana. The man is standing, facing right,
wearing paridhanu, uttariya, turban, short bandshaped necklace, long necklace of two rows of
beads, and bracelets. He holds a cylindrical box
(relic<asket ?) with knob-handle on the lid. The
torana's arch is composed of two bent and voluted
architraves with rosette decoration, including a
row of six small busts. The gateway jambs are parted into several squares with a flower in each square

and support the wheel-and-triratna symbol. A sort
of conventionalized palmette is on top of the upper architrave; two pine-cones hang down from
the lower volutes. At the right, in the background,
are embattled city-walls, and a tower with a cornice on its wall: note the loophole in the shape
of an arrow-head. At the bottom, a standing
male figure, facing left, wearing paridbdna, uttariya
and turban, has his right hand upraised and his
left on the sword-hilt. At the bottom left, part
of a foot is visible.
Rebates on top, at right and bottom.
An incised mark is on the back.
Green schist 0 . 4 7 ~0.31 X 0.045.
Chipped; reconstructed from five fragments, among
which are Inv. No. 180 (at the bottom left) and 1775;
broken at the left and at the bottom right; the fragment
including the upper portion of the left-hand jamb and
two of the small busts is not reproduced in the picture,
because it was found when the book was already in press.
Source: CRC @; Inv. No. 180 is from CMW @;
Inv. No. 1775 from CRC 0:
the fragment not reproduced here was found in a trial-trench in the Northern
zone oE the Sacred Precinct.
Neg. No. FB 131.

PLATECXLII - Inv. No. 800.
Fragment of a frieze defined below by a leafand-dart moulding. It preserves a carinated and
voluted arch with rosette decoration on the jambs
and pine-cones hanging from the volutes. Two
birds are perched on the arch; under it stand
two male figures, facing right, wearing paridbdna, uttariya, turban, necklace and ear-rings : the
one on the right holds a bunch of flowers, the
other an unidentifiable object. At the sides are two
Persepolitan columns with their shafts bound by
crossed uittae, crowned by two humped bulls between which an animal head emerges; a flat abacus
rests on them, decorated with a row of bead-andreel.
Rebates on top and at the right.
Green schist 0 . 4 7 ~0 . 4 0 ~0.08.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the left and at the top
right.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB rob.
BIBL.: I/olian Arch. Rerenrches, p. j o, no. I 50.

PLATECXLIII - Inv. No. r j 5 3 (detail).
Fragment of a relief showing a standing Bodhisama wearing paridbdna, uttariya and turban,
with ear-rings, long twisted necklace with central
gem, wristlets consisting of four rows of beadand-reel and bracelet with palmette at the right
arm. He has moustaches and incised firnd; the right
hand is in abbayamudrd, the left rests on the hip.
The eyes have incisions for iris and pupil.
Above is an umbrella with pendants.
Three figures stand around the the Bodhisattva;
above, on his right, is one wearing a short necklace with pendants; and below it another, with
naked torso, stretching out the right arm towards
the Bodhisama. The figure on the left wears an
exomis.
The relief is cut down at top and bottom.
Marks of chiselling on the figure at the right.
Green schist 0 . 2 9 ~0.33 X 0.08.
Chipped; broken at the left side; the figures are headless.
Source: Inside St. 76.
Neg. No. FB 103.

PLATECXLIV - Inv. No. 3019.
Flying male figure, in the round, with moustaches and turban, wearingparidhrina and tlttariya, a
bracelet of three rows of beads and a short bandshaped necklace with rosette-and-sheaf decoration. The left hand, raised to the chest, holds a
stick. Continuous, mostly parallel grooves indicate the folds. The eyes have incised irises and
pupils. On the back (6) the work is rather rough.
The hair is indicated by vertical wavy grooves;
the feet are disproportionately large.
Green schist 0.41 X 0 . 2 3 X 0.10.
Chipped; the right arm is missing; reconstructed from
two fragments, of which Inv. No. 1461 is the head.
Source: The body was found in CSB @, between St. 83
and 86; Inv. No. 1461 is from CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB j38.

a low forehead and globular eyes. The uttarya,
which leaves the torso uncovered, is wrapped
round the lowered arms.
Above there is a tenon.
Green schist 0.41 X 0.1 8 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; left arm missing; footless.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 18.

PLATECXLV b - Inv. No. 727.
Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridhm and uttariya, with moustaches
and curled hair falling down the sides of the face;
ear-rings, band-shaped necklace with pendants,
armlets and wristlets. The lowered left hand
holds a flask and a stick resting on the shoulder.
The half-open right hand is raised to the chest.
Thin, parallel lines indicate the folds of the robe.
Above there is a tenon.
Green schist 0.49 X 0.22 X 0.08.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments, the upper
one of which is corroded; the lower part of legs is missing.
Source: CRD @.
Neg. No. FB 78.

PLATECXLVI a - Inv. No. 3476.
Fragment of a worshipping male figure, wearing paridbrina and uttariya, a long necklace of four
rows of beads and a short band-shaped one with
rosette-and-sheaf decoration.
Three petalled
bracelets at the wrists and one, with palmette,
round the arm. The paridblino is fastened by
strings, bound together with rings.
The figure was cut down under the knees.
Green schist 0.475 X 0.181 X 0.12.
Chipped; broken at the right; headless.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB I 52.
BIBL.:Ztaliati Arch. Researches, p. 43, no. 100.

PLATECXLV a - Inv. No. 732.
PLATECXLVI b - Inv. No. 4070.
Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridhina, bound with a knotted string,
~{ttarlyaand turban, with moustaches, large earrings and necklace. The face is large, and has

Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridhim, uttariya and short band-shaped
necklace with crescent decoration. The hands are

raised to the breast: the left one holds a flower or
bunch of flowers.
Green schist 0.31X 0.11j X 0.05.
Chipped; broken at the right; headless and footless.
Source: CNW @.
Neg. No. FB 469.

PLATECXLVII

- Inv. No.

PLATECXLVIII b - Inv. No.

2 1 2 (detail).

The upper section of the relief. The hair on
the temples is indicated by horizontal and parallel incised lines. The band-shaped necklace
has a decoration consisting of crescents, ending
in a round plaque in the middle.
See P1. CXLVIII a.
Neg. No. FB 43.

2527.

Fragment of a relief showing the Partition of the
Bt~ddba's Relic$. Two princely figures, wearing
pan'dbdna and uttariya, with short band-shaped
necklace, ear-rings and turban are preserved.
The hair on the temples is indicated by vertical
and parallel incised lines; the eyes are without incisions for iris or pupil. Each figure holds with
both hands a cylindrical relic-casket moulded at
the base and at the top, with knob-handle on the
lid. Part of the bench on which the partition
takes place is preserved; on it rests a round reliquary in the shape of a rolled garland.
Green schist 0.31 X 0.135 X 0.08.
Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the right.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 191.
,

PLATECXLIX a - Inv. No. 484.
Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief defined
above and below by plain fillets. Four male figures wearing pnridhana and uttnrya look to the
right with hands in the gesture of worship. The
first on the right seems to hold an object (a napkin ?) and is kneeling in front of the central
personage or symbol, now lost.
A rebate at the bottom.
Green schist 0.085 X 0.12 X o.oj5.
Chipped, chiefly on the heads; broken at left and right.
Source: Butkara, Sacred Precinct (unstratihed).
Neg. No. FB 466.

PLATECXLIX b - Inv. No, 3046.
PLATECXLVIII a - Inv. No.

212.

Fragment of a relief defined below by a fillet,
showing a standing haloed Bodhisattva, with
moustaches and turban, dressed in paridhlina and
uttariya with fringed hem. He wears ear-rings,
bracelets, short band-shaped necklace and long
necklace with large central gem. The left hand
rests on the hip; the right hand was probably
in abhayamudra. On the right, below, there are the
remains of a small draped figure, showing the left
profile; above is Vajrapani holding the thunderbolt with his right hand.
A hole for a nail filled with lime-plaster.
The traces of plaster on the chipped areas are
probably survivals from ancient restorations.
Green schist 0.33 X 0.19 ~0.055.
Chipped; the figure of the Bodhisattva has the right
arm and the lower part of the right leg missing; broken
at the left; the upper right corner is missing.
Source: CMX @, between St. 5 and St. 6.
Neg. No. FB 43.

Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief defined below by a plain fillet.
Four male figures wearing paridhrina and uttariya (of the right-hand figure only the legs survive) and carrying offerings (?) in their hands
are shown walking to the right.
Below there is a tenon; rebates on the top and
at the left.
Green schist 0.195 X 0.205 X 0.071
Chipped and much corroded; broken at the right.
Source: CSB (4,; between St. 79 and 86.
Neg. No. FB 54.

PLATECL - Inv. No. 1687.
Fragment of an unframed relief.
Chandaka and Kanthaka Ret11l.n. Chandaka,
wearing turban, ear-rings and necklaces, is carrying back with him Kanthaka, richly harnessed,
Siddhartha's turban and the royal umbrella. On
the right is Mahaprajapati, seated on a throne,

front view, wearing a long dress, necklaces and
large ear-rings. Her hair, roughly sketched, is
drawn backwards, her arms are resting on the
sides of the throne. Behind, are five more female
figures in attendance; only two of them preserve
their heads, which are roughly hewn. Their hair
is done in high chignons.
Eyes are round and staring; Mahaprajapati's
eyes are closed.
Green schist 0.41 X 0.33 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the right ancl at the
bottom.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. N o . FB I 24.

PLATECL1 - Inv. No. j 24 (detail).
Fragment of a relief framed by a plain fillet.
The Great Departure. Siddhartha, in obbayamudra, wearing paridhanu, uttargu, turban, short
band-shaped and long twisted necklaces, is riding out from Kapilavastu: Kanthaka is richly
harnessed and is adorned with a round plaque.
His legs are supported by two yakys. The gate is
in the shape of a torap (Cf. e. g. Inv. No. 2399),
with rosette decoration: on its threshold is Vajrapani, wearing exomis, with the thunderbolt in his
left hand. On the left there is a male figure, maybe
Mara, of which only the lower portion of the legs
- covered by the paridhlina - has been preserved.
Below there is a rebate.
Green schist 0.45 X o.36j X 0.11.
Heavily chipped; diagonally broken at the left.
Source: CSF U.
Neg. N o . FB 39.

PLATECL11 a - Inv. No. 2472.
Relief framed by a double fillet.
The Renrjnciation. Siddhartha, wearing puridhm,
t~ttarga,spiral ear-rings (hn!aIa),
necklaces and
wristlets, is seated on the bed, on the point of
leaving his wife's room. She is lying on her left
side, her head resting on the pillows, her right
hand on the side of the bed. She wears a garland
round her head, elongated ear-ornaments, necklace, suuarna-vai&k.~aku, armlets and n~ekbu/a.
Chandaka is standing on the left in an attitude
of worship, with moustaches, turban, paridhanu

and uttariya; the head of Kanthaka emerges from
the background. Twelve women are portrayed
asleep around the bed, all with hair on the forehead and bound with a roll or garland; one who
is seen from behind has a long tail of streaming
hair and shows clearly the hem of the o n t a r 9
folded on the loins and tied with a belt. The
musical instruments in the foreground are, from
the left, harpshaped vlnu, arikya mrdariga, flute and
alirigya mrdanga.
A tenon at the right and two at the left; a hole
for dove-tailing above.
Green schist 0.43 X 0.471 X 0.065.
Chipped; reconstructed from several fragments.
Source: CNP @, near the North side of St. 99.
Neg. No. FB I 6 1 .
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Hertarrhs, p. 41, no. 88, pl. IX 2.

PLATECL11 b - Inv. No. 2472 (detail).
A detail of the top left corner. Note that the
same type of ear-rings (sarpa-h!~na/a) are worn
by Siddhartha and Chandaka.
See PI. CL11 a.
Neg. No. FB 161.

PLATECLIII U - Inv. No. 2472 (detail).
The middle section of the relief. The cloth
covering the bed on which Yaiodhara is lying is
decorated with vertical bands.
See pl. CL11 a.
Neg. No. FB 161.

PLATECLIII b - Inv. No. 2472 (detail).
The lower section, showing the sleeping female musicians.
See PI. CL11 b.
Neg. No. FB 161.

PLATECLIV

- Ref. No. WS.

36.

Standing male figure, front view, wearing
paridb~na, uttariya, turban, short band-shaped
necklace with a crescent-motif decoration and
central disc, bracelets and ear-rings with square
plaquette. The right leg is bent. The outstretched

hands hold a torch consisting of a moulded cylindrical vase, with a flame burning in its top (see
Inv. No. 935: P1. CLXXI). The robe has small,
zig-zag folds.
Traces of the base under the feet; above is a
tenon.
Green schist 0.19 X 0.18 X 0.09.
Chipped on the nose, on the right leg and on the base.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H.H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H. Pak.,
H. Q. A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 13.
BIBL.: Ituliun Arch. Rerearcher, p. 43, no. 101.

PLATECLV a - Inv. No. 30.
Male figure, front view, standing on a low
moulded base, wearing paridhanu, uttariva, turban,
ear-rings, bracelets and a twisted necklace; the
left hand rests on the hip and the right, at breastheight, holds a bunch of lotus flowers.
Below is a tenon obtained by chiselling down
the base; above is another tenon.
On the base is incised the kbaros!hiletter ca )I.
((

Green schist 0.49 X 0.17 X 0.06.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments of which
Inv. No. 4789 includes the head.
Source: CMY @; Inv. No. 4789 is from CNF
Neg. No. FB 527.
BIEIL.:Itulian Arch. Rereurches, p. 43, no. 97.

a.

PLATECLV b - Inv. No. 1698.
Male figure standing on a moulded base, wearing paridhanu, uttariva and turban, ear-rings and
a long necklace on the naked chest. The rather
large face has thick moustaches and crudely
marked eyes with incised iris and pupil. The
left hand rests on the hip, the right one is
lowered. The hem of the robe has large, zig-zag
folds.
A square hole for a nail below the belly.
Green sohist 0.45 X 0.17 X 0.06.
Chipped; the right forearm is missing; reconstructed
from three fragments of which the middle one is Inv.
No. 2691 and the lower one Inv. No. 6034.
Source: The upper fragment is from CRI @; Inv.
No. 2691 from CNP @; Inv. No. 6034 was found in the
wall of a modern house near the excavation of Butkara I.
Neg. No. FB j 38.

PLATECLVI a - Inv. No. 2530 (detail).
Fragment of a male figure with moustaches, turban, spiral ear-rings and long necklace of two rows
of beads and large central gem. The large face
has crudely marked eyes with incised iris and
pupil. The figure wears paridhana and uttariya:
the uttariya lifted by the wind provides a background for the shoulders. The right hand was on
the hip.
A large tenon above.
Green schist 0.3 j X 0.14 X 0.061.
Chipped; arms and lower part of body from knees
down are missing; reconstructed from two fragments:
the lower one (Inv. No. 399), found when the book was
in press, is not reproduced here.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 183.

PLATECLVI b - Inv. No.

25 30

(detail).

A detail of the head, seen from the left. Note
the peculiar shape of the necklace, made of beads
alternately round and elongated, with round
plaques on the shoulders.
See PI. CLVI U .
Neg. No. FB jot.

PLATECLVII a - Inv. No. 3041.
Fragment of a standing male figure wearing
paridhana and uttarga and holding a bunch of
lotus flowers in the raised left hand. The right
hand rests on the hip. The paridbdna is fastened
by a belt, whose decoration consists of a row of
aivattha leaves.
Green schist 0.305 X 0.14 X 0.08.
Chipped; head, feet and right half of the torso are
missing.
Source: CSB @, between St. 79, 8 j and 86.
Neg. No. FB 3.

PLATECLVII b - Inv. No. 2830.
Figure of an offerer standing on a plain base,
wearing paridhinu and tltturzyu, long necklace and
bracelets of three rows of beads. He holds a rolled
garland with both hands.

Theparidhana is fastened with a knotted ribbon.
Under the base is a large tenon.
Green schist 0.415 X 0.181 X 0.085.
Chipped and headless; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CMX @.
Neg. No. FB 423.

PLATECLVIII - Inv. No. 2903.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
offerer, front view, wearing paridhana and uttarrya
covering both shoulders, bracelets and short
band-shaped necklace with rosette decoration. He
holds a large tray full of flowers with both hands.
Light green schist 0.57 X 0.27 X 0.09.
Chipped; headless; reconstructed from six fragments.
Source: CMQ @.
Neg. No. FB 438.

PLATECLIX a

- Inv. No.

3460.

Fragment of a relief preserving part of a male
figure wearing paridhana and trttarga. The folds
of the garment are continuous and parallel and
form a spiral pattern on the right thigh.
Green schist O . I ~ J0.115.
X
The figure is slightly chipped; the upper part of the
legs is missing. Broken on all sides.
Source: CSA @ U .
Neg. No. FB 100.

PLATECLIX b - Inv. No. 3 544.
Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridhana and uttarga. The left hand
rests on the hip. It is adorned with a bracelet,
a long necklace with large central gem, and a short
band-shaped necklace with crescent devices including a central disc.
Part of the base is preserved under the right
foot. The inclination of the base shows that the
upper part of the figure was projecting.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.39 X 0.195 X 0.095
Chipped; headless; right arm and lower part of the
left leg are missing.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 177.

PLATECLX a - Inv. No. 3 I 30.
Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridhana, uttaroa, long necklace with
central gem, bracelets and ear-rings.
The left hand is resting on the hip and the right
holds a flower or bunch of flowers.
The uttarga is wrapped round the left shoulder
and falls behind the figure in vertical folds.
The right leg, slightly bent, is put forward.
Green schist 0.31 X 0.185 X 0.06.
Chipped; headless and footless.
Source: CSB @, between St. 83 and 86.
Neg. No. FB 476.

PLATECLX b - Inv. No. 2438.
Fragment of a worshipping male figure slightly
turned to the right, and wearingparidhona and
uttariva, long necklace of four rows of beads and
bracelets. The paridhana is fastened by a beaded
belt. Cut down at the bottom, where a tenon survives.
Green schist 0.295 X 0.14 X 0.08.
Chipped ; headless.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 469.

PLATECLXI a - Inv. No. 3628.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
figure, in an attitude of worship, wearing paridhana and uttariya, long necklace and bracelets
with petal decoration.
Green schist 0.45 X 0.19 X 0.11.
Chipped; headless and footless.
Source: CMY @, near column 149.
Neg. No. FB 2 1 %

PLATECLXI b - Inv. No. 2490.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
figure wearing paridhana fastened by a belt and
uttarga, band-shaped necklace with rosette decoration and a long necklace with a central bead.
The left hand, now missing, was raised to the
chest, probably carrying flowers.

On the right side, are remains perhaps of the
right hand.
Green schist 0.49 X 0.26) X 0.10.
Heavily chipped; headless and footless; the arms are
missing; a large chip on the back.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 141.

dhartha's foot. The Bodhisattva wears paridhdna
and uftariya; the paridh5na falls in zig-zag folds.
A female figure ill the background.
See P1. CLXII.
Neg. No. FB M I .

PLATECLXV - Inv. No. 2816 (detail).
PLATECLXII - Inv. No. 2816.
Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief defined below by a plain fillet.
Royal Chaplain Infrod14ce.s k asbdharg. Siddhartha
is standing in the middle wearing paridhana, uttarrja
and turban, his left hand on the hip and right in
abhayamudr.2; his halo is decorated with an iticised
line near the edge, and above it there is a canopy.
At his sides are figures of attendants. A woman
kneels, touching the Bodhisama's right foot; a
brahman offers him a water-pot ready for the rite
(Cf. Peshawar, No. 2 0 5 2 : Shakur, Guide, p. 103,
D; Ingholt, no. 3 2) and brings YaSodhara, shown
behind him, into the presence of Siddhaaha. At
the left corner, beside a seated figure, is a dwarf;
in the background is Vajrapani holding the thunderbolt, with a head that seems disproportionately
large.
Green schist 0.89 X 1.31 X 0.10.
Heavily chipped and damaged, chiefly on the heads;
several fragments, among them the head of Vajrapici,
have been affixed to the whole; a large portion at the right
was already missing when the relief was fixed on the wall.
In situ: against the North-East side of St. 70 (PI. XI).
Neg. No. 1105.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Rerearcher, p. 39, no. 73.

PLATECLXIII - Inv. No. 2816 (detail).
The two figures on the right. YaSodhara has
elongated ear-pendants, necklace, hair decorated
with a garland and gathered into a large knot bound
at the base by a string. The ptrrobita has rolled spiral jato and holds up a small round-bottomed jar.
See PI. CLXII.
Neg. No. FB M. I .

PLATECLXIV - Inv. No. 2816 (detail).
A woman, with long hair streaming over the
shoulders, is kneeling down and touching Sid-

The seated figure on the left, with the left ankle
resting on the right thigh, the right foot on a
low stool. (Cf. the similar figure in the Peshawar
relief cited above, under P1. CLXII). He wears
paridhana, uftariya, short band-shaped necklace
and long necklace; his right hand holds a stick
pointing downwards. The dwarf at his feet is
dressed as a warrior, with scaled and fringed
cuirass, bandages round the face and rolled uttartja crossing his breast. Part of a standing
female figure is visible on the right: she wears a
long tunic and large anklets.
See P1. CLXII.
Neg. No. FB M.

PLATECLXVI

j.

- Inv.

No. 283.

False gable in the shape of a carinated and voluted arch, with pine-cones hanging down from
the volutes.
The inner frame of the niche is scaled and has a
rosette at the summit. The outer cornice is supported by brackets and decorated with a row
of beads. The span of the arch is crowned by
two crescent-shaped panels, with acanthus tufts,
alternating with two bands of a vine-scroll
pattern and a row of rosettes. Below, two figures
are standing on a low base. A turbaned man, on
the left, wearing paridhana, uttartja, ear-rings,
spiral armlet and wristlets, offers a necklace to a
woman. She is standing in tribha,iga posture and
wears paridhana, cylindrical ear-pendants, long
necklace, wristlets and large double-ringed anklets, with beaded sockets to cover the aperture
(see Marshall, Taxila, p. 636, nos. 148-1 5 I, pl.
I 96 g). Her right hand is touching the garland
that binds a loop-shaped knot of hair, while
her left holds the handle of a round mirror. An
incised mark on the forehead. The gift of a
mirror, put in the bride's left hand, is part of the

viuda-samskr~ra: it is therefore possible that a
marriage is the subject of this scene (Keith, Veda
and Upan., p. 3 74). A mirror is also shown in the
bridal procession of Inv. No. 4016 (PI. LXI a;
see also Inv. No. 3216:PI. CLXVIII).
Green schist 0.53 X 0.34 X 0.07.
Very well preserved; slightly corroded.
Source: CMY @, close to the N E corner of St. 14.
lying o n P. 2.
Neg. N o . FB 87.

PLATECLXVII - Inv. .No. 283 (detail).

A detail of the two figures. The man wears earornaments apparently of the -sarpa-hpdala type;
his spiral armlet was crowned by a palmette.
See P1. CLXVI.
Neg. N o . FB 87.

On the right are slight traces of another figure.
Green schist 0.3) X 0.12 X 0.06.
Chipped; the original margin has been preserved only
on the top.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 3.

PLATECLXX - Inv. No. 1717.
Relievo-figure of a worshipper standing on a
low base, with moustaches and turban, facing
right, wearing paridhanu, uttariya, short bandshaped necklace and ear-rings. The hands are
raised together to the right shoulder.
The eye has incised iris and pupil.
Green schist 0.441 X 0.1 8 X 0.081.
Chipped, especially on the face and feet.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB 16j.

PLATECLXVIII - Inv. No. 3216.

PLATECLXXI - Inv. No. 935 .

Fragment of a relief in the shape of a carinated
arch, decorated on the jambs with a lozengeand-flower pattern.
Inside the arch there are a male and a female
figure, standing, turned to the right. The woman
seems to be picking up something from a tray
held by her companion. He wears paridhanu, uttar g a and turban, while the woman, who holds
a handled round mirror in her left hand, wears
paridbrina, a shawl on her arms, ear-rings and
necklace. For the probable identification of the
subjet see Inv. No. t 8 3 (Pl. CLXVI). The gesture
of the male figure may be that of offering the
ritual food to the bride.

Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridha, uttariya and turban, with bandshaped necklace, bracelets and ear-rings. The
outstretched hands hold a torch made of a moulded
cylindrical vase with a flame burning on the top
(cf. ~ e f No.
.
WS. 36: PI. CLIV). The folds of
the robe and the hair are minutely shown; the eyes
have incised iris and pupil.
Above is a tenon.

Green schist 0.35 X 0.25j X 0.065
Chipped; broken on top.
Source: CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 62.

PLATECLXIX - Inv. No. 841.
Fragment of a relief with a standing Bodhisattva
in abhayamtrdra, left hand resting on the hip. He
wears paridhanu, uttarzya, turban, big ear-rings,
wristlets, band-shaped necklace with rosette
decoration, and long necklace of three strings
ending in animal protomai and a large gem.

Green schist 0.40 X o. I j X 0.09.
Heavily chipped and corroded; the lower part of the
figure, from knees down, is missing.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 126.

PLATECLXXII a

- Inv. No. 25 23.

Fragment of a standing male relievo-figure,
front view, wearing paridhana and uttariya, with
long necklace in three rows with central bead and
bracelets. The right hand is raised to the chest
with open palm facing outward, the left holds up
a bunch of flowers.
Green schist 0.22 X 0.145 X 0.04j.
Chipped; headless and footless.
Source: CNL @.
Neg. No. FB 4 I I .

PLATECLXXII b - Inv. No.

2829.

Fragment of a relief showing a standing figure
of a worshipper, facing left, wearing p a r i d h a
and rrttaroa wrapped over the left shoulder; the
jewellery consists of a bracelet and a necklace,
both with two rows of bead-and-reel.
Green schist 0.46 X 0.18 X 0.08.
Chipped; headless; lower part of the legs missing;
reconstructed from three fragments.
Source: CMR @.
Neg. No. FB 413.

PLATECLXXIII a - Inv. No. 4077.
hlale relievo-figure, wearing paridhana and uttariya. The uttariya is wrapped round the shoulder, leaving the torso uncovered. He wears a
wristlet and a necklace with three strings and a
large central gem; the paridhana falls in thick,
narrow zig-zag folds. The figure is shown in the
act of unrolling a flower-garland held with his
left hand.
Green schist 0.24 X 0.145 X 0.06.
Chipped; headless and footless.
Source: CNW @.
Neg. No. FB 65.

The right arm was separately worked: the insertion hole has been preserved.
The back is plain.
Green schist 0.29 X 0.18 X 0.085.
Chipped; headless; broken above the knees.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 78.

PLATECLXXIV b - Inv. No.

Fragment of a standing Bodhisattva (?), front
view, with right hand in abhqamudra and left
resting on the hip.
He wears paridhana and uttarga; the uttariya is
wrapped round the left shoulder and the right
arm, leaving the torso almost wholly uncovered.
Necklace with pendants and wristlets.
A hole for insertion of the head; the feet have
been cut away.
The back is rough.
Green schist 0.205 X 0.13X 0.07.
Chipped; headless; the feet are missing.
Source: CMY @.
Neg. No. FB 43.

PLATECLXXV a - Inv. No.
PLATECLXXIII b - Inv. No.

2548.

Male figute standing on a small base, wearing
paridhinu and uttariya. The fittarga rests on the
left shoulder, leaving the torso uncovered. He
wears wristlets and a necklace of several strings;
he has left leg bent and holds with both hands a
long garland. The paridhana widens towards the
hem.
Below is a tenon; a hole below the belly.
Green schist 0.41.
Chipped; headless; the left foot is missing.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB I 89.

PLATECLXXIV a - Inv. No.

3289.

Fragment of a standing male figure wearing paridhina and uttariya wrapped over the left shoulder.
The left hand rests on the hip and has a wristlet.
A short band-shaped necklace.

292.

2636.

Fragment of a relief cut in triangular shape,
showing a standing worshipper facing right,
wearing paridhana and uttariya. The uttarga falls
in regular, parallel and vertical lines.
Green schist 0.30 X 0.19 X 0.06.
Heavily chipped; headless and footless; broken on the
top and at the bottom.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 208.

PLATECLXXV b - Inv. No.

j 12.

Fragment of a standing male figure, front
view, wearing paridhl~na and nttariya, on a plain
base.
Below is a tenon.
Green schist 0.285 X 0.141 X 0.065.
Chipped; broken at the hips; the upper part is missing.
Source: CMY 0.
Neg. No. FB 43.

PLATECLXXVI a - Inv. No. 3 169.

PLATECLXXVIII - Inv. No. 4033 (detail).

Fragment of a relief showing a haloed head of a
Bodhisattva or deva, front view, with ear-rings and
turban. The irises and pupils are incised; grooves
on the neck. The hair is shown by parallel vertical grooves.

The head. The cylindrical ear-rings are decorated with concentric circles; the hair is indicated
by vertical wavy incised lines.
See PI. CLXXVII.

Green schist 0.135 X 0.10 X 0.065.
Chipped and corroded; the original edge has been preserved on the top.
Source: CSB @, near St. 86.
Neg. No. FB 109.

PLATECLXXVI b - Inv. No. 4122.
Fragment of a male figure with moustaches, turban and ear-rings, slightly turned to the right.
He has a short band-shaped necklace with rosette decoration and a long one falling on the
chest. The uttariya rests on the left shoulder.
Grooves on the neck and incised irises and
pupils.
Green schist o . j r j X o.1j X 0.08.
Chipped, especially on the turban and on the body,
whose worked surface is almost completely lost.
Source: CNU @.
Neg. No. FB 92.

PLATECLXXVII - Inv. No. 4033.
Fragment of a standing worshipper (upper
part) in turban, paridhlina and uttariya. Cylindrical ear-rings with decoration of concentric
rings, short band-shaped necklace with rosetteand-sheaf decoration and bracelets of four rows of
beads. The left hand holds a rolled garland of
lotus flowers. The face, with streaming moustaches, is fat and round; there are folds of fat on
the neck. The hair is indicated by continuous,
narrow, parallel grooves.
Green schist 0.60 X 0.40.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments; broken
on the belly; the right arm is missing; other fragments,
probably belonging to the same sculpture, do not join
(Inv. No. 4196).
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 245.

Neg. No. FB 241.

PLATECLXXIX a - Inv. No. 4486.
Fragment (lower part) of a standing male figure
wearing paridhina and tlttarga. The paridhdna is
bound with a twisted cord. The folds are indicated by neat parallel grooves; the robe is bellshaped at the bottom and has a zigzag design
in front. The feet, fat and short, rest on a base.
Green schist 0.14 X 0.40 X 0.17.
Chipped; the upper part is missing.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 241

PLATECLXXIX b - Inv. No. 2482.
Fragment (lower part) of a male figure wearing
paridhdna and uttariya, standing on a base. The
paridhanu is bound with a twisted cord. The folds
are indicated by neat parallel incised lines; the
main folds are in relief and wavy.
Green schist 0.j6 X 0.32 X 0.145.
Heavily chipped; the upper part is missing; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 168.

PLATECLXXX

- Inv. No. 1704.

Standing worshipper with moustaches, slightly
turned to the left, wearing paridhrsfia and uttariya,
turban, short necklace with rosette-and-sheaf
decoration, ear-rings probably of the leech type
and bracelets of four rows of beads. The uftariya
is wrapped round the shoulder and the left arm;
the paridhanu widens near the hem.
Below is part of a rather flat base, with a tenon.
Green schist o.j8 X 0.245 X 0.07.
Heavily chipped on the paridhinu.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB 483.

P L ACLXXXI
~
a - Inv. No. zgo l .

PLATECLXXXII b - Inv. No. 2488.

Fragment of a standing male figure with moustaches, turban, long cylindrical ear-pendants,
bracelets, wristlets and short necklace with rosette decoration. The right hand is uplifted, and
the left rests on the chest, in a gesture which
could be of amazement, emphasized by the inclination of the head and of the bust. The folds
of theparidhm and of the trttarrjo, which is wrapped round the hips, are shown by thin, parallel
incised lines.
Above is a tenon obtained by chiselling away
part of the turban; another tenon under the
base.

Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing paridbdna and uttarya, plain band-shaped
necklace and bracelet of four rows of alternating circular and tablet-shaped concave beads.
The figure stands firmly raising his left hand to his
chest. The uttariya which covers the left arm is
wrapped round the hips and knotted on the right
side. The p a r i d h a , which spreads as it falls and
forms zigzag folds in front, is bound by a ribbon with two knobs at the ends, on the left leg.

Green schist 0.61 X 0.26 X 0.075.
Chipped; a large part of the right arm is missing; the
left leg is much damaged; reconstructed from two fragments, the lower one of which is Inv. No. 5824.
Source: the upper fragment is from CMX h; Inv.
No. 5 824 from CRN @.
Neg. No. FB 539.

PLATECLXXXI b - Inv. No. 2905 (detail).
The head and the
seen from the light'
The
On the turban is
The decoration of the band-shaped necklace is
of a simplified rosette-and-sheaf pattern.
See PI. CLXXXI a.
Neg. No. FB 1 3 3

PLATECLXXXII a

- Inv.

Green schist o,42 X 0.25 X 0.07.
Chipped; headless and footless; the right arm is missing.
Source: CNP
Neg. No. FB 141.

m.

PLATECLXXXIII - Inv. No.

25 59.

Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
figure, wearing paridhrina and uttariya, holding
a long garland of leaves bound with a ribbon. A
four-string necklace with central bead and high
bracelets.
Green schist 0.63 X 0 . ~ 8 5X 0.075.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments of which
the upper one is Inv. No. 823; broken at the top; a large
piece is missing at the bottom left.
Source: CNP @, near St. 120; Inv. No. 823 was inserted
in the masonry of the square storey of St. 27, at its cornice
level, with the figured side upwards.
Neg. No. FB 544.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Rerear~ches,p. 43, no. 98.

No. 2363.

PLATECLXXXIV - Inv. No. 2881.
Fragment of a relief consisting of part of a
standing male figure, front view, with twisted
necklace, paridhana and uttariya. The torso is
roughly sketched and is in contrast with the rich
drapery of the robes: the uttarga wrapped round
the hips, makes a large fold in front and at the
back, falling and spreading to the right. The left
hand was resting on the hip.
Green schist 0.165 X 0.08.
Chipped; headless, footless and armless.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 192.

Fragment of a relief showing a male Centralasian, facing left, wearing pnr.idhana and uttariya,
in the act of unrolling a garland held with his
left hand. The figure has ear-rings of disc type
and petalled bracelets with a row of bead-andreel, but does not wear any necklace.
The head is round, the eyes - with incised iris
and pupil - and the features are deeply outlined;
the eyebrow arch is continuous and clearly set off.
The hair, indicated by narrow parallel lines, forms
a fringe on the forehead and is gathered in a chi-

gnon on thc top of thc hcad; from the temples the
hair falls long and evcnly to the neck.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.61 X 0.26 X 0.10.
Chipped; broken at the right and bottom; several
fragments have been joined: one of them, including thc
right hand, was found when the book was in press.
the fragment with the right hand
Source: CMQ 0;
is from CMP @.
Neg. No. FB 431.
BIBL.: Italian At.ch. Researches, p. 43, no. 96, PI. XI.

rallel grooves, is parted in the middle and lies
across the forehead and temples; some of it
streams over the shoulders. The eyes have incised iris and pupil.
Green schist Ht. 0.26.
Heavily chipped on the breast and corroded on the face;
reconstructed from several fragrnents.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB I 16.

PLATECLXXXVIII - Inv. No. 195.
PLATECLXXXV - Inv. No. 2881 (detail).
The head. The eyes are deeply outlined: the
iris is in relief, the pupil incised.
See PI. CLXXXIV.
Neg. No. FB 43 1.

PLATECLXXXVI - Inv. No. 4328.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
figure wearing tunic and cloak diagonally folded in
front; the right hand, raised to the chest, holds a
full-blown lotus flower with long stem; the left
rests on the hip. The folds, outlined by neat
grooves, are in relief.
The jewellery consists only of ear-rings of the
leech type.
Green schist 0.585 X 0.271 X 0.08.
Chipped; the face is lost; broken on all sides.
Source: CMT @) PR.
Neg. No. FB 163.

PLATECLXXXVII a - Inv. No. S.

I I.

Female head with half-closed eye-lids and hair
indicated by thin wavy grooves. The eyes have
incised iris and pupil: a small vertical dash marks
the inner point of the eye.
Green schist 0.17 X 0.14 X 0.045.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: Saidu Sharif I.
Neg. No. FB S. 1.

PLATECLXXXVII b - Inv. No. 1703.
Bust of a female figure wearing a necklace of
three rows of beads and ear-rings of the flowerand-pendant type. The hair, shown by thin pa-

Fragment of a female head, seen in profile on
the right, with hair shown by parallel grooves,
lying across the forehead and the temple: the
hair also covers the ear and is neatly cut at the
bottom. The eye has incised iris and pupil; incised points form a rosette under the cheek-bone.
Green schist 0.1 I j X 0.09.
The nose and the top of the head are chipped; the whole
left side of the head is lost.
Source: CMW @.
Neg. No. FB 9 I .
B I ~ L .Italian
:
Arch. Hes~archer,p. 48, no. I 36, pl. XVII.

PLATECLXXXIX - Inv. No. 248
Juvenile head from a relief, with curled hair
gathered into a knotted .jd?a on the top of the
head. The half-closed eyes have incised iris and
pupil. Probably a brahmacdrin.
Green schist 0.1 3 5 X 0.1 I .
Reconstructed from two fragrnents; slightly chipped.
Source: CMX B.
Neg. No. FB 42.

PLATECXC - Inv. No. 2494.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing female
figure, slightly turned to the left, wearing long
sleeved tunic, shawl and torque, in the act of
playing cymbals.
Green schist 0.71 X 0.25 X 0.08.
Chipped; the head is missing; the right arm has been
joined on; broken at the top and at the right.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 196.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 44, no. 107, pl. XIII.

PLATECXCI - Inv. No. I 248 (detail).

PLATECXCIV - Inv. No. 4367.

Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
figure, slightly turned to the left, wearingparidhdna
and uttariya, with moustaches and hair in several
rows of curls. Necklace and cylindrical elongated
ear-pendants. The right hand on the hip, the
left one raised and outstretched; the eyes have
incised irises.

Fragment of a relief preserving a female head
wearing long cylindrical ear-ornaments.
The
hair, indicated by deep and crude grooves, lies
across the temples. The eyes have incised irises.

Green schist 0.43 X 0.301 X 0.081.
Heavily chipped; reconstructed from three fragments;
arms and legs are missing.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 164.

PLATECXCII - Inv. No. 1712.
Fragment of a relief showing a male figure
moving to the right and facing left; he has a short
beard and moustaches, and wears a short, bordered
exomis. HISlong hair falls over the shoulder and is
bound by a twig over the forehead, which has two
horn-like tufts of hair (See e. g. Inv. No. 3045:
PI. CCLXI. British Museum: Foucher, AGBG,
I, fig. 123. Peshawar, no. 14-L: Shakur, Guide,
pl. XI a; Ingholt, no. 388. British Museum:
Foucher, AGBG, I, fig. 126. Metropolitan
Museum: Ingholt, pl. IV 2. Berlin, no. IB 7665
- medallion on a jug from Khotan -: von Le
Coq, Buddh. Spiitnntike, I, pag. 29, no. 45). The
hands are held upwards, in the gesture of
worship (?).
Green schist 0.68 X o.rj X 0.081.
Heavily chipped, especially on the arms; footless; the
relief is broken on all sides; reconstructed from three
fragments, two of which (Inv. No. 5864) belong to the head.
Source: CRI @; Inv. No. j 864 is from CRN @.
Neg. No. FB 504.

PLATECXCIII - Inv. No. 43 56.
Fragment of a relief consisting of the head and
neck of a male figure with moustaches, elongated
ear-pendants, turban and cloak over the head.
Incised irises; the hair is shown by regular wavy
parallel grooves.
Green schist 0.23 X 0.125 X 0.065.
Chipped; the original edge seems to have been preserved
on the top.
Source: CMT @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 182.

Green schist 0.19 X 0.205 X 0.08.
Chipped.
Source: CM2 @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 217.

PLATECXCV - Inv. No. I 238.
Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
wearing trousers and short tunic with long sleeves,
bound round the hips by a belt of square plaques
with flower decoration, fixed by a button-andhole fastener. The left hand is lowered.
Dark green schist 0.40 X 0.1 5 X 0.091.
The right side, the head and the lower part of the legs
are missing; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB j 5.

PLATECXCVI - Inv. No. 4919.
Female head from a relief, with hair drawn back
on the temples and done in a chignon bound
with a garland. The eyes have incised irises.
Green schist 0.16 X 0.105.
Heavily chipped.
Source: CME @.
Neg. No. FB 471.

PLATECXCVII a - Inv. No. 3 I 2 2 .
Fragment of a relief showing a figure of an ascetic holding the kamandalu in his left hand. He
has beard, moustaches and thick curled flowing
hair with chignon. The right hand is raised and
shows the open palm. A thin bracelet with a
square plaquette at the wrist. The dress consist
of a loincloth and a bordered shawl.
At the bottom the relief is cut down and has a
tenon, perhaps because the lower part of the
figure was carved on another slab.
Green schist 0.40 X o . z j X 0.08.
Chipped, specially on the chignon; broken at the left
and at the top.
Source: CSB @, near St. 86.
Neg. No. FB 61.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 44, no. xor.

PLATECXCVII b - Inv. No.

j 122 (detail).

The upper portion showing the head and the
raised right hand. The wrinkled forehead and the
eyes with incised iris and pupil are clearly visible.
See PI. CXCVII a.
Neg. No. FB 61.

PLATECXCVIII - Inv. No. I 3 j 3 .
Fragment of a large relief showing two standing
figures, slightly turned to the right. The figure
on the right is a young Bodhisattva wearing paridhana and uttariya, his right hand in abhayamudra,
hair curling round the face and small chignon on
the top of the head. At the left is a male figure
in the same dress, the right shoulder naked and
hair lying across the forehead. In his right hand
he holds a cauri resting on the shoulder.
Green schist 0.75 5 X 0.40 X 0.06.
Chipped and corroded; reconstructed from several
fragments among which are Inv. Nos. 1276and 3274 (including the lower part of the figures); the original edge
has been preserved at the bottom.
Source: CRE @; Inv. No. 3274 is from CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 138.

PLATECXCIX - Inv. No. 3673.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet, showing
two standing figures of young ascetics wearing
paridhana and tlttariya, and holding the flask in
the left hand. The right hand is raised to the
shoulder with open palm; the long hair falls over
the shoulders and is gathered into a spiral chignon at the top of the head. The robes, with
straight, thick folds, form a bell-like device at
the bottom.
Green schist 0.79 X 0.59 X 0.08.
Chipped; reconstructed From several fragments.
Source: ChlY @.
Neg. No. FB 246.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 44, no. 104, pl. XII;
Emporium, no. 786 (June 1960),fig. on p. 265 (G. Frabetti).

PLATECC a - Inv. No. 1240.
Fragment of a relief preserving part of a standing
male figure (a Bodhisattva?), with right hand
lifted to the shoulder and raised index and middle

fingers; the left hand is on the hip. He wears
p a r i h n a and uttariya and has a short band-shaped
necklace with wavy pattern, long necklace with
animalprofomoi holding a large gem, and wristlets.
On the right, the left arm with bracelet belonging
to another figure, dressed in the same way, is
visible: the remaining portion of it is partially
hidden by the main figure.
Green schist 0.61 X 0.35 X 0.10.
The main figure is headless and footless; broken at the
top and at the bottom; a fragment, preserving the right
hand, was found when the book was in press and bears
the Inv. No. 3294.
Source: CRE @; Inv. No. 3294 is from CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 14.

PLATECC b - Inv. No.

2116.

Fragment of a relief showing part of two standing male figures wearing paridhanu and uttariya.
The left one, front view, is probably a Bodhisattva: he has wristlets, long necklace and short
band-shaped necklace, right hand raised to the
chest probably in abhayamudra and left hand
lowered. The other figure is turned three quarters
towards him. Slight traces of a third figure are
preserved on the left.
Green schist 0.38 X 0.425 X 0.06.
Chipped; the figures are headless and the lower part
of the legs is missing; the original edge is preserved at the
right.
Source: CRC; re-used as slab for P. t b near St. yj.
Neg. No. FB go.

PLATECC1 - Inv. No. 2877 (detail).
Part of a lunette-shaped relief framed by a plain
fillet, preserving five standing male figures, facing left in an attitude of worship. They wear
paridhanu, uttariya, turban, ear-ornaments of the
sarpa-kunnala type, short band-shaped necklace
and wristlets. The height of the figures varies
following the upper cornice.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.41 X 0.48 X 0.06.
Heavily chipped; reconstructed from three main fragments and several minor pieces.
Source: CMQ @, against St. 171.
Neg. No. FB 426.

PLATECC11 - Ref. No. WS. 104 (details).
Part of a crescent-shaped relief, defined above
by a garland of half-closed lotus flowers.
Five male worshippers (a) are walking towards
the left, wearing paridhanu, uttariyu and turban,
except the last one, who seems to be bare-headed.
A pistrix (6) is in the right corner.
A rebate at the bottom; two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.19 X 0.42 X o.oj.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: Swat.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahanzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wall o f Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB W 40.

PLATECC111 a - Inu. No. 2 5 99.
Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief defined
above by a garland of half-closed lotus-flowers,
and below by a plain fillet. It shows two standing
worshippers wearingparidhana, uttariya and turban, facing left. Slight traces of another figure,
kneeling down (?), survive on the right.
Holes above, a tenon below.
Marks of chiselling at the right.
Green schist 0.21 X 0.20 X 0.055.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the right.
Source: CNP @, near the South wall of St.
Neg. No. FB 4 I 3 .

120.

PLATECCIIIb - Inv. No. 2894.
Fragment of a relief preserving a standing
haloed Buddha, his left hand holding the hem
of the mantle and his right in abhoyamudrri, slightly turned to the left towards three standing
worshippers. The first two of these wear paridhrina, uttariya and turban and have the right leg
slightly bent, as if walking towards the Buddha;
the third, whose right shoulder is bare, seems
to wear the monastic cloak, but his wrists are
adorned with bracelets.
Above a rebate and a hole for a cramp. A hole
for a nail.
Green schist 0.215 X 0.275 X 0.055.
Heavily chipped and corroded; broken at right and
bottom.
Source: ChiM
Neg. No. FB 430.

a.

PLATECCIV - Inv. No. 65 5.
Fragment of a relief framed by a moulded
cornice.
In the centre is the Buddha, standing front
view, on a lotus-shaped pedestal, his right
hand with cakra mark in abha3,amudra and his left
lowered to hold the hem of the cloak. On the
left there are ten worshipping figures in three
rows one above the other. In the upper row,
one with turban and heart-shaped ear-rings, and
three with chignon bound with a ring at the base,
are haloed. In the central row there are three
figures wearing paridhana, uttariya and turban :
the first from the left has heart-shaped ear-rings;
his right hand waves the hem of the uttariya and
his left is hcld to his mouth (See e. g. Ref. No.
WS. 74: P1. LXXII. Inv. No. 2483 : PI. CXXIV.
Inv. No. 2837 (?): PI. LXXXIV. Inv. No. 3 3 3 I :
PI. DLXXVII. Inv. Nos. 5 743 and 7392. Karachi :
Nat. Mus. , p. 42, no. 12, fig. on p. I 5 ;Ingholt,
no. 14. Lahore, No. I 35 3 : Ingholt, no. I 5 . Lahore :
Bussagli, Arte del Gandhara in Pakistan, p. 77,
no. 22, tav. X; Rowland, Pak. Musew, no. 12,
fig. on p. 5 2. Lahore: Griinwedel, nr. 65. Allahabad, No. 126. Patna, No. 63 35 : Shere, Cat. Buddb.
Sculpt., p. 5, fig. 4. Calcutta, No. 1034: Foucher,
AGBG, I, fig. I 54; Foucher, Nativity, p. I 4, pl.
VI, I ; Majumdar, Glide, 11, p. 3 8, pl. VII, a.
Calcutta, No. 5 I 08 : Majumdar, Guide, 11, p. I 07 ;
Marshall, A r t of Gandhrira, p. 71, fig. 90. Calcutta, No. 248 8: Majumdar, G~ide, 11, p. 3 8.
Calcutta, No. 25 84: Majumdar, Guide, 11, p. 3 8.
Calcutta, No. 9 I I 8: Majumdar, Guide, 11, p.
104. Berlin, No. IC 34916: von Le Coq, Buddb.
Spatantjke, I, p. 20, no. 14, Taf. 14; Smith, p.
6 I f., pl. 3 6 . Freer Gallery, No. 49. 9. Seattle
Art Museum, No. 11. I . Victoria and Albert
Museum, No. 109-19 2 7. Similar figures are found
in several reliefs of the Early Indian Schools:
see e. g. Marshal1 and Foucher, Mon. of Sriiichz,
vol. 11, pl. 6 I); the remaining two have the right
hand raised to support an object (the object held
by the right-hand figure is a bunch of flowers).
The three figures in the lower row, shown
whole-length, wear paridhana and uttarya: the
central one is in an attitude of adoration, the
right one seems to be throwing a circular

object from the raised right hand and looks
upwards.
Another worshipping figure, partially covered
by plaster, is preserved on the right, together
with traces of other figures.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.90 X 0.92 X 0.07.
I-Ieavily chipped; the Buddha is headless; the right
side of the relief is missing. A restoration in soapstone
blocks covered with painted lime plaster completes the
missing part. A few small fragments have been joined on.
In situ: C R E PR, inserted in Q I (Main Stiipa).
Neg. No. FB 26.

PLATECCV - Inv. No. 43 24.
Figure of a standing Buddha in abhayamudra, on
a base decorated by a double row of lotus petals.
The halo too is decorated with lotus petals; the
fingers of the hand are webbed.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.41 X 0.161 X 0.08.
Chipped; headless; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: C M T @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 171.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Researches, p. 41, no. 8 j.

PLATECCVI - Inv. No.

sizc. Two band-shaped jewels are hanging from
the branches of the tree.
Below, on the right, is a tenon.
Green schist 0.26 X 0.24 X o.oj j.
Chipped and corroded; the left bottom corner is missing;
reconstructed from three fragments.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 27.

PLATECCVII b - Inv. No. 846.
Fragment of a relief showing a halocd Buddha
seated in dLyanamudra under a tree; on the right
are two worshipping figures wearing paridhana,
uttariya and turban. Of these, the one in the foreground is kneeling and faces left towards the
Enlightened One; the other is standing, front
view. At the top, on the right, is a flying and
worshipping kiynara.
Tenons at top and bottom. hlarks of chiselling on the branches of the tree.
Green schist 0.275 X 0.285 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; only the outline of the Buddha's
figure is preserved. The relief is broken on the left; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: C R E @.
Neg. No. FB 28.

I 213 .

Fragment of a relief showing the Buddha seated
under a tree, in meditation. On the right are two turbaned worshippers wearing paridhana and uttariya.
A winged amorino flies above them; his right arm
uplifted and his left hand holding the hem of his
robe so forming a sinus, probably full of flowers.
Part of a plain cornice at the bottom.
Green schist 0.28 X 0.20 X 0.03.
Chipped; broken at the left; reconstructed from two
fragments, of which Inv. No. 1 4 1 2includes the Buddha's
head.
Source: C R E @; lnv. No. 1452 is from CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 1 54.

PLATECCVII a - Inv. No.

2222.

Relief showing the Buddha seated on a throne,
in abhayamudra, under a tree. At the sides are two
flying and worshipping kjynaras, two standing
worshippers wearing paridhina, uttariya and turban, and two kneeling worshippers of smaller

PLATECCVIII - Ref. No. WS.

12.

Fragment of a relief representing the Adoration
of the hddha under a tree. There are slight traces
of the branches of the tree, and beside them on
the right a worshipper, wearing turban, paridhana and uttariya. Above - emerging from
the background - is a winged female figure, the
right arm uplifted, as in the classical type of the
flying Nih.
Green schist 0.18 X 0.10 X o.oj.
Chipped; broken at the left.
Source: Swat.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wali of Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB W. 4.

PLATECCIX a - Inv. No.

28 18.

Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
Offering of the Four Bowls. The Buddha is seated
in padmasana on the throne, surrounded by the

four Lokapalas, in turban, parjdhana and uttarrya,
arranged in two rows. The two at the bottom
make the offering of the bowls to the Buddha
who holds out his right hand to receive one of
them, and keeps his left in the gesture of meditation. The left arm of another Lokapala survives
on the right.
On the right, on the lower fillet, is engraved a
kJaros!hr letter, possibly a da I).
Below two tenons; a hole for a nail.

of the cloth are indicated by alternate deep and
narrow grooves.
Green schist 0.50 X 0.18.
Chipped ; headless.
In sit#: CCMZ PR, inserted in Q 1 3 (Great Stupa); the
space between the edge of the panel and the sculpture was
filled with small slabs of schist well preserved at the left.
Neg. No. 2618.

((

Green schist 0.34 X 0.24 X 0.06.
Chipped, mainly on the upper portion; reconstructed
from two pieces: the smaller one (Inv. No. 777) includes
the torso of the left-hand Lokapila.
Source: CMW @; Inv. N o . 777 is from CRC
Neg. No. FB 5 5 2.

a.

PLATECCIX b - Inv. No. 3616.
Relief representing the Buddha seated on a
throne under a tree, in padmasana and dby~nafnudra. Four worshippers at the sides.
A jewel hangs from the tree over the Buddha's
right shoulder.
Green schist 0.25 5 X 0.245 X 0.05 5.
Heavily chipped and corroded.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB zr 5.

PLATECCX a - Inv. No. zj35.
Fragment of a relief showing the Buddha seated
on a low throne, in padma~ana and dby~nanludra.
His cloak covers his legs and his left shoulder.
Slight traces of two figures of worshippers are
preserved at the sides.
Green schist 0.175 X 0.215 X 0.05.
Chipped; broken at the top and diagonally at the sides;
the Buddha is headless.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 184.

PLATECCXI a - Inv. No. 2147.
Fragment defined below by a high, plain fillet,
showing the Buddha in padmisana and dbyanamudra under a tree. On the left is a standing figure
of an ascetic in an attitude of worship, wearing
paridbdna and clttarrlya (Brahma?). Of the other
worshipper, only the right foot survives.
Both figures have hair drawn up and globular
staring eyes.
T o the same frieze belongs Inv. Nos. 2617
(Pl. CCXII b), 2870 (PI. CCXI b), I z and 148.
Green schist 0.11 X 0.1 5 X 0.025.
Chipped; broken at the right.
Source: CSG, room A below P. 2.
Neg. No. FB 5 j.

PLATECCXI b - Inv. No. 2870.
Fragment of a relief defined below by a high
plain fillet, showing the Buddha in padmrisana
and dbyrinamudrd seated on a low throne under
a tree. Two worshipping figures wearing paridhana and uttariya stand beside him, both unidentifiable.
The hair of the Buddha is drawn up, and is
indicated by parallel grooves; globular eyes.
Above a tenon.
From the same frieze as Inv. Nos. 2147
- . (Pl.
.
CCXI a), 2617 (Pl. CCXII b), I 2 and 148.
Green schist 0.12 X 0.13 X 0.025.
The worshipping figures are heavily chipped; broken
to the right; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CMX
Neg. No. FB 420.

a.

PLATECCX b - Inv. No. 3799.
PLATECCXII a - Inv. No. V. 66.
Fragment of a figure of the Buddha seated on
a low throne in padmaana and dbyinamudra. His
cloak covers his legs and left shoulder. The folds

Fragment of a relief consisting of the upper part
of a Buddha seated in padmirana and dbydnam~dri

under a tree; part of the cloak is folded on the
left shoulder.
Green schist 0.09 X o.ojj X 0.02.
Chiselled and heavily damaged.
Source: Udigrim (purchased).
Neg. No. FB V. 16.

PLATECCXII b - Inv. No. 2617.
Fragment of a relief showing part of the figure
of the Buddha in meditation under a tree; the
cloak is folded on his left shoulder. On the right
is a worshipper, front view, wearing paridhana,
uttariya and turban (Indra ?).
It belongs to the same frieze as Inv. Nos. 2147
(PI. CCXI a), 2870 (PI. CCXI b), I 2 and 148.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.091 X 0.02.
Chipped; the Buddha's face is missing; broken at the
left and at the bottom; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: the fragment with the Buddha is from CSF @,
the other one from CNR @.
Neg. No. FB loo.

PLATECCXIII - Ref. No. MS. 5 I.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Buddha, with moustaches and large usnisa, is
seated in padmasana and abhayamudra on a low
throne covered with a cloth.
On the left is Brahma wearing the dress of an
ascetic, on the right Indra, in paridhana, uttariya
and turban, both worshipping. Above them are
two more personages in the act of throwing flowers held in the sinus of the uttariya.
Green schist 0.24 X 0.235 X 0.041
Chipped especially at the top; the figure in the upper
left corner is almost completely lost.
Source : Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., W d i of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 20.

PLATECCXIV - Ref. No. WS. 38.
Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
fillet.
The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Buddha is seated on a throne in padmrssdna and
dLy~namt~drd,
under a tree. His cloak completely

hides his weak body and legs. On the left is
Brahma, in an attitude of worship, wearing- -paridhdna and uttariya, with moustaches, beard and
chignon. Beside him is another worshipper. On
the right are two male worshippers, the first probably Indra.
Green schist 0.921 X 0.42 X 0.06.
Heavily chipped; the fa- of the Buddha and the heads
of all the figures except Brahma are missing; the fiat
figure from the left is also much damaged; broken at the
left; the upper right corner missing.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzcb, kI.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 14.

PLATECCXV - Ref. No. WS. 38 (detail).
Brahma worshipping. The details of the rather
crude workmanship are clearly visible. Brahma
has globular eyes.
See PI. CCXIV.
Neg. No. FB VV. 14.

PLATECCXVI - Inv. No. I 545.
Part of a frieze defined above by a cornice of
acanthus leaves. On the right is a framed Corinthian column.
The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Buddha is shown seated under a tree, his right
hand in abhayamudrd. His throne is grass-covered.
At the sides are two worshipping devas, both
wearing paridhana and uttariya. The left-hand one,
with chignon, is Brahma; on the right is Indra,
wearing turban and ear-rings.
Below two tenons. Above three holes: the
central one is for dove-tailing, the other two for
cramps.
Green schist 0.215 X 0.25 j X 0.05 j.
Chipped, especially at the top right; the head of Brahmi
is missing.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 4.
PLATE

CCXVII a - Inv. No. 2224.

Part of a frieze defined above by a cornice of
acanthus leaves. A framed Corinthian column
on the right.

The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Buddha is in padmasanu and abhayamudra between
two worshippers. The right-hand one, wearing
paridhuna, 1,ttariya and turban, is Indra; the other
- Brahma - is almost completely lost. The
branches of a tree are above the Buddha. They
are represented - in low relief - also on the
lourer side of the cornice.
Below two tenons; above a hole for dovetailing.
Green schist 0 . 2 2 X 0.28 X 0.05.
I-Iearily chipped; the top left corner has been restored.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 62.

PLATECCXVlI b - Inv. No. 3 j61.
Part of a frieze defined above by a cornice of
acanthus leaves.
The scene, framed by two panels with Corinthian columns, shows the haloed Buddha, in
seated on a throne
padmasana and diylima~m~udra,
under a tree. Two worshipping monks at the
sides. The Buddha's throne is grass-covered.
Above two holes for cramps and one for dovetailing.
Green schist 0 . 2 1 X 0.35 X o.oG.
Chipped and corroded; the bottom left corner is missing.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 181.

PLATECCXVIII - Inv. No. V. ro.
Relief showing the haloed Buddha, with mous. . bound with a ring at
taches and high usnisa
the base, seated on a throne in padtnasana and
abhayamnzidr~i. At the sides are two worshipping
ascetics, with moustaches and chignon, wearing
paridbana and uttariyu; the branches of a tree can
be seen above. Two of them are bound together
by a ring, shown just over the Buddha's head.
Green schist 0.18 X 0.19 X 0.045.
Heavily chipped, especially at the cornets.
Source : Udigrim (purchased).
Neg. No. FB B. 01.

PLATECCXIX a - Inv. No. 3632.
Relief from an architectural frieze, worked on
three sides.

Above is a cornice with stepped pyramids in
reverse alternating with lotus flowers and a rosette
balustrade with petals inserted one into the other,
framed by panels with Corinthian columns.
Below are three scenes defined above by a cornice of half-closed lotus flowers and separated by
panels containing Corinthian columns. They show
the Buddha in padnlasanu and, respectively from
the left, in abhuyanzudra, dbyanamttdrci, and again
abhayan~udrri,among four worshippers. The figure
at the top rightsof the ccntral scene is Vajrapani.
The thrones at the left and right are grass-covered
while the central one is covered by a cloth.
The upper right corner with the framing panel
has been cut away.
Behind, on both sides, are vertical grooves.
Above are several holes, one of which, on the left,
is for a cramp.
Green schist 0.38 X 0.61 X 0.07.
Chipped; reconstructed from six fragments, among
which are Inv. Nos. 5499, 5 5 0 2 and 5 504, respectively
the Buddha and the worshippers on the right-hand scene:
they were found when the book was already in press and
are not reproduced here.
Source: CMY @, near column 149; Inv. Nos. 5499,
5 5 0 2 and 5 504 were unstratified.
Neg. No. FB zr j.

PLATECCXIX b - Inv. No. 3632 (detail).
The central scene, representing the Buddha in
dhycinamudra with flat chignon and globular eyes.
The legs are wrapped in the mantle, but the hands
are uncovered. The figure emerging from the
background at the top right is Vajrapani, wearing
an exomis.
See Plate CCXIX a.
Neg. No. FB 225.

PLATECCXX a - Inv. No. V.

23 8.

Fragment of a relief showing the Buddha,
haloed, seated in padmasana and dbyananzzldrri, under
a tree, between two worshippers. Only the lefthand one survives. He has a chignon7and :wears
paridhana and uttarga. The neck of Ithe Buddha, like that of the worshipper, has three neat
grooves.

Above, on the left, are traces of a hole for a
cramp.
Green schist 0.181 X 0.161 X 0.04.
Heavily chipped; only part of the outline of the righthand worshipper is preserved; broken at the right.
Source: Panr, in the Jambil Valley (purchased).
Neg. No. FB V. 16.

PLATECCXX b - Ref. No. WS. 108.
Fragment of a relief preserving a scene framed
by panels that contain Corinthian columns.
In the centre is the Buddha in padmisana and
abhayamudra on a low grass-covered throne, under
a tree; at the sides are two worshippers wearing
paridhana and uttariya; the figure at the left, better
preserved, has naked torso, the uttariya covering
only his left shoulder. He has short hair and
moustaches.
Green schist 0.19 X 0.36 X 0.01.
The facc of the right-hand worshipper and the cornice
are missing; broken at the left and right.
Source: Swat.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wall of Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 42.

PLATECCXXII a - Inv. No. 2868 (detail).
Fragment of a standing bearded ascetic with
moustaches and chignon, facing right. He wears
paridhana and ~ttariya;his hands are clasped in adoration. The irises and the pupils are incised; the
hair is shown by neat parallel grooves. At the
back the robes are roughly indicated in flat relief,
the head is just sketched.
Green schist 0.40 X 0.161 X 0.09.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the right and diagonally at the bottom; reconstructed from two fragments,
of which the head (Inv. No. 2871) is reproduced on PI.
CCLXIV: they were pieced together when the book was
already in press.
Source: CMQ @.
Neg. No. FB 441.

PLATECCXXII b - Inv. No. 4565.
Fragment of a relief showing a worshipper
facing right, wearing paridhana, rritarga and
wristlets.
Green schist 0.1I X 0.01 5 X 0.03.
Chipped; headless; legs almost completely missing.
Source: CMT @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 207.

PLATECCXXI a - Ref. No. WS. 97.

PLATECCXXIII - Inv. No. 50x4.

Fragment of a relief showing a standing male
figure wearing paridhana, tlttariya and turban, with
a short necklace and ear-rings; the right hand is
uplifted. The left leg is bent and slightly outstretched. The head, with globular eyes, is slightly
inclined to the left.

Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
fillet.
The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Buddha is seated in padmasana and abhayam~~dra,
on a throne. He has u!n!ia
and moustaches. On the
left are a kneeling ascetic (Brahma), in attitude
of meditation, and behind him a standing male
figure with moustaches and small chignon. On the
right is Indra, as a prince, and behind him another
standing figure wearing paridhana, trttariya, turban
and a band-shaped necklace. There are no haloes.
Two holes for nails.

Green schist 0.16 X 0.07 X 0.04.
Chipped and corroded; left arm missing; the edge at
the left is recent.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wali of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 37.

PLATECCXXI b - Ref. No. WS. 97 (detail).
The figure is slightly deformed because seen
from the side. Note the round staring eyes in
deep sockets.
See PI. CCXXI a.
Neg. No. FB VV. 37.

Green schist 0.3 5 X 0.10 X 0.09.
Rather heavily chipped; the original edge survives
only at the bottom; reconstructed from several pieces,
among which are Inv. Nos. 2913 and 4161(the two figures
on the right) and Inv. No. 2400 (the Buddha's face).
Source: The largest piece (left) is from CSB @, near
St. 88, while Inv. Nos. 2913 and 4161 are from CMQ @
and Inv. No. 2400 was found on the surface.
Neg. No. FB 128.

PLATECCXXIV - Inv. No. 3014 (detail).
The fragments on the right, showing Indra
and another worshipper.
Part of the plaster is preserved on the lower
part of the main figure.
See P1. CCXXIII.
Neg. No. FB 440.

At the sides are two worshippers smaller in
size, kneeling down: they both wear paridhana,
,ttari,,a and turban,
d

Green schist 0.41 X 0.45 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; the Buddha's and Indra's faces
are missing.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahanzeb. H.
Pak., H. Q. A.. Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 31.

PLATECCXXV - Ref. No. WS. 98.
Fragment (right portion) of a decorative trilobate arched niche (false gable), defined by a cornice with a row of dentils and drops, and by a
plain listel below.
Three figures walk towards the left. The
first is an ascetic with high jata, a mantle that
leaves the right shoulder bare and stick or khakkhara held in his left hand. He is followed by a
young brahmacarin with hair streaming over the
shoulders,japi and h m a ~ ~ aheld
l u with left hand.
He is leaning on his stick and wears his mantle
in the same way as his master, but folded on the
left shoulder. In the right corner another ascetic
is kneeling down, but only his head survives.
Green schist 0.18 X 0.1 5 X 0.06.
Chipped and corroded; the face of the bral,macririn is
missing; the body of the kneeling ascetic is almost completely lost; broken at the right.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. 37.

PLATECCXXVI - Ref. No. WS. 84.
Decorative arched niche (false gable) bordered
by a trilobate bracketed frame and resting on a
moulded cornice.
The Gods Entreat the Buddha to Preach. The
Enlightened One, haloed, seated on a low throne
beneath the pipal tree, in padmasana, has right
hand in abhayamudra and left holding the hem of
the sanghqi. Indra and Brahma stand on either
side, both wearing.paridh&a and uttariya, with
their hands clasped in adoration. Brahma has
beard, moustaches and streaming hair gathered
at the top in a jata; Indra, as a prince, wears the
turban.

PLATE CCXXVII - Ref. No. WS. 84 (detail).
The right-hand worshipper, close to Indra's
left leg. Note the globular eyes.
See PI. CCXXVI.
Neg. No. FB VV. 3 I .

PLATECCXXVIII - Inv. No. 3000.
Lunette-shaped relief defined by a bracketed
cornice accompanied by a row of rosettes. Below
there is a conventionalized row of bead-and-reel
and traces of a leaf pattern.
The scene shows the haloed Buddha seated on
a high grass-covered throne in padmrisana and
abhayamudra; his left hand is lowered and wrapped
in his mantle. At the sides kneel two worshipping
monks, while two others stand in the background.
Marks of chiselling at the sides and on the
back. Holes for tenons at the sides and on the
top.
Green schist 0.235 X 0.281 X 0.05 j.
Chipped; reconstructed from two main fragments,
of which one is Inv. No. 3017; broken at the bottom.
Source: the larger fragment is from CSB @; Inv. No.
3017 from CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 136.

PLATECCXXIX a - Inv. No. 3214.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet decorated
with two incised lines.
The Adoration of the Triratna. A wheel decorated with a full-blown lotus flower and supporting a trijila rests on a square base bearing
the Buddha's footprints. The trihi/a7s prongs
support the wheels symbolizing the Three Jewels.

Two palmettes adorn the spaces between the
prongs. At the sides there are six worshippers:
the two at the bottom are monks, kneeling down
and wrapped in mantles; of the others only one
at the left, with large chignon, is recognizable.
The eyes are round and staring.
On the back is incised the kbaroghz letter ca 1).
Below, a tenon.
((

Green schist 0.285 X 0.365 X 0.055.
Chipped and much corroded; broken at the sides.
Source: CSB @.
Neg. N o . FB 58.

PLATECCXXIX b - Inv. No. 2507.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
The Adoration of the Triratna. O n a square base
is a large rayed cakra supporting a tritula decorated with a flat foliate moulding. At the sides
are two patakas supported by staffs (Fos the pat&
kas, cf. Calcutta, No. j I 10: Foucher, AGBG, I,
fig. 2 19; Majumdar, Guide, 11, pp. 74-75 ; Marshall, A r t of Gandhra, fig. 5 9 and p. 4 j , where
they are erroneously interpreted. See also Inv.
No. 1148: PI. CCXXX b).
Six figures are worshipping the symbol, five
of them monks with shaven head and mantle,
the one at the right, in the background, much
damaged, with haloed head.
On the back there is an incised kharosthi letter,
perhaps (( ma )I.
Above, a large tenon.
Green schist 0.285 X 0.34 X 0.065.
Much damaged and corroded.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB I 81.

PLATECCXXX a - Inv. No. V. 4.
Relief depicting the Adoration of the Triratna.
The three Jewels are represented with three interlaced wheels, resting on a Corinthian pilaster and
supported by two naked amorini holding ribbons
(Cf. Inv. Nos. 1 j 0 2 : P1. CXIX, 265 j, 6447).
At the sides six monks with shaven head, wrapped in their mantles, are shown in the act of
worshipping the triratna.
The eyes are globular and staring.

Below and on top there are tenons.
Green schist 0.38 X o . j j j X 0.07.
Chipped and much corroded; the head o f the top righthand monk and almost the whole of the figure at the
bottom left are missing.
Source: Shanesha, in the Valley of the Saidu Khwar,
near Guligrim.
Neg. No. FB V. 2.
BIBL.: Tucci, Preliminay Report, p. 3 I 3.

PLATECCXXX b - Inv. No. I 148.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
Adoration of the Triratna. In the middle of the
scene a square pedestal supports a Persepolitan
column on a ionic basis; no doubt the Three
Jewels rested on it. At the sides two patdkas
hang down from staffs (See Inv. No. 25 07: PI.
CCXXIXb and note). The tt-iratna is worshipped by five figures wearing paridhna and uttariva,
three on the left and two on the right. Only traces
of other figures (?) have been preserved.
On the lower fillet there is an incised kharosthi
letter (c( kha I)).
The relief has been cut down at the right and
on the top.
Green schist 0.23 X 0.28 X 0.09.
Chipped and much corroded.
Source: CRD @.
Neg. N o . FB 469.

PLATECCXXXI - Inv. No. 3 5 39.
Fragment of a large rayed dharmacakra, decorated on both sides.
One of them (6, c) is decorated with a garland
of flowers and leaves, bound by a beaded ribbon.
On the other side (a) there is a lotus-and-sheaf
ornament. Along the inner border the spokes
alternate with petals, while the outer border has
a row of voluted peltae (But see Marshd, Taxila,
p. 717, no. 118, pl. 2 2 0 ; Ingholt, p. 69, no. 75).
The two incised loops on thepeftae - clear in c may be explained by the derivation of the motif
from a row of triSr?las.
Green schist: max. 0.42; thickness 0.055; the diameter
o f the whole wheel can be estimated at approximately 1.40:
there were twelve spokes.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 169.

PLATECCXXXII a - Inv. No. 4103.
Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief defined at
the right by alternating rows of bead-and-reel
and of half-closed lotus flowers.
The relief is divided into two tiers, the upper
one being completely occupied by full-blown
lotus flowers. Below, on the left, the Buddha is
seated in padmdsana and dbydnam~~drdunder a
bracketed and voluted kid# arch. The small hole
in his legs does not pierce through them. O n
the right a brahmaciritr stands in front of an old
bearded ascetic seated at his feet.
O n the back there are traces of an earlier work
left unfinished.
Holes for nails.
Green schist 0.31 X 0.31 X 0.043.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments, one of
which is Inv. No. 4603 (the Buddha's head).
Source: CNU @ a.
Neg. No. FB 69.

PLATECCXXXII b - Inv. No. 1483.
Fragment of a relief, probably from a false gable,
showing the Buddha seated on a throne. At the
sides Indra and Brahma, idcntifiable from their
dress (Brahma wears a mantle leaving his right
shoulder bare, Indra has paridhana, uttarga and
turban), kneeling down in an attitude of worship,
suggest to identify the scene as the Entreatment
to Preach. The full-blown lotus flowers that occupy the space between the two devas indicate
the p~lspay-'(i.
~ o l e above,
s
at both sides.
Green schist 0.1 I X 0.36 X 0.04.
Chipped and corroded; broken at left and right.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 36.

PLATECCXXXIII - Inv. No.

25 24 (details).

Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
The Descent from the Trayastri~J'aHeaven. The
scene depicts three ladders on which are three
leafy trees. O n the lowest step of the side ladders,
Indra (on the right) and Brahma (on the left)
stand front view, with hands clasped in adoration.

Indra wears paridhjna, tlttariya and turban ;Brahma
is dressed in the same fashion, but has beard and
moustaches and is bare-headed: his hair is done
in a j a p . At the bottom of the middle ladder
the nun Utpalavarna extends her arms towards
the Enlightened One, who is symbolized by his
footprints, both with the cakra mark. The nun,
whose head is shaven, is wrapped in a long robe,
whose ornament looks like a net with large square
meshes (See Sivaramamurti, Amaravati Sc~dpt.,p.
119, pl. IX, 14. Calcutta, no. h l 1 5 a: Vogel,
Math1112, pl. X X a. See also T. N. Ramachandran, Anc. India 6, Jan. 195 o, p. 100 B., pls.
XXXVIII-XXXIX, and other images cited by
him on p. 101.hlonks similarly dressed are shown
in several paintings from Qyzyl: von Le Coq,
R~ddh.Spatantike, IV, pp, 19 f., Taf. I 2 . Do.,
VI, pp. 79 f.,Taf. 14. Do.,VI, fig. 9 j o n p . 40),
and a shawl on her shoulders.
The eyes are round and staring, the folds of the
drapery are indicated by continuous roughly
carved grooves.
The kharosthi letter cc ca is incised on the
middle ladde;.'.
Rebates on all sides.
))

Green schist 0.36 X 0.34
Slightly chipped.
Source: CNQ
Neg. No. FB 1 8 7 .

X

0.07.

m.

PLATECCXXXIV - Inv. No. 1690.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
Siddhartha Rides to School. Two young boys
- Siddhartha and another child of the Sakya
clan - are riding on harnessed rams. They wear
long tunics and ear-rings: the one on the right
has curly hair done in a chignon on top of the
head, the other has a tuft falling on the left
temple. On the right is a female figure wearing
a sort of paridbana, a tunic that leaves the right
shoulder uncovered, a shawl, necklaces, long
cylindrical ear-pendants and anklets; a hip-girdle
(mekhald) on the tunic. In her left hand she
holds a fan (?) made of tree-branches. The
children are followed by another woman in the
same dress, holding an umbrella in her left
hand.

The eyes are round and staring but have incised
eye-lids; the folds of the drapery are indicated
by continuous roughly carved grooves.
Above, a tenon; at right and left, rebates.
Green schist 0.35 X 0.30 X 0.06.
Slightly chipped.
Source: CRI @.

PLATECCXXXV - Inv. NO. 2605
Relief, defined below by a plain fillet, showing
an unidentified scene.
A male figure wearing paridhana, uttarga and
turban, is standing in the middle of the scene,
facing left, with right hand upraised. He is followed on the right by two female figures wearing paridhana, tunic, hipgirdle (mekhah) and
anklets. The first one carries a bird, the one
on the right holds an unidentifiable object in her
left hand. Behind them a naked torso emerges
from the background. On the left, in front of
the princely figure, an ascetic is sitting on a low
seat, with hands clasped in adoration. Behind him
are two standing brahmaclrrins, with hair falling
over their shoulders and done in a chignon, both
holding sticks and wearing paridhana and tltfarga.
Chiselled down at the right of the seated ascetic,
on whose shoulder traces of plaster survive. A
hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.325 X 0.94 X 0.07.
Chipped and much corroded.
Source: CNP B, between St. 99 and 120.
Neg. No. FB 2oj.

PLATECCXXXVI - Inv. No. 375 3 .
Relief defined below by a leaf-and-dart moulding.
Chandaku and Kanthak Return. Chandaka,
wearing paridhana, uttariya and turban, brings
back with him Kanthaka, Siddhartha's turban
and the royal umbrella; he is portrayed in the act
of showing the turban to an old woman (Mahaprajapati) with long-sleeved tunic, anklets and hair
falling over her shoulders, seated on a doublecone-shaped osier seat. Her wrinkled face expresses her deep grief and her arms are outstretched in
a gesture of desperation. An attendant holding

a round vessel is standing by her. On the left is a
standing male figure with right arm uplifted. In
the background two other old women watch the
scene.
Below two tenons; on the other three sides
rebates. The relief has bcen cut down on all sides,
except at the bottom.
Green schist o.zj X 0 . 1 2 ~X 0.04j.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments of which
the one at the right is Inv. No. 6498.
Source: the fragment at the left is from CMY @, Inv.
No. 6498 from CRH @.
Neg. No. FB j 5 I .

PLATECCXXXVII a - Inv. No.

I 21 5 .

Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
fillet.
Two women are standing, front view, with
hands clasped in adoration. They wear paridhana,
tunic that leaves the right shoulder uncovered,
shawl, long ear-pendants, band-shaped necklace,
anklets and wristlets made of square plaques.
The one on the right has her tunic bound with a
belt around the waist; the other one wears a hipgirdle (mekhala) made of square plaques.
Green schist 0.335 X 0.191 X 0.055.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the left; the faces
of both figures are missing.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 18.

PLATECCXXXVII b - Inv. No. 2467.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
The scene shows the Buddha and Vajrapani.
The ~ n l i ~ h t e n eOne
d
is standing, facing left,
probably in abhayamudra; he is wrapped in a
mantle, and has moustaches and hair indicated
by vertical parallel grooves, forming a small
chignon. A young Vajrapani, with loin-cloth
and hair falling over his shoulders, follows him
holdtng the vajra.
The eyes are staring but have incised eye-lids.
Below there are two tenons.
Green schist 0.345 X 0.19
Chipped.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB I 5 5.

X

0.065.

PLATECCXXXVLU

- Inv. No. 4323.

Fragment of a relief preserving the head of the
Buddha with moustaches and u!ni~a bound at the
base by a string with round plaque. The hair is
indicated by vertical wavy grooves converging
at the top of the u?ni!a.
The eyes have neatly
marked eye-lids, irises and pupils. The moustaches are indicated by parallel lines and there are
four parallel grooves on the neck. The ear has
an elongated and pierced lobe.
Green schist 0.21 X 0.1 2.
Chipped.
Source: CMT @ PR.
Neg. No. FB I 59.
BIBL.: Itolion Arch. Rcscarchcs, p. 45, no. I 14, pl. XIV,

I.

PLATECCXXXIX a - Inv. No. 42 5 7.
Relievo-head of the Buddha with moustaches
and u!n!ia
bound with a ring at the base. The
hair, indicated by continuous vertical grooves, is
drawn upwards. Iris and pupil are incised.
Green schist 0.081 X 0.06 X 0.04.
Chipped; the right ear is missing.
Source: CNP Q PR, between Q B and Q 9.
Neg. No. FB 172.

PLATECCXXXIX b - Inv. No. 2540.
Head of the Buddha with moustaches and high
""U
!
bound by a string with central circular
plaquette. The hair is indicated by vertical
wavy and parallel grooves; the moustaches have
incised parallel lines. The urnri, in the middle of
the forehead, is incised. The ear-lobes are pierced through.
A hole above the ujni!a.
Green schist 0.145 X 0.095 X 0.06.
Slightly chipped.
Source: CNP @, near the East wall of St. I ro.
Neg. No. FB 183.

PLATECCXL - Inv. No. 5298.
Head of the Buddha from a relief, with streaming moustaches and incised disc-shaped firni. The
hair, indicated by thin wavy lines, forms a large
and flat usnisa bound by a string at the base.

The eyes have incised iris in the centre of which
the pupil is indicated by a lenticular cavity. The
ear has pierced lobe.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.06.
Corroded.
Source: CMP @.
Neg. No. FB 485.

PLATECCXLI - Inv. No. 1262 (detail).
Fragment of a relief showing a haloed head of
the Buddha, under a tree, front view. He has
moustaches and large globular eyes; the hair is
indicated by long locks in relief and forms a high
u~nf!a,
..
bound by a ribbon at the base.
.. letter cc am N.
On the back is incised the Rharosthi
Green schist 0.24 X 0.18 X 0.095.
Heavily chipped; the left ear is missing together with
part of the halo and of the tree; the original edge has been
preserved only on the top.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 120.

PLATECCXLII

- Inv. No.

4081.

Head of a Bodhisattva with moustaches, turban
and big ear-rings, from a relief. The hair is
indicated by incised wavy parallel lines; the neck
is wrinkled. In the middle of the forehead is
a cavity for the insertion of an iirna of different
material. The turban has rosette-and-sheaf decoration.
Green schist 0.31 X 0.16 X 0.17.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments.
Source: CNU @.
Neg. No. FB I 3 5.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Rereider, p. 46, no. I 19.

PLATECCXLIII - Inv. No. 28 j 2.
Male head from a relief, with moustaches and
turban; the hand was probably on the chin and
fingers on the lips. Iris and pupil are incised.
Green schist o , 2 2 X
Chipped and corroded,

source:
CMR 0.
Neg. No. FB 416.

PLATECCXLIV - lnv. No.

21l

I.

Turbaned male head, from a relief, turned
three quarters to its right. The hair is shown by
parallel incised lines; eye-lids, irises and pupils
deeply marked.
Green schist 0.07 X 0.045.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 91.

PLATECCXLVIl b - Inv. No.

221 I .

Fragment of a male head from a relief with turban and moustaches. The eyes have incised iris
and pupil.
Green schist 0.23 X 0.141
Chipped and corroded; reconstructed from two fragments.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 70.

PLATECCXLV - Inv. No. 2496.

PLATECCXLVIII a - Inv. No. 3636.

Male head from a relief with moustaches, turban
and ear-rings. The face is thin and deeply wrinkled specially on the forehead and cheeks. The
eyes have incised iris and pupil. The hair is indicated by rough and deep parallel grooves.

Head of a male figure with moustaches, earrings and turban. Eyes with incised iris and pupil;
the hair is shown by incised parallel vertical
lines.
Above a tenon. The back is plain.
Few traces of chiselling on the face and turban.

Green schist 0.09 X 0.061.
Chipped.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FT3 193.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 47, no. 127.

PLATECCXLVI - Inv. No. 3 575.
Male head from a relief with features closely
resembling those of a satyr (pointed ears, strongly
curved eyebrows, flat nose), probably meant to
show ethnic charaaeristics. Moustaches, turban,
and large ear-rings of the leech type.
- -- -

Green schist 0.065
Chipped.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 193.

X

0.081 X 0.055.

PLATECCXLVTI a - Inv. No.

228 5.

Male head with moustaches, turban and earrings. The hair is shown by vertical and parallel grooves; the eyes have incised iris and
pupil.
Green schist 0.21 X 0.1 I .
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 72.

Green schist 0.191 X 0.1I
Chipped.
Source: CMT @ a .
Neg. No. FB 225.

X

0.081.

PLATECCXLVIII b - Inv. No. 3440.
facing right. It has
head from a
hard features, moustaches, turban 2nd ear-dngs.
The hair is
lines.

very

incised parallel

Green schist o. I 5 5 X 0.071.
Chipped.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB loo.
BIEL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 47, no. 128.

PLATECCXLIX a - Inv. No. 3295.
Male head from a relief, with turban and earrings. The hair, drawn upwards, is indicated by
deep, straight parallel lines.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.05.
Chipped.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 72.

PWIB CCXLIX b - Inv. No. 3296.

PLATECCLII a - lnv. No. 43 37.

Male head from a relief, with moustaches and
turban, facing right. The ear-ring is of the leech
me-

Male head from a relief with moustaches and
turban; the eyes have incised iris and pupil. The
hair is indicated by vertical parallel grooves.

Green schist 0.095

X

Green schist 0.071 X 0.06.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 172.

0.045.

Chipped.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Ncg. No. FB 91.

PLATECCLII b - Inv. No. 43 3 8.
PLATECCL - Inv. No. 391.
Male head from a relief, with moustaches,
turban and ear-rings, facing right. The eyes have
incised pupil; the hair is indicated by vertical
and parallel grooves.
Green schist 0.133 X 0.08.
Chipped.
Source: Butkara, Sacred Precinct (unstratified).
Neg. No. FB 429.

Fragment of a relief preserving a male head
with moustaches and turban, facing left. The
eyes have incised iris and pupil. The hair is shown
by vertical parallel grooves.
Green schist 0.16 X 0.10.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 172.

PLATECCLIII - Inv. No. 2459.
PLATECCLI a - Inv. No. 3446*
Male head with moustaches and turban, turned
three quarters to the right. The hair drawn up,
is indicated by parallel straight grooves; the small
holes marking the pupils are drilled; no incision
for iris.
Green schist 0.155 X o.ro5.
Chipped.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 102.
BIBL.:Italiat~Arch. Rercarcher, p. 47, no.

Head of a male figure with streaming moustaches, turban and disc-shaped ear-rings, inserted in
holes in the lobes. The eyes, globular and staring,
have heavy eye-lids but no incisions for iris or
pupil.
Rough working at the back.
Green schist 0.181 X
Chipped.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB I 1z.

0.13

X 0.101.

I j l.

PLATECCLIV - Inv. No. 380.
PLATECCLI b - Inv. No. 1735 .
Head of a male figure slightly turned to the left,
with moustaches, turban and large ear-rings. Iris
and pupils are incised. Rough working at the
back.
Below a square hole for a tenon.
Green schist 0.115 X 0.091 X
Corroded.
Source: CRI @.
Ncg. No. FB 8.

0.05.

Male head with moustaches and leech-shaped
ear-rings with double crescent pattern. The eyes
have incised iris and pupils; the hair falls over
the temples in parallel wavy grooves.
On the back is a vertical groove widening at
the top.
Green schist with foreign particles 0.20 x 0.1 3 j X 0.07.
Chipped.
Source: from the wall built up against St. 64, where it
was used as building material.
Neg. No. FB 416.
BIUL.: Italillt~Arch. Researches, p. 47, no. I jo.

PLATECCLV a - Inv. No. 2497.

PLATECCLVII b - Inv. No. 2287.

Male head from a relief, with turban and bandages round the face. The eyes, looking upwards,
have incised iris and pupil.

Head of a male figure with moustaches, turban
and spiral ear-rings. Iris and pupil are incised;
straight, parallel grooves indicate the hair.

Green schist 0.095 X o.oyj.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 178.

Green schist 0.185 X 0.135 X o.10~.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 72.

PLATECCLV b - Inv. No. 341I

PLATECCLVIII a - Inv. No. 4336.

Male head from a relief with moustaches and
turban, facing left. The working of the eyes,
with eye-lids, irises and pupils neatly marked,
gives the face hard features.

Fragment consisting of a face belonging to a
male figure, with moustaches, protruding cheekbones and wide-open eyes with incised iris and
pupil. The hair is indicated by almost straight
lines radiating from the middle of the forehead.

Green schist 0.145 X 0.095.
Chipped; the right side o f the face and part of the
turban are missing.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. N o . FB 100.
BIBL.:Italinn Arch. Rerearches, p. 47, no. I 29.

Green schist 0.091 X 0.08.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 172.

PLATECCLVIII b - Inv. No. 963.
PLATECCLVI - Inv. No. 3 I lz.
Male head with moustaches, turban and earrings. The working of the eyes, with incised irises
and pupils, is rather crude. The hair is indicated
by vertical parallel grooves.
Green schist 0.14 X 0.105.
Chipped.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 88.

PLATECCLVII a - Inv. No. 2061.
Head of a male figure with moustaches, turban
and spiral ear-rings (~arpa-hnnala). The hair is
indicated with deep, straight, vertical grooves.
The iris is in relief and the pupil is indicated t y
a short horizontal line. Eye-brows marked by a
continuous groove.
Rough working on the back. Above a large
tenon.
Green schist 0.25 X 0.14 X 0.155.
Slightly corroded and chipped.
Source: Butkara, Sacred Precinct (unstratihed).
Neg. N o . FB 46.

Fragment of a male head with moustaches and
turban. The eyes have incised iris and pupil.
Blueish black schist 0.095 X 0.065.
The right side of the face and the chin are missing;
corroded.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 12.

PLATECCLIX a - Inv. No. 4008.
Male head from a relief with streaming moustaches, turban and ear-rings inserted in the lobes.
A thin, continuous, incised line indicates the
eyebrows; eye-lids and irises strongly marked.
Note the curved grooves on the moustaches.
Green schist 0.10 X 0.075.
Chipped.
S o u c e : CNU
Neg. No. FB 54.

a.

PLATECCLIX b - Inv. No.

233 I.

Male head from a relief, with moustaches, turban
and ear-rings. The hair is indicated by deep

vertical grooves; the eyes have incised iris and
pupil.
Green schist 0.14 X 0.035 x 0.085.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 88.

PLATECCLX - Inv. No. 3609.
Fragment of a relief defined above by a cornice with a row of brackets with double volute.
Two male heads with turban and globular eyes
are all that survives of the scene. On the lefi is
a Corinthian capital, with simplified rosette on the
abacus, belonging to a pilaster.
From the same frieze as inv. No. 75 4.
Green schist 0.135 X 0.19 X 0.07.
Chipped; broken at the bottom and at the right.
Source: CMY @.
Neg. No. FB 2 I 5.

PLATECCLXI

- Inv. No.

PLATECCLXIII - Inv. No. 3768.
Small head of an ascetic, from a relief; it has
wrinkled forehead, moustaches, beard and large
flat chignon. The hair is shown by deeply incised
parallel lines; the beard has wavy locks; the eyes
have incised iris and pupil.
Green schist 0.06 X 0.035.
Chipped.
Source: CMT @ a , near St. I r j .
Neg. No. FB z j j.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Re~earches,p. 47, no. I 24.

PLATECCLXIV - Inv. No. 2868 (details).
The head of the ascetic reproduced on P1.
CCXXII a. The carving of its back is noteworthy.
See Plate CCXXII a.
Neg. No. FB 425.

3045.

Fragment of a relief showing the torso of
Vajrapani wearing exomis, with moustaches and
thunderbolt in his right hand. The hair is streaming over the shoulders; pointed ears, like those
of a satyr; two horn-like protuberances on the
forehead (See Inv. No. 1712 : P1. CXCII and note).
The cheeks have two deep grooves; the eyes are
without incisions for iris and pupil.
Green schist 0.175 X 0.105 X 0.06.
Chipped; the original edge has been preserved at the
right.
Source: CSB @, between St. 79 and 86.
Neg. No. FB 468.

PLATECCLXII - Inv. No. I 93 3.
Head of an old man from a relief, slightly turned
to the right; he has pointed beard, moustaches
and hair done in a chignon on the top. Pupils
and irises are incised. The wrinkles on the forehead are indicated by neat, linear grooves.
Green schist 0.115X 0.075.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 130.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Researches, p. 4j, no. r 10.

PLATECCLXV a - Inv. No. 2303.
Head of an ascetic from a relief; it is slightly
turned to the right, and has beard, moustaches and
spiral-shaped chignon. The pupils are incised;
the hair and the beard are shown by deep and
vertical grooves.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.045.
Almost perfectly preserved.
Source: CSF @.
Neg. No. FB 59.

PLATECCLXV b - Inv. No. zoj5 .
Male head from a relief, with beard and moustaches, slightly turned to the right. The eyes are
globular; the hair is drawn up on the Forehead,
and gathered in a chignon on the top of the
head.
Green schist 0.05 5 X
Chipped.
Source: CRI @.
Neg. No. FB 110.

0.03.

PLATECCLXVI - Inv. No. V. 144.
Head of an ascetic from a relief; it has beard,
moustaches and a
at the base by a
ring or ribbon. Staring, globular eyes.
Greyish green schist 0.065 X 0.04.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: Loe Banr, in the Jimbil Valley, near Dangrim
(purchased).
Neg. No. FB V. 8.

PLATECCLXVII - Inv. No. I 8 5 3 .
Bearded head from a relief, facing right, probably an ascetic. Beard, moustaches and hair
are indicated by parallel lines. The hair, short
on the forehead, is drawn into a knot on the
head. Pupils and irises are incised.
Green schist 0.135 X 0.08.
Chipped; the beard and the left side of the face are
partially missing.
Source: CRI @ a .
Neg. No. FB 109.

PLATECCLXVIII - Inv. No. 2616.
Fragment of a relief showing part of three
figures, of which the best preserved is that
of a bearded old man, with long hair, probably an ascetic. He holds his right hand to his
chest.
On the back there are uninterpretable traces of
another relief, of which can be seen some arches
containing busts.
Green schist 0.22 x 0.11 X 0.055.
Chipped, broken at the right and at the bottom.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB 403.

ring-shaped j a y on the top of the head. Thc
conical hut is covered with ribbed leaves.
Grcrn schist o.zl

o.lo,

or,.

Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the left and
bottom; the left leg and hands of the ascetic are m l s i n- ~ ;
the face is corroded.
Source: swat.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb. H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Shad.
Neg. No. PB VV. z 1.

PLATECCLXX - Inv. No. V. 64.
Fragment of a relief detined below by a plain
fillet, showing a young ascetic coming out of a
hut, his hands in a gesture of worship. He has
long hair over his shoulders and wears an exomis.
On the roof of the hut is a long-tailed bird.
Schist 0.11 X 0.081 X 0.041.
Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the right and
bottom.
Source: Galiko Derai, in the Jimbil Valley, between
Kokirai and Jambil (purchased).
Neg. No. FB V. 4.

PLATECCLXXI - Inv. No. 1197.
Fragment of a lunette-shaped relief, defined
along the curved edge by a cornice with a row
of bead-and-reel ornament and a leaf-and-dart
moulding.
Behind a hut covered with acanthus leaves,
stand a brahmudrin facing left, with long hair
falling over his shoulders. He wears pan'dbdm
and a very short exomis; his right hand is raised
to the head and the left holds the kma!dalu.
On the right is a hole for dove-tailing; there
is a hole for a nail between the feet of the figure.
Blueish black schist 0.38 X 0.22 X 0.065.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the left.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB I 24.

PLATECCLXIX - Ref. No. WS. 67.
Fragment of a relief showing an old ascetic
coming out of his hut: he is turned to the right,
bends forward, wears a loincloth and holds a
cloak in his left hand; his hair is gathered in a

PLATECCLXXII a - Inv. No. 2696.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing figure
of an ascetic wearing a loincloth with a band in

front; the right hand is raised and the left one
holds the kamannalu.
Green schist 0.1 I X 0.05 5.
Chipped; the figure is headless, the lower part of the
legs and the left arm are missing.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 218.

PLATECCLXXII b - Inv. No. 4379.
Standing figure of an ascetic from a relief. The
left hand holds the flask, the right arm is bent and
the hand is resting on the shoulder. Around the
hips he wears a loincloth, as a short skirt, with
thick vertical folds. Long hair over the shoulders.
Chiselled down on the left shoulder.
Green schist 0.099 X 0.09.
Chipped; the face is much injured.
Source: CMZ @.
Neg. No. FB rzr.

PLATECCLXXIII - Inv. No. 4247.
Male head from a relief, with beard, moustaches, and thick hair bound by a ribbon above the
forehead.
Green schist 0.04 X 0.03.
Chipped.
Source: CNW
Neg. No. FB I 34.

a.

PLATECCLXXIV - Inv. No. 1773.
Male head from a relief, lively turned to the
right, with short curly hair. The cheeks are thin
a i d a little flabby.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.01.
Broken at the base of the neck.
Source: CRC
Neg. No. FB I .

a.

PLATECCLXXV - Inv. No. 5 17.
Male head from a relief, with moustaches
and wavy hair parted on the forehead. Incised
pupils and irises. The ear-rings seem to be in the
shape of animal protomai.
Green schist 0.065 X 0.06.
Chipped; only the face is preserved.
Source: CSA
Neg. No. FB 12.

a.

PLATECCLXXVI - Ref. NO. MS. 37.
Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
fillet, showing a group of worshipping monks
facing left; one of them is kneeling, the one behind
him is standing. The figure partially preserved
in the background, above, may be another monk.
Green schist 0.30 X 0.111 X 0.041.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the left and at the top.
Source: Swat.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahanzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. I 5 .

PLATECCLXXVII a - Inv. No. 145I .
Head of a Buddhist monk from a relief, facing
right. The eyes have incised irises.
Green schist 0.141 X 0.095.
Corroded; the nose is chipped.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 9.

PLATECCLXXVII b - Inv. No. 3219.
Head of a monk with shaved hair, from a
relief. Iris and -pupil
- are incised.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.055.
Chipped.
Source: CSP @.
Neg. No. FB 60.
BIBL.
: Italian Arch. Rerearcbes, p. 47, no.

PLATECCLXXVIIIa - Inv.

I 25.

431°.

Male head from a relief, facing left. It has staring
wide-open eyes in deep elongated sockets, hair
roughly indicated by parallel lines and deep hollows between the cheek-bones and the upper lip.
Green schist 0.035 X 0.05.
Chipped, especially on the nose.
Source: CMT @) PR.
Neg. No. FB I 53.

PLATECCLXXVIII b - Inv. No. 2712.
Male head from a relief. The wide-open globular eyes are noteworthy. The type of headdress is not at all clear: it has a knob-like decoration above the right temple.

The head seems to have been cut down on
the top.
Blueish green schist 0.069 X
Chipped.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB zjj.

0.069.

PLATECCLXXIX - Inv. No.

25 37.

Male figure, front view, standing on a plain low
base, dressed in paridhinu and uttarrjla; the uttariya
is drawn up from the right leg to the left shoulder, wrapped over the chest and round the neck,
and falls down the back in vertical folds. The
hands are raised to chest level, the left hand holding an object.
Below the base is a tenon.
Green schist o.27j X
Chipped; headless.
Source: CNL @.
Neg. No. FB 41I.

0.1

15 X

0.04j.

PLATECCLXXX - Inv. No. 3 5 72.
Figure of an old man, with beard and moustaches, wearing a tunic decorated with two narrow
beaded bands in front and a cloak which covers
part of his head.
The hair, missing in the centre of the head, is in
thick curls; the eyes, with incised iris, are looking
upwards. The raised hands hold a two-handled
cup with large, lotus-shaped body.
Above there is a tenon.
Green schist o.jb X o.I 6 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; the lower part of the right leg,
the left foot and most of the left arm are missing.
Source: ChlS @.
Neg. No. FB 182.

PLATECCLXXXI - Inv. No. 3 j I 2.
Stanhng male figure, front view, wearing a long
tunic with central vertical band, and a long cloak
fastened on the shoulder with a circular plaque and folded over the left shoulder. The right
hand, at chest level, has the index finger upright
and the thumb touching the middle finger. The
left hand holds a long spear. The eyes have iris
and pupil incised.

At the top a tenon has been obtained by chiselling down the head.
Green schist 0.38 X 0.17) X o.ojj.
Chipped and corroded; footless.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 16j.

PLATECCLXXXII - Inv. No. 3 196.
Fragment of a relief showing the Bodhisattva
Maitreya (?)seated inpadmasana and abbayamudraon
a throne decorated with large lotus flowers and a
cornice with small brackets. He has moustaches
and chignon and wears a short band-shaped
necklace with rosettes and a long one, of several
rows of pearls, interrupted by large beads, of
which the central one is spindle-shaped; a bracelet at the right wrist. Four worshippers at the
sides. The one on the left is a woman, wearing
a long thin dress.
Four holes for nails. On the right leg of the
Bodhisattva is an oblique hole not piercing
through.
Green schist o.jb X 0.96 X 0.09.
Heavily chipped; broken on the top; restored from
four fragments one of which is the head of the Bodhisattva
(Inv. No. 4268), reproduced on PI. CCLXXXIII U, which
was found when the book was in press.
Source: CSA @ a ; Inv. No. 4268 is from CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 8 j.

PLATECCLXXXIII a - Inv. No. 3176 (detail).
The head of the Bodhisattva with moustaches
and thick curled hair. At the top is a typical
tuft with two horn-shaped loops. The eyes have
incised iris and pupil. The hair-style seems to be
characteristic of Maitreya (See Ingholt, p. 58,
"0. 37).
See PI. CCLXXXII.
Neg. No. FB 140.

PLATECCLXXXIII b - Inv. No.

25 34.

Male head with curled hair falling on the temples and gathered at the top of the head into a
chignon bound by a ring at the base. The eyes

have incised iris and pupil; an incised line follows the arch of the eyebrows.
Green schist 0.125 X
Chipped.
Source: C N Q @.
Neg. No. FB 183.

0.105.

PLATECCLXXXIV a

-

Inv. No. 4360.

Fragment of a relief defined below by a cornice
decorated with reversed pyramids alternating with
lotus flowers.
Siddhartba's First Experience of Death. Four bearers, wearing loin-cloths (similar to the limus of
the Roman uictimarii) and uttarija, support the
legs of the bed on which a corpse lies wrapped
in a shroud. The procession, moving to the left,
is led by a male figure wearing paridhana and uttarya, holding an unidentifiable stick-like object.
Beneath the bed a female figure wearing paridhana,
anklets and wristlets, her hair undone and streaming over her shoulders, raises her arms in a gesture
of desperation. Two more female figures in the
same dress and attitude are partially preserved
on the right (For the identification of this scene,
cf. Buddhac. 111: e Who is being carried along yonder by four men and followed by a dejected company ? ))).
The eyes are large and rather protruding, with
incised iris and pupil. The women's hair is shown
by thin parallel incised lines. The bearers have
small curls and a horn-like tuft on top of the head.
Green schist 0.491 X 0.14 X 0.08.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments, among
which are Inv. No. 5984 (part of the cornice) and the head
of the figure leading the procession, both found when the
book was in press; broken on top.
Source: CMT @ PR; Inv. No. 5984 is from CMJ @;
the head of the figure on the left is from CMY @.
Neg. No. FB 210.
BIBL.:G. Tucci, in Arte de Gat~dhira no Paquirtio,
fig. o n p. 2 6 .

PLATECCLXXXIV b - Inv. No. 4360 (detail).
The central part of the scene. The peculiar
horn-like tuft is very clearly visible on the left
bearer's head.
See Plate CCLXXXIV a.
Neg. No. FB 210.

PLATECCLXXXV - Ref. No. WS. 5 8.
Fragment of a Bodhisattva's figure, probably
seated, wearingparidhana and uttarija, with moustaches and locks of hair on the forehead. A
small chignon on top of the head. A short bandshaped necklace and a long one in several rows
ending in two animal protomai. The eyes have
iris and pupils incised; a halo around the head.
Green schist 0.33 X 0.18 X 0.06.
Chipped'and corroded; the arms and the lower part
of the body are missing.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miingul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wali of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. zz.

PLATECCLXXXVI - Inv. No. 3I 54.
Head of a haloed Bodhisattva, wearing a turban, whose crest is decorated with an open lotus
flower with an animalprotome. He has moustaches
and firnu; the eyes have incised iris and pupil
and heavy eye-lids.
Three holes for nails on the halo.
Green schist 0.45 X 0.43 X 0.13.
Chipped; broken at the neck; the halo is broken at
the level of the ears; reconstructed from two fragments,
one of which is Inv. No. 1499.
Source: CSB @, between St. 89 and 90;Inv. No. 1493
is from CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 138.

PLATECCLXXXVII - Ref. No. WS. 57.
Fragment of a Bodhisattva figure in padmasana
and abbayamtldrd, wearing paridhana and uttarija.
He has moustaches, necklaces and ear-rings. The
hair is in curls on the forehead, each ending in a
ring, and at the top of the head forms two loops
bound at the base by a ring with a central disc
or rosette. This arrangement of the hair seems
to be a characteristic of Maitreya (See Meunii,
Shotorak, pp. 37-38; Ingholt, p. 58, under no. 37).
Green schist 0.435 X 0.28 X 0.09.
Chipped, especially on the nose and the arms; the lower
part of the body is missing.
Source: Swit.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzeb, H.
Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swat, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. zz.

PLATECCLXXXVIII a - Inv. No. 3 591.
Fragment of a relief defined below by a plain
fillet.
The Buddha's Death. The Buddha, completely
wrapped in a shroud, is seen from the back, lying
on a bed covered by a cloth and a mattress with
fish-bone decoration. His head rests on a pillow
and his right arm on the hip. A badly preserved
figure, maybe a monk or Ananda, is lying prone
under the bed.
Green schist 0.1 I j X 0.1 jj.
Chipped and corroded; the original edge has been preserved at the bottom.
Source: CMT @.
Neg. No. FB 217.

PLATECCLXXXVIII b - Inv. No. 2149.
Relief defined below by a plain fillet.
The Buddha's Obsequies. The Buddha, wrapped
in a shroud, is lying on a bed covered with a
cloth finely decorated with flowers and a scroll.
He has already been put in the coffin, conventionally represented as with an open side. The
legs of the bed are supported by two dwarfishyak.ras (?)wearing loin-cloth. Behind the coffin two
figures wearing tunic and mantle are throwing
flowers held in the sifius of their robes. The background is strewn with lotus-flowers, indicating
the puspaurs;i.
Two tenons below; more were on top.
Green schist 0.3 j j X 0.31 j X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; reconstructed from two fragments: the one at the bottom right is Inv. No. 7136.
Source: CNP @, near the West side of St. 120;Inv.
No. 7136is from CNH @.
Neg. No. FB 107.

PLATECCLXXXIX - Inv. No. 3215
Part of a door-jamb (from a false niche) defined at the left by a torus, with scenes one above
the other, separated by architraves (of the two
preserved, one is decorated with stepped pyramids
in reverse, the other with a lanceolate leaf garland).
Above, in a niche with triangular roof supported
by small pilasters with Corinthian capitals, is a

couple in erotic attitude; in the spaces left free
are two amorini supporting garlands. At the bottom, under a carinated arch resting on small
columns with Corinthian capitals, is the standing
haloed Buddha, the palm of his right hand uplifted
and turned backwards (See Inv. Nos. 3404, 6876,
7086. Peshawar, No. I 5 8 : Shakur, Guide, pp. 48,
86-8 7; Ingholt, no. 2 5 4 and catalogue note on
pp. I 20-2 I . Lahore, No. I 2 I I : Foucher, AGBG,
11, pp. 88-89, fig. 348, and p. 8 3 8 ; Ingholt,
no. 285. Lahore, No. 1967: Ingholt, no. 300);
in the spaces on either side are two large birds.
The volutes of the arch end in bird heads.
On the back is a series of holes; two holes for
nails; on the top and at the bottom are rebates.
Green schist o.jo X 0.18 X 0.063.
Chipped.
Source: CSB (4).
Neg. No. FB 16.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Rescarcbes, p. 49, no. 142, pl. XIX.

PLATECCXC - Inv. No. 321 1 (detail).
The erotic scene. Both figures
are half-naked
and have round staring eyes. The woman, with
hair bound by a garland, wears ear-pendants,
two necklaces, armlets, anklets and a string of
beads with a leaf-pendant round the hips. She
holds the hem of her dress and is pulling down
her companion's dress. The man, who has beard
and moustaches, touches her head and breast,
trying to kiss her.
See P1. CCLXXXIX.
Neg. No. FB 16.

PLATECCXCI a - Inv. No. 3217.
Fragment of a door-jamb (from a false niche)
defined at the left by a torus, with scenes one
above the other (two of them are preserved)
separated by an architrave with leafand-dart
decoration, and a course of bead-and-reel.
Above, in an ogee arch with volutes ending
in bird heads, supported by Corinthian columns,
are two figures in erotic attitude: the woman,
on the right, wearing a tunic fastened over the
shoulder, with crossed legs, holds the hem of her
companion's robe and draws his head towards her

with her right
hand. The man, semi-nude and
moustached, rests his arm on her shoulder and
presents her with a garland. In the spaces on
either side of the arch there are two naked putti.
Below is preserved the upper part of a chapel
(vihara), with double scaled roof surmounted by
a crescent and two flags, and supported by Corinthian pilasters. Four long-tailed birds rest on
the roof. In the interior of the chapel can be seen
the haloed head of the Buddha with a worshipper
at the left.
A series of holes on the back; a hole for a
nail. Above a rebate.
Green schist 0.41 X 0.18 X 0.07.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the bottom.
Source: CSB
Neg. No. FB 16.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researcher, p. 49, no. 143, pl. XX,

a.

Below a tenon; at the left a rebate. A hole for
a nail.
G,,,, ,,his, o.j6jX ..,c X o.07j.
Chipped; broken at the top and the right side.
Source: CMX O, near the North side of St. 9.
Neg.
FB 39.
BIBL.:Italian Arch. Researches, p. 49, no. 144,pl. XX,

2.

PLATECCXCII b - Inv. No. 79 (detail).
The Buddha is in abho_yamudra, his left hand
resting on his legs and holding the hem of his
mantle; he is sitting in padmasana on the ground;
the right shoulder is left uncovered. The two
worshippers wear sleeved tunics and trousers.
See PI. CCXCII a.
Neg. No. FB 39.

I.

PLATECCXCIII - Inv. No. 79 (detail).
PLATECCXCI b - Inv. No. j 217 (detail).
The erotic scene. The woman has hair bound
by a garland and wears ear-pendants perhaps
of the amphora type, a necklace, anklets and
multiple wristlets.
See PI. CCXCI a.
Neg. No. FB 16.

The couple in the lower scene. The woman
wears ear-pendants, that seem to be heart-shaped,
necklace, armlets, anklets and a shorty~n'opavita.
In the corner of the pediment there is a palmette.
See PI. CCXCII a.
Neg. No. FB 39.

PLATECCXCIV a - Inv. No. 847.
PLATECCXCII a - Inv. No. 79.
Fragment of a door-jamb (from a false niche)
with scenes one above the other, defined below by
a moulded cornice.
At the top, a shrine, supported by small Corinthian pilasters, with double dome on which are
birds and a small naked figure; inside is the haloed
Buddha seated in padmasana and abhayamudra between two worshippers. Below, separated from this
scene by a cornice with acanthus leaves, is a niche
supported by Corinthian columns with triangular
pediment crowned by two winged amorini. Inside
are two standing figures; on the left a woman
with a robe tightly fitting at the hips, adorned
with necklaces and bracelets; the left leg is bent
behind the right; at her side a man with moustaches, who wears only a loincloth. Both man
and woman are looking upwards and hold a
small cup.

Relief defined above by a conventionalised leafand-dart moulding and to the right by a panel
containing a Corinthian column.
Of the scene, there survives the figure of a
standing Buddha with halo, holding the hem of
his cloak with his left hand. Since the lower part
of the right arm is missing, the Buddha's nzudra is
not clear; though uncommon, it could be varadamudra.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.29 X 0.205 X o.oj.
Chipped and worn; well preserved at the edges.
Source: CRE @.
Neg. No. FB 124.

PLATECCXCIV b - Inv. No. I job.
Part of a relief in the shape of semi-lunette,
defined along the curved edge by a moulded cornice and at the right by a fillet.

The scene shows a standing Buddha, on the
right, front view, near the branch of a tree. Next
to him is a worshipping haloed figure, seated on a
lotus throne, wearing a turban and a cloak which
leaves the right shoulder uncovered. In the corner
there is a worshipping figure, of smaller size,
wearing a short tunic and trousers.
Rebates at right and left. A hole for a nail and
a tenon.
Green schist 0.44 X 0.39 X 0.06.
Heavily chipped; broken at bottom; a small fragment
has been joined on.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB "9.

PLATECCXCV - Inv. No. 900.
Fragment of a relief defined at the left by a small
pilaster and at the bottom by a cornice with a
row of saw-teeth.
The scene shows the standing Buddha, front
view, in abhnyamtldra, among worshippers. On
the left there are two female figures, wearing
tunic and mantle, one standing, the other seated
in European fashion, playing on a stringed instrument. On the right, a standing male figure,
wearing long trousers decorated with a vertical
band in front, and a waistcoat with a belt; he has
twisted hair crowning the head and holds an
object hanging from his left hand, perhaps a uojra.
Behind him is the head of another figure with
straight hair on the forehead and an unidentifiable
object on the right shoulder.
A hole for a nail; below a tenon and a hole; a
rebate at the right.
Green schist 0.25 5 X 0.28 X 0.085.
Chipped; the upper part is missing on the left with the
Buddha's and worshippers' heads; reconstructed from three
fragments, the left one of which (framing pillar and right
knee of the playing figure) was found while the book was
in press.
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 406.

The Offering o j Dust. On the left is the standing
Buddha, with ray-edged halo, the right hand
in abhayamudrd and the left holding the alms-cup.
At the bottom right are the two children: one
of them (Vijaya) seated in Indian fashion, the
other (Jaya) standing and offering the Buddha a
handful of dust. Above is a standing haloed deua,
with turban, paridhim and uttariya, holding a coiled-up garland
with both hands. Below the cornice are two figures emerging from the background; one of them is worshipping, the other
has his right arm uplifted.
Three holes for nails. Traces of plaster still
adhere to the carved surface.
-

Light green talc-schist 0.745 X 0.31 X o.oj1.
Chipped; the Buddha's face is missing; the original
surface is preserved on all sides.
Source: CNP @, PR between Q 8 and Q 9.
Nee.
" No. FB

PLATECCXCVII - Inv. N ~ 3598.
.
Fragment of a relief showing three standing
figures, the two on the right haloed Buddhas in
abhayamudra, and the one on the left a Bodhisattva (Maitreya), wearing paridhrina and uttariya,
with necklace and grape-shaped ear-rings, holding
the amrta-kzlaia in his left hand: he too is in
abhayamudra. Between and behind the main figures
are others of smaller size, all badly damaged. The
relief probably portrayed the series of the seven
Buddhas with the addition of Maitreya.
A hole piercing through.
Light green schist 0.375 X 0.42 X 0.07.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments, among
which are Inv. No. 2542 (lower part of Maitreya) and
Inv. No. 3814 (right Buddha figure).
Source: CMT @, near the South wall of thepradakj+patha door. Inv. No. 2542 was found in CNP @, Inv.
No. 3814 in CMN Q.
Neg. No. FB 507.

PLATECCXCVIII a - Inv. No.
PLATECCXCVI - Inv. No. 4271.
Part of a lunette-shaped relief framed by a cornice, the decoration of which is lost.

3223.

Head of the Buddha with curled hair, from a
relief; half-closed and elongated eyes. The rirna
and the eye-brows are incised; the ears have
elongated and pierced lobes.

Traces of plaster are preserved around the
face and on the hair. Traces of red colour on
the forehead, the lips and the neck.
Light green schist 0.085 X 0.06.
Corroded and slightly chipped.
Source: CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 60.

PLATECCXCVIII b - Inv. No. 965.
Head of the Buddha from a relief, with rayed
halo and hair arranged in rows of small curls with
drilled holes in the centre. The half-closed eyes
are elongated; irises and pupils are not indicated.
Green schist 0.175 X 0.10 X 0.085.
Heavily chipped, particularly on the lower part of the
face and on the nose; the original edge of the relief has
been preserved on the top; reconstructed from two fragments, among which is Inv. No. 968 (the face).
Source: CRC @.
Neg. No. FB 132.

PLATECCXCIX - Inv. No.

A hole for a nail. At the right and on the top
are rebates.
Green schist 0.235 X 0.225 X 0.075.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments; the
faces of the two figures are missing; broken at the left.
Source: CNL @.
Neg. No. FB 181.

PLATECCC b - Inv. No. 3978.
Fragment of a relief showing a Buddha with
beamed halo, seated inpadmasana and dbyanam~dra
under a tree, whose branches survive on the right;
close to them is the shoulder of a worshipper
almost completely lost.
The Buddha's hair is grooved on the top and
looks like a ribbon on the forehead.
Above is a tenon.
Light green schist 0.23 X 0.23 X 0.05.
Heavily chipped, especially on the face; broken at the
right and the bottom
Source: CMN @.
Neg. No. FB 424.

I J J 3.

Relief defined at the right by a moulding of
overlapping lanceolate leaves.
It includes two panels, one above the other, decorated with rows of bead-and-reel. In each panel
is a seated Buddha in padmisana and dbydnamudrd,
the hands wrapped in the cloak. The eyes are
closed and have incised eye-brows.
A hole for a nail in the lower panel.
Green schist o. 5 z X 0.29 X 0.07.
Chipped; reconst'ructed from several fragments; the
top left corner is missing.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 164.

PLATECCC a - Inv. No. 2504.
Fragment of a relief defined at the right by a
cornice with a row of bead-and-reel.
Of the scene there survives the figure of a Buddha in padmasana and dhyciamudra on a large fullblown lotus flower. On the right is a devotee
wearing paridbana, uttartlya, short necklace and
wristlets. His hands, raised in the gesture of
worship, hold a beaded object.

PLATECCCI - Inv. No. 727.
Relief showing the haloed Buddha seated inpadmasana and abhayamudra on a throne covered with
a cloth; a stool in front of him; his left hand
holds the hem of the monastic cloak. O n the
right is a draped figure of Vajrapani holding the
thunderbolt in his right hand. On the opposite
side are two figures: a large one, in the background, with turban, the other, in the foreground,
with a cloak leaving his right shoulder uncovered, short necklace and armlets; the hair is
straight and drawn up into a chignon on the
head.
All the figures seem to have been left unfinished, and the turbaned one on the left is no more
than rough-hewn. Behind it is a series of wavy
grooves. The relief was probably cut away from
a larger one.
At the Buddha's sides are two holes for nails.
A rebate at the right.
Green schist 0.335 X 0.295 X 0.06j.
Chipped; Vajrapipi's face is missing.
Source: CRD @, found reversed on P.
Neg. No. FB 166.

2.

PLATECCCII - Inv. No. 418 1.
Fragment of a relief defined at the left by a COrinthian pilaster with vertical groove on the shaft;
in the grove, a wavy device.
The scene shows a haloed Buddha seated in
padmasana on a low throne decorated with a row
of saw-teeth. His right hand is raised to the left
shoulder and his left lowered, probably holding
the hem of his robe.
O n the left is a standing worshipper, wearing
paridhdna, uttariyn, turban, ear-rings, short necklace and wristlets, facing right towards the Buddha. At the top left-hand corner is Vajrapani,
with moustaches, wearing a tunic decorated with
a vertical band, and holding the thunderbolt.
The eyes are globular and half-closed.
On the back is an incised kbarosthi letter
(( kha D.
Below are two tenons; at the left is a hole for
a tenon and at the right one for dove-tailing.
There are three more holes on the back. Two
holes for nails. The relief has been cut down at
the right for re-use.
Green schist 0.27 X 0.18 X 0.05.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragments, of which
the left one is Inv. No. 446 5.
Source: The fragment at the right is from CNW@ PR;
Inv. No. 4465 is from CMT @PR, near the column 143.
Neg. No. FB 489.

PLATECCCIII - Inv. No. g 5 5 5 .
Figure of the Buddha, from a relief, seated in
padmasana and dhycsnarntrdra on a lotus-shaped
throne.
Eyelids almost closed; drilled holes at the
corners of the mouth; grooves on the neck.
Hands and feet are wrapped in the mantle.
A hole for a nail.
Light green schist 0.37 X 0.255 X 0.08.
Chipped; the face has been restored.
Source: CMT @.
Neg. No. FB 247.

PLATECCCIV a - Inv. No. V. roz.
Fragment of a relief defined at the left by a panel
containing a Corinthian column encircled by two

horizontal double grooves; on the tight is the
Buddha seated in padmasana and dbyinamudrd
between a tree and a branch.
Light green schist 0.095 X 0.145 X o.ojj.
Chipped and corroded; broken at the right.
Source: Akba, between Salirnpur and Saidu Sharlf
(purchased at Saidu Sharif; source is certain).
Neg. No. FB V. I I .

PLATECCCIV b - Inv. No. 1387.
Corner block with a relief defined above by a
scaled cornice and at the right by a pilaster with
conventionalized Corinthian capital: its leaves are
geometrical in shape, square in the lower row
and trapezoidal in the upper.
The scene shows the Buddha seated in padmdsana and dhyrinamudra between two worshippers.
The work is rather crude and all the figures
have globular eyes. The surfaces at the sides and
the oblique position of the cramps on the upper
plane show that the piece belonged in all probability to a harmih-.
Above, at the left, part of a kbarosthi letter (( a )I
is preserved.
Green schist 0 . ~ 2 5X 0.275
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 5.

X

0.09.

PLATECCCV a - Inv. No. 2466.
Fragment of a relief divided into two tiers by
a c ~ r n i c ewith a row of saw-teeth.
The lower scene shows four male figures wearing turban, paridhanu and uttarga, worshipping
or in the act of offering a palm. Of the upper
scene there survive eight worshippers wearing
paridhanu and uttarrja, placed in two horizontal
rows: of the five figures in the lower row, four
are worshipping, while the central one has his
left hand lowered and his right stretched out,
and looks backwards.
Below a tenon; a hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.505 X 0.36 X 0.091.
Heavily chipped, especially at the bottom right; broken
at the right; the upper and lower left corners are missing.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB I 56.

PLATECCCV b - Inv. No. 2466 (detail).

PLATECCCVIII - Ref. No. WS. 45.

The upper tier (top). The figures, perhaps deuas,
wear paridhana, uttarga, turban, ear-rings, necklace and wristlets. The three reproduced here
are shown as if flying. Their eyes are half-closed.

Fragment of a relief preserving part of the lotus-shaped beamed halo of a Buddha or Bodhisattva. Above there are five haloed deuas, front view,
wearing paridhdna and tlttarga, in different attitudes. On the right of the halo there is the Sun
Chariot with the God between two attendants
(cf. Inv. No. 2439: P1. CDXIX b, and note).

See PI. CCCV a.
Neg. No. FB I 16.

PLATECCCVI a - Inv. No. 2466 (detail).
The upper tier (bottom). The five devas are in
the same dress as the preceding ones, but their
feet rest on the ground.
See P1. CCCV a.
Neg. No. FB 156.

PLATECCCVI b - Inv. No. 2466 (detail).
The lower tier. The two figures in the middle
hold palm leaves; the one on the right is worshipping. Of the left-hand one only the head and left
shoulder have been preserved.
See PI. CCCV a.
Neg. No. FB I 56.

PLATECCCVII - Inv. No. 738.
Fragment of a relief belonging to a larger composition, cut down at the sides.
Two rows of male figures, probably devas, are
preserved (four above and three below). They
face left, wear paridbrina and uttartja, necklaces
and turban, and are shown in the attitude of worship (the middle one in the lower row) or of
offering flowers and leaves.
Above are two holes for tenons; rebates are
at the sides. Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.41 X o.rrj X 0.08.
Chipped especially at the left; reconstructed from two
fragments: the lower one (Inv. No. 19rj), found when
the book was already in press, is not reproduced in the
plate.
Source: CRD @, near St. 18.
Neg. No. FB 166.

Green schist 0.40 X 0.43 X 0.12.
Chipped.
Source: Swat.
Owner: H. H. Major General Miangul Jahinzeb,
H. Pak., H. Q. A., Wili of Swit, Saidu Sharif.
Neg. No. FB VV. I 7.

PLATECCCIX a - Inv. No. 303 5 (detail).
Relief showing two rows each of four figures, of
which only the three at the bottom right are well
preserved. The two at the sides, wearing paridhrina and tlttariya, have necklace and ear-rings:
the left hand one is worshipping, the right-hand
one takes flowers from the sinus of the ~itfariya;
the central one, a monk in a long cloak, holds a
i d a (?) branch in his hand. The lower cornice is
decorated with a row of saw-teeth.
A hole for a nail in the centre; tenons above
and below. A rebate at the right.
The relief is a fragment from a larger composition, cut down on all sides.
Green schist 0.365 X 0.20 X 0.08.
Almost all the figures are heavily chipped.
Source: CSB @, between St. 83 and 86.
Neg. No. FB 46.

PLATECCCIX b - Inv. No. j 507.
Fragment of a relief cut down at the sides. The
base is decorated with a row of saw-teeth and
two figures
rest on it: on the left is a draped
monk; on the right a male figure wearingparidhrina, uttariya and turban, holding a large flower
in his left hand, while he takes petals(?) from the
sinus of the uttarrya with the right. His jewellery
includes ear-rings, a plain band-shaped necklace
and wristlets.

Tenons above and below; a groove at the
bottom; a rebate at the right. A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.275 X 0.11 X 0.06.
Chipped.
Source: CMY @.
Neg. No. FB 154.

PLATECCCX a - Inv. No. 246 j .
Fragment of a relief divided into two tiers by
a cornice decorated with a row of saw-teeth. In
the lower one there ore ten devotees o&ring
branches (of idfa ?) or other gifts. Among them
are two very remarkable figures, wearing trousers
and short tunics, on either side of a double-lotus
he-altar, the pedestal of which impinges on the
lower cornice. The upper scene showed Indra visiting the Buddha: on the left is the Buddha (only
his legs are preserved) in meditation; on the right
a lion in its den, an antelope (?) giving milk to
its young, a bird in its nest, the lower part
of a standing figure wearingparidbana and uttariya
and the legs of a small figure climbing the rock.
Both at left and right there are rebates : the scene
must have been made of several slabs, since the
figure of the Buddha and the brazier on the stool,
both now towards the left edge, must have been in
the centre of the composition. Two tenons below.
A hole for a nail and a larger one on the right
fragment, which, since restoration, can only be
seen on the back: it provides evidence that the
right fragment was reused separately. Cut down
at the right, at the top of the fragment.
Green schist 0.435 X 0.61 X 0.10.
Chipped; broken at top; reconstructed from two fragments OF which the one at the left is Inv. No. 2860.
Source: the right fragment is from CNK @; Inv. No.
2860 from CMW @.
Neg. No. FB 436.

or idfa. The one on the right is pouring something on the lire; the right hand of the one on
the left is missing.
On the right is a female figure, wearing antariyu,
sleeved tunic, a shawl, ear-rings, necklaces,
anklets and a garland that binds her hair. She
holds a garland or band with both hands. A
second female figure on the left, is dressed almost
identically, but the antarya cannot be seen; she
holds a branch ofjambu or iala in her right hand
and a lotus flower in her left.
See Plate CCCX a.
Neg. No. FB 436.

P L ACCCXI
~
- Inv. No, 2627.
Fragment of a relief showing two standing
haloed Bodhisattvas, wearing paridhanu and uttariya. The left one (Siddhartha), with turban, long
ear-pendants, two necklaces, ycyiiopavita(or sacred
thread) and bracelets, has the left hand resting
on the hip and the right one held against the
breast, in cinmudrd (index and middle fingers
raised, thumb touching fourth and hfth fingers;
see Inv. No. 824: P1. CXXXVII. Inv. No. 2904:
PI. CCCXV a. Taxila, No. 186: Marshall, Taxila,
p. 701, pl. 212, no. 6; Ingholt, no. 277).
The other Bodhisattva, slightly turned to the
right, with curled hair and jap, wears long earrings and two necklaces. He is probably in an
attitude of worship. His eyes are elongated and
half closed.
Below is a tenon.
Green schist 0.241 X o.13j X o.oj j.
Chipped; broken at the left and on the top.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 214.

PLATECCCXII a
PLATECCCX b - Inv. No. 246j (detail).
The four devotees around the fire-altar. The
two male figures wear trousers, low shoes, sleeved
tunics and ear-rings. Both are bare-headed and
have thick mops of hair (clear on the figure on the
right); they hold in the left hand a branch ofjambu
(rose-apple-tree), the tree of the First Meditation,

- Inv. No. 2692.

Fragment of a relief showing a young ascetic
standing and facing left; he wears paridhanu and
uttarga, and has curled hair partly tied in a high
jut4 the rest flowing down over the shoulders.
His left hand, adorned with a wristlet, holds the
kmandalu; the sacred cord passes over his left
shoulder and across his right side.

On the back, part of another relief has been
preserved, with a lotusand-sheaf decoration.
Green schist 0 . 2 2 X 0.095 X 0.035.
Chipped; the original edge has been preserved on the
right side; the feet and the right arm are missing.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 226.

On the right are remains of a column or pilaster
with a Corinthian capital.
Green schist 0.135 X 0.071 X 0.045.
Chipped; the relief is complete only at the right.
Source: C M 0 @ a .
Neg. No. FB 470.

PLATECCCXV a - Inv. No. 2904.
PLATECCCXII b - Inv. No.

3228.

Fragment of a relief showing a standing Bodhsattva (Siddhaflh or Maitreya?; see Ingholt, p.
131, no. 27913 wearing paridhanay
and
two necklaces.

The left hand
a flask. Had the relief
been complete, his right hand would probably
appear in abhayamudra.
Green schist 0.30 X 0.15 X 0.06.
Chipped; headless and footless; the right arm is missing;
the original edge has been presemed on the right side.
Source: CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 76.

PLATECCCXIII - Inv. No. I 5 3 3.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing worshipper, slightly turned to the right, wearing
paridh2na and rrttariya, with short band-shaped
necklace, n~t/k:ta-yajtiopavita,ear-rings and chignon.
The hair is bound by a diadem. Hands brought
together to the right. On the right is a harp (?),
held by a figure that is now missing.
At the left is a rebate.
Green schist 0.35 j X 0.195 X 0.08.
Chpped; the figure is footless; the relief is broken on
all sides except the right and reconstructed from three
Eragments.
Source: CRJ @.
Neg. No. FB 4.

PLATECCCXIV - Inv. No. 5401.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing figure
wearing turban, paridhlina and uttarqa, necklaces
and ear-rings, slightly turned to the left, left
hand holding a relic-casket; the right arm was
outstretched. The eyes are half-closed.

Standing figure, front view, probably the Bodhisattva Siddhartha (See Inv. No. 2627: P1.
CCCXI and note), wearing paridhana, rrttarrja and
turban. The left hand rests on the hip and the
right is raised in the gesture called cinmudra. He
has moustaches, ear-rings, bracelets, short necklace and mukta-yqj50pavtta. The eyes have incised
irises.
Below and above are tenons.
Green schist 0.49 X 0.22 X 0.09.
Chipped; the fragment including the face is Inv. No.
3,,72.
Source: CMX @; Tnv. No. 3072 is from CSB @,
between St. 83 and 86.
Neg. No. FB 5 38.

PLATECCCXV b - Inv. No. 3977.
Standing male figure, wearing paridhana and
uttarrlya, the right arm raised and the left hand
probably stretched out to support an offering.
On the back there is a horizontal groove.
Green schist 0.375 X 0.175 X 0.06.
Chipped; footless; part of the arms and face missing.
Source: CMN
Neg. NO. FB 43 r

a.

PLATECCCXVI - Inv. No. 2904 (detail).
The head of the Bodhisattva, with long moustaches and incised eyes. The ear-rings are of
the leech type.
See Pl. CCCXV a.
Neg. No. FB j4.

PLATE

CCCXVII a - Inv. No.

I z3.

Standing female figure, wearing tunic and
mantle, ear-pendants, wristlets, necklaces and a
string of beads (ydiopavita?). She holds a musi-

cal instrument (?) with both hands. Her mantle
is spread behind her head.
There are tenons on top of the head and under
the base.
Green schist 0.509 X 0.19 X 0.075.
Chipped; the face is missing.
Source: CSB @, between St. 8j and 86.
Neg. No. FB 58.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Researches, p. 44, no. 106.

Note that the base fillets project further to the
left than to the right and that the distorted features of the face, and the position of the turban,
suggest that it was intended to be seen from
the left.
Green schist 0.48 X 0.145 X 0.065.
Chipped; reconstructed from two fragmente.
Source: CMQ @.
Neg. No. FB 416.

PLATECCCXVlI b - Inv. No. 3 I 59.

PLATECCCXX a - Inv. No. 2397.

Haloed (?)male figure, standing on a low base,
wearing paridbdna, flapping tlttariya which leaves
the torso uncovered, wristlets and necklace. His
right hand holds a flower.
A tenon under the base.

Male head from a relief, wearing turban and
ear-rings.
The eyes are globular and staring; the hair is
indicated by deep, straight grooves.

Green schist 0.491 X 0.19 X 0.06.
Chipped; the face and the left arm are missing.
Source: CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 18.

Green schist 0.047 X 0.035.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CSG @ a .
Neg. No. FB r 5 1.

PLATECCCXX b - Inv. No. 268 5 .
PLATECCCXVIII - Inv. No. 3979.
Female figure standing on a low base, wearing
tunic and mantle, adorned with ear-pendants,
wristlets, necklaces and a string of beads worn
like a ydZopauita. The mantle is rather filmy
and the anklets can be seen through it. The right
hand is resting on the hip, while the left holds
a bunch of lotus buds.
Tenons on the top of the head and under the
base.
Green schist 0.485 X 0.18 X 0.065.
Chipped; the face and the right arm are missing.
Source: C M 0 @.
Neg. No. FB 437.
BIBL.: Italian Arch. Researches, p. 44, no. 105.

PLATECCCXIX - Inv. No. 2834.
Standing figure of a devotee looking upwards
to the right, wearingparidbana and uttaroa, turban,
long necklace and bracelets. A rolled garland in
his left hand is held against his breast. The right
hand was probably throwing flowers.
On the head and under the base there are tenons
for insertion. A hole for a nail between the feet.

Male head from a relief with moustaches, turban,
ear-rings and globular eyes. The hair is indicated
by deep, straight grooves. The outline of the
nose and moustaches is marked by an incised line.
Green schist 0.09 X 0.045.
Chipped.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 218.

PLATECCCXXI a - Inv. No. 2883.
Fragment of a relief showing a male figure
wearing paridhana and uttariya, facing left, in
an attitude of worship. His necklace has a large
central gem.
Light green schist 0.18 X 0.085 X 0.045.
Chipped; the original edge of the relief is presemed at
the right; head, feet and right arm are missing.
Source: CMX @.
Neg. No. FB 429.

PLATECCCXXI b - Inv. No. 4750.
Fragment of a standing male figure wearing
paridhanu and rdttariya; the left leg is bent. The
work, particularly on the wide folds of the dra-

pery, seems to have been intentionally left unfinished.
Green schist 0.16 X 0.085 X 0.05 j.
Chipped; broken above the belly and footless.
Source: CMN
Neg. No. FB 473.

a.

PLATECCCXXII a - Inv. No. 2645 (detail).
Fragment of a relief preserving part of the
beamed halo of the Buddha with two standing
figures placed symmetrically on either side. Two
of these are in the act of taking flowers from the
sinus of their robes, and two are in adoration.
Above the halo, between two flowering branches,
there is a male bust holding a garland.
A hole for a nail.
Light green schist 0.18 X 0.36 X 0.08.
Chipped and corroded; reconstructed from three fragments, including Inv. No. 35 I 5 (the one at the left, shown
in the plate); the original edge is preserved on all but
the lower side.
Source: CNQ @; Inv. No. 3 5 I 5 was found in CMS
@, between St. 1 3 1 and St. 148.
Neg. No. FB 162.

PLATECCCXXII b - Inv. No. 2601.
Fragment of a relief showing a whorshipping
figure facing left, with curled hair, chignon, and
lowered eye-lids; he wears a short necklace and
rrttariya leaving the torso uncovered.
Light green schist 0.15 X 0.10 X 0.05.
Chipped; the original edge is preserved at the right.
Source: CNP (3.
-. near the South wall of St. 120.
Neg. NO. FB 401.

PLATECCCXXIII a - Inv. No. 2668.
Fragment of a relief showing the head of the
Buddha, with raised Gr!?a and high .mni!a, turned
three quarters to the left. The hair is in small
curls and is bound at the base of the wnisa, but
no string is visible.
There seem to be traces of another relief on the
back.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.11 X 0.095
Chipped.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 216.

X

0.041

PLATECCXXIII b - Inv. No. 4378.
Fragment of a relief showing the haloed head
of the Buddha, slightly turned to the left. He
has half-closed eyes and hair in small curls, ending in a bound wnjsa.
Green schist 0.101 X 0.15 5
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CMZ @ PR.
Neg. No. FB rzo.

X 0.08.

PLATECCCXXIV a - Inv. No. 3986.
Relief showing a standing figure of the Bodhisattva Maitreya (?)wearing paridbana, tlttariya and
short necklace, long necklace with a central bead,
a string of reliquaries crossing his breast, yajfopavita and bracelets. The right hand is in abhayamtldra while the left holds the kaIaJ'a. Two haloed devas on the right: the lower one in an attitude of worship, the other holding an object,
now lost, which was probably a garland.
Green schist 0.66 X 0.42 X 0.135.
Chipped; reconstructed from several fragments; broken
at top and bottom; the main figure is headless and footless.
Source: CMN @.
Neg. No. FB 427.

PLATECCCXXIV b - Inv. No. 3986 (detail).
The worshipping deva at the bottom left. He
wears paridbana, tlttariya, turban, ear-rings, short
band-shaped necklace and bracelets.
See P1. CCCXXIV a.
Neg. No. FB 427.

PLATECCCXXV a - Inv. No. 4332.
Fragment of a door-jamb (from a false niche)
showing scenes one above the other. Of the uppermost scene only the feet of a figure survive.
The central one is defined by small Corinthian
columns with capitals crowned by a lotus-shaped
element on which rests an architrave with petals
and stylized garland: it shows a worshipper wearing paridhana and t/ttarga, facing left. In the
bottom scene, defined by small Corinthian columns

crowned by an element consisting of three filets,
supporting an architrave with petals and zig zag
decoration, a male figure stands wearing tunic and
turban, holding a vajro in his right hand, and
resting the left on his hip.
On the right side there is a Lesbian kymation
belonging to an earlier work.
Green schist 0.59 X 0.20 X 0.065.
Chipped; broken on top and at the bottom.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 174.

PLATECCCXXV b - Inv. No. 43 j2 (detail).
The upper figure in an attitude of worship. His
hair is done in a small chignon and he wears
paridhana and attariya, resting on the left arm.
The eyes are globular. Since Indra is probably
shown in the bottom panel (c), it is likely that
this is Brahma, portrayed as a young ascetic. His
hands, joined together in the attitude of worship,
seem to hold an object.
The left column has no groove on the shaft
and its base is composed of two elements instead
of three.
See PI. CCCXXV a.
Neg. No. FB 174.

PLATECCCXXV c - Inv. No. 4332 (detail).
The lower figure holding the vajra and wearing
turban, sleeved tunic and trousers. The attribute
of the thunderbolt suggests that it is Vajrapani
of an unusual type, or Indra as ujnisin, with the
mt/k~a-maniwrapped in the turban towards one
side. The eyes are globular.
See PI. CCCXXV a.
Neg. No. FB 174.

PLATECCCXXVI a - Inv. No. 2 5 jo.
Fragment of a relief showing a haloed Bodhisattva (Padmapani ?; cf. Inv. No. 3991: PI.
CCCXXVI b. Inv. No. 824: P1. CXXXVII.
Inv. No. 265 2 : P1. CDLXXXIX b. See also
Fouchet, AGBG, 11, pp. zzz, 236, and foot-note

4 on p. 236; Ingholt, p. 142, under no. j q ) ,

with urn4 moustaches and long-stemmed lotus
flower held in the right hand. He wearsparidhanu,
uttariya, turban with lotus-shaped crest, necklaces
and ear-rings, and is seated in padmrisona on
an inverted-lotus throne, in the interior of a
chapel (vihci7a). The chapel has scaled double
roof with bell-pendants, supported by Corinthian
pilasters.
Above is a rebate; below a tenon. Two holes
for nails.
Green schist 0.42 X 0.145 X 0.06.
Chipped; broken at the left.
Source: CNP @, between St. 1 2 0 and column 140.
Neg. No. FB 103.

PLATECCCXXVI b - Inv. No. 3991.
Fragment of a relief showing a chapel (vihara)
with scaled double roof with bell-pendants, supported by Corinthian pilasters. In the interior
there is a haloed Bodhisattva (Padrnapani?; see
Inv. No. zl jo: P1. CCCXXVI a and note), seated
in padmasana, holding bunches of lotus flowers in
his raised hands. He wears paridbana, uttariya,
turban, ear-rings, necklaces and wristlets. His
eyes are half-closed and there is a faint smile
on his face. On the roof, at the right, is a
bird.
The relief has been cut down at the right.
A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.36j x 0.225 X 0.09.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments; the
fragment at the right, not reproduced here, was found
when book was in press; broken at the left; the bottom
right corner is missing.
Source: C M 0 0 ; the fragment to the right is from
csc @.
Neg. No. FB 440.

PLATECCCXXVII a - Inv. No. 4341.
Fragment of a relief framed by a scaled cornice
(the decoration has been partly preserved at the
top left). It shows a vihara with two scaled roofs
and bell-pendants, decorated at the top by two

flags. A twisted motif decorates the architrave.
Only the haloed head of a Bodhisat~a,with earrings and hair gathered in a double knot is preserved in the interior. His eyes are closed.
O n the upper and left sides is a rosette-in-10zenge decoration roughly carved on the top,
obviously remaining from a previous relief, part
of a stepped barmih-.
A hole for a nail. O n the back, a hole for a
cramp belongs to the earlier relief.
Green schist 0.22 X o . ~ j jX 0.06.
Chipped; broken at the bottom.
Source: CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 142.

PLATECCCXXVII b - Inv. No.

2001.

Fragment of a relief showing a panel containing
the double scaled roof of a chapel with flags at
the top and bell-pendants. Below is a haloed and
turbaned Bodhisattva, seated on a throne, with
right hand in abbayamudra and left touching the
seat. The throne is decorated by a panel of oblique
lines and palmettes.
The relief has been cut down and re-used; the
acanthus cornice on the left side seems to belong
to the earlier work.
Above is a rebate. A hole for a nail. An illegible
kharostbi
.. letter on the back.
Green schist o. j j X 0.1 5 X 0.04.
Heavily corroded; reconstructed from two fragments,
the lower one of which is Inv. No. 701.
Source: CRC @; Inv. No. 701 was found in CRD @,
near St. 19.
Neg. No. FB I 34.

PLATECCCXXVIII - Inv. No. 4285 (detail).
Image of a haloed and turbaned Bodhisattva
seated in padmasana and dbydnamudra on a small pedestal. He wears a muktri-yqZopavlta passing over
his left shoulder and under his right arm, a short
necklace, a band-shaped necklace with lozenge decoration, and a long string with hanging reliquaries
of the a bade type. The ear-ornaments are of the
discand-pendant type: the pendants consist
of three long strings of pearls. The paridbana
covers the left shoulder and is wrapped round

the forearms. The eyes are half-closed; the halo
has beamed edge.
Green schist 0.j4j X 0.265 X 0.08.
Chipped; reconstructed from four fragments; the right
arm and most of the halo are missing.
Source: CMZ @ PR; the fragment including the right
knee is from CNP @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 162.

PLATECCCXXIX a - Inv. No. 2344.
Fragment of a false gable preserving a portion
of a crescent-shaped panel defined by two fillets
with wavy pattern and decoration of empanelled
flowers.
From bottom to top are shown: a winged seamonster; a Bodhisattva (?) wearing paridbana,
uttarga, turban, ear-rings, necklaces and wristlets, seated in padmisana on a lotus flower,
with hands apparently held in a gesture of worship; a standing male worshipper.
Two holes for nails.
Green schist 0.425 X 0.29 X 0.085.
Chipped and corroded.
Source: CSF
Neg. No. FB 194.

a.

PLATECCCXXIX b - Inv. No. 2167.
Fragment of a crescent-shaped relief, defined
below by a plain fillet, and above by a cornice
decorated with acanthus leaves. On the right
is a snake-like winged sea-monster with human
forepart, in an attitude of worship; in front of it,
a turbaned man kneels in the same gesture: he
has a club that rests on the ground. The head of
another figure has been preserved at the left.
Two tenons above.
Green schist 0.20 X 0.3 I X 0.05 5.
Chipped and corroded; reconstructed from two fragments, of which the left one was found while the book
was in press.
Source: CSG @.
Neg. No. FB 80.

PLATECCCXXX a - Inv. No.

2 j 08.

Fragment of a door-jamb (from a false niche)
with scenes one above the other, defined at the
left by a band of vine-shaped volutes and at the
right by a garland of lanceolate leaves.

Starting from the top, the three surviving scenes, which are each framed by Corinthian columns,
show: a Buddha in padmasana and dbyanamudrd
on a lotus-throne under a tree (?); a kneeling
worshipper wearing paridhdna and uttariya, turban
and necklace, facing left; a Buddha in padml~sana
and abhayamudra on a lotus-throne. The scenes
are separated by architraves of various types; at
the top, there is a triangle decorated with an intertwined geometric design.
The upper edge is oblique; two holes for nails;
at the left a rebate.
Green schist 0.82 X 0.505 X 0.08.
Chipped; reconstructed from three fragments.
Source: CNK @.
Neg. No. FB 196.

PLATECCCXXX b - Inv. No. zjo8 (detail).
The worshipper in the middle panel. His
jewels are seen clearly: ear-rings, necklace and
armlets.
See PI. CCCXXX a.
Neg. No. FB 196.

PLATECCCXXXI - Inv. No. 2 5 08 (detail).
The Buddha of the bottom panel. His right hand,
now missing, was in abhayamtrdri; his head is
slightly inclined towards the shoulder.
See PI. CCCXXX a.
Neg. No. FB 196.

PLATECCCXXXII a - Inv. No. 2919.
Fragment of a relief preserving part of a scaled
roof resting on a row of slender Corinthian
columns framing ogee arches. Within the one
completely preserved arch is a male bust wearing
turban, ear-rings, necklaces and uttar* round
his left shoulder. Another row of framed ogee
arches were below.
Above is a tenon.
Green schist 0 . 2 1 5 X 0.14 X 0.04.
Slightly corroded; the original edge is preserved at the
top.
Source: CMR @.
Neg. No. FB 434.

PLATECCCXXXII b

- Inv. No.

2479.

Fragment cut down from a relief defined at the
right by a moulding and at the left by a torur. It
preserves the upper part of an ogee arch with volutes, supported by Corinthian columns, containing a worshipper facing left. Two birds in the
lateral spaces. Above is an architrave decorated
with reversed pyramids, acanthus leaves and sawteeth.
A hole for a nail.
On the back there are slight traces a of previous
relief.
See Inv. No. 3 545.
Green schist 0.1 8 X 0 . ~ 2 5 X 0.065.
Chipped and corroded; the face of the worshipper is
missing.
Source: CNP @.
Neg. No. FB 171.

PLATECCCXXXIII a - Inv. No. 2580 (detail).
Fragment of a door-jamb (from a false niche)
showing scenes one above the other, two of which
are preserved. They are separated by an architrave with stylized decoration consisting of a band
of lanceolate leaves and a course of reels.
Above, within a pointed arch with volutes,
supported by Corinthian columns, is a kneeling
worshipper facing left; two birds in the lateral spaces.
Below, a Buddha sits on a lotus-throne under
a segmental arch with two birds at the sides. He
is in padmasana and abhayamudrd.
At the bottom, an architrave with leafand-dart
ornament and a row of reversed petals, and another ogee arch are partially preserved.
On the top and at the right there are rebates.
A hole for a nail.
The lower fragment, not reproduced here,
shows the marks of rough reworking on the
back.
Green schist 0.465 X 0.175 X 0.07.
Heavily chipped; broken at bottom; the lower fragment (Inv. No. 326) was found when the book was in
press.
Source: CNQ @, between St. 98 and 99; Inv. NO. 326
is from CMZ
Neg. No. FB 209.

a.

P L A ~CCCXXXIII
E
b - Inv. No. 3 3 12.
Fragment of a relief showing a worshipper weari n g p a r i d h ~and uttarrja, kneeling and facing left
under a segmental arch supported by Corinthian
columns. He has ja(i, globular ear-rings, short
necklace and wristlets. In the lateral spaces there
were two long-tailed birds : the one on the right
survives.
A rebate above and below. A hole for a nail.
Green schist 0.21 x 0.225 X 0.065.
Heavily chipped; the upper left corner is missing.
Source: CSA @ PR.
Neg. No. FB 69.

PLATECCCXXXIV a - Inv. NO. 3406.
Fragment of a relief showing a standing monk
facing left and holding the edge of the alms-cup
in his left hand, as if pouring out its contents.
Green talc-schist 0.21 5 X 0.12.
Chipped; headless; right arm and lower part of legs
missing.
Source: CSB @.
Neg. No. FB 93.

PLATECCCXXXIV b - Inv. No. 3 5 5 r .
Fragment of a relief preserving part of the
standing figure of a monk (?)facing left, wearing

afitaravisaka and sarighifi. The left arm is brought
slightly forward.
Green talc-schist 0.245 X 0.071.
Chipped; headless, footless, right arm and left forearm
are missing.
Source: CMS @.
Neg. No. FB 170.

PLATECCCXXXV a - Inv. No. r 5 28.
Fragment of a standing male figure, front view,
with body inclined to the left, right hand resting
on the chest and left akimbo. He wears a tunic
with short sleeves, fastened over his shoulders, a
cloak folded over his left shoulder, and a wristlet.
Green schist 0 . 3 2 ~X 0.21 X 0.065.
Chipped and corroded; headless and footless.
Source: CNQ @.
Neg. No. FB I 8 3 .

PLATECCCXXXV b - Inv. No. 5 I 83.
Fragment of a relief preserving part of a standing male figure, facing left, right leg bent and
outstretched. He is fat and wears a cloak with
neat deep folds, leaving the arms and most of
the bust uncovered.
Green schist 0.12 X 0.07 X 0.035.
Chipped; headless; right arm and lower part of legs
missing.
Source: Butkara, Sacred Precinct (unstratified).
Neg. No. FB 466.

